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Development of The MILE Curriculum

Prior to the development of the MILE curriculum, a survey was conducted of school and

rehabilitation programs teaching money management skills to deaf adolescents and young adults

to determine needs and preferences to be considered in the development of the curriculum. The

response rate was 64% (315/495). -Respondents had been working with deaf students an average

of 15 years, 13% were deaf or hard of hearing, and 65% were teachers or otherwise directly

involved in the education of the students.

Concerning presentation, 90% preferred lessons that were from 30 minutes to one hour; 88%

preferred that student progress be monitored by both teacher and computer; and 66% preferred 3

or fewer lessons per week. However, preferences were split almost 50/50 for the number of

students to be involved at a time. Forty-five percent preferred 1 or 2; 53% preferred small groups

(3 to 6). Respondents were also asked for comments and suggestions. The most common

characteristics requested included: 1) make the materials realistic, 2) provide adequate practice and

repetition, 3) keep the reading level accessible to students with limited English skills, but include

and teach the necessary banking vocabulary, and 4) include a printed copy of the materials

presented on the CDS.

The development of this curriculum followed these stages: 1) identification of content, 2) task

analysis, 3) behavioral objectives, 4) script development, 5) filming, 6) CD-ROM production, 7)

pilot testing and preliminary evaluations. During the literature review in the initial stages of the

project, a task analysis from a previously developed and field-tested project, was identified which

closely related to the skills we had targeted. This task analysis was reviewed, skills supporting the

goal of check writing were selected, and the resulting list was updated, and revised with culturally

relevant information as necessary. Behavioral objectives were driven by the resulting task analysis,

and the script was developed to accomplish the behavioral objectives. Throughout the filming,

consideration focused on the language needs of the targeted student population. Lessons from the

curriculum were piloted with students from local schools, and revisions were made based on

infoi-mation gained both from test scores and a qualitative evaluation of the student's responses to

the curriculum. In addition, the curriculum was thoroughly critiqued by 3 teachers of students in



the target population for written language presentation, sign language presentation, and

instructional design. This feedback was incorporated into the final design of the present version of

the MILE curriculum.

The resulting curriculum is contained in 9 CDS: I) Reading Money Amounts, 2) Writing

Money Amounts, 3) How to Recognize and Read Bills, 4) The Bank, 5) Bank Vocabulary:

Deposit, 6) Bank Vocabulary: Withdrawal, 7) The Deposit Slip, 8) Recording Deposits in the

Check Register, and 9) Check Writing. Each CD topic is broken down into six to seven lessons.

(Sample materials in Appendices E-I are based on Lesson 7: The Deposit Slip.)

Lessons progress in the following manner. An initial 'Study Plan' screen appears presenting a

list of lessons on the CD. The student can choose the first one and move sequentially through the

lessons without returning to this introductory screen, choose to begin at any point along the way,

or even select only a few specific lessons to view. Any lessons that became long (e.g. teaching

how to fill out all six parts of a check) were broken into sublessons that could also be accessed

through a Study Plan sub-menu. The reality of educational settings requires this kind of flexibility

in a CD-ROM curriculum. A student may not be at the end of a lesson when class ends; thus

multiple entry points into the curriculum combined with short lessons allow students to pick up

where they left off, rather than forcing them to repeat information they have already covered. This

has the added advantage of allowing higher achieving students to skip modules they have already

mastered. Additionally, titles appear across the top of each segment identifying the current lesson

so that students and teachers can easily identify the student's location in the lesson at any time.

Each teaching segment is presented in sign language by a deaf instructor. If appropriate, visual

aids are also used (e.g., deposit slips, check registers, checks). At the end of the segment, the

teacher signs a question probing the information that was just taught. The question then appears

on a screen with multiple response options. The student must respond by clicking on the

appropriate response. A correct response will move the student to positive feedback and continue

to the next segment, an incorrect response will give the student "sorry, wrong answer" feedback,

review of the relevant information, and then repeat the question screen. The information may be

reviewed as often as necessary. Each CD contains several lessons relating to a particular topic,
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including an introduction to the lesson, a quick review of the information taught on that CD, and

a generalization exercise called 'On Your Own.' At the end of each lesson, students have the

option of reviewing the entire lesson, continuing to the next lesson, going back to the initial study

plan screen to choose another lesson out of sequence, or exiting the program. (A simple keystroke

will also allow the viewer to exit the program at any time.)

A workbook was developed that closely follows the lessons presented on the CDS. It not only

contains each of the teaching segments presented on the video along with the instructional probes

from the video, it also includes a glossary, the generalization exercises for 'On Your Own,' and an

answer key. In addition, 'bonus' information not included on the CDS is provided. For example,

the CD teaches how to write a check for 'cash' The workbook includes other ways to get cash,

such as using an automated teller, and writing a check to a store for an amount over the purchase.

The bonus information can be used by teachers to engage the students in discussions to reinforce

information they have just learned and to help the students relate the information to their own

experiences.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the MILE Curriculum was developed with the

needs of the deaf learner in mind, including the requirements of sound instructional design, media

strengths and capabilities, and cultural and linguistic awareness.

CMILE\WP6\DBLINK\SCANNED.WPD



The MILE
Project

The MILE Project:
Money Management
Skills

Lessons:

1. Reading Money Amounts

2. Writing Money Amounts

3. How to Recognize and Read Bills

Cumulative Review Lessons 1-3

4. The Bank

5. What is a Deposit?

6. What is a Withdrawal?

Cumulative Review Lessons 4-6

7. The Deposit Slip

8. Recording Deposits in the Check Register

9. Check Writing

Cumulative Review Lessons 7-9

Vocabulary



Reading

potifo, 231*-Atk,
UflIL

1. Reading
Money Amounts

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Where Money Amounts are Written 1

2. Dollars, Cents, & the Decimal Point 3

3. Reading Money Amounts 6
4. Reading Money Amounts on Forms 9
5. Quick Review 16

6. On Your Own 1 7

Answer Key 1 8

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Decimal point
Bank statements Dollar amounts
Bills Forms
Cent amounts Fraction
Checks Money amounts



Pass Review

Pretest 1
Reading Money Amounts

1. Where Money Amounts are Written

List 5 things that money amounts are written on.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. Dollars, Cents, and the Decimal Point

There are two money amounts below. Write the dollar amount. How
many dollars are there?

$15.09 $20.00

There are two money amounts below. Write down the cent amount. How
many cents are there?

$170.25 $3.60

Money amounts have decimal points. Why?

You want to write a check for $5.64. When you write $5.64 in words on
a check, how do you write the cent amount?
Circle the one you write.

decimal point fraction
.64 64/100



3. Reading Money Amounts

Sign these money amounts to your teacher.

$3.00
$44.01
$105.25
five and 00/100 dollars
twenty and 07/100 dollars
three hundred ten and 70/10 dollars

4. Reading Money Amounts on Forms

See two forms with money amounts below. Sign these two money
amounts to your teacher.

mi t5gorigiugiti Yosti_tql=ntEgAittnikdael-3-P"'

r±OrlO Due Uport Rebeipt
$5322

Gus
AMOUNTZENCLOSED,

omer-Nurnben---123567987

PhoneIan Kmdy

Oxford, 0078:7986CA4567 ,niintrifilTri ittnitliiimilltinfin

JAN BRADY 4-95

1211 Elm Street
Fairvillc. Illinois 3452

00-567819876

DOLLAPS

aihnzzican gladi _iliattorzat

Memo

CR8760567E4 I:005B 654 21 u° 09136
SAMPLE,VOID



Where Money
Amounts are Written

1. Where Money
_Amounts are Written

You will learn how to read dollar and cent amounts
that are written in numbers.

You will see many things that have amounts of
money written on them.

Dollar and cent amounts can be written in numbers
or in words. In this lesson, you will learn how to read
dollar and cent amounts that are written in numbers.
When you handle your money, you will see many
things that have money amounts written on them.

For example, checks, like this one:

'IAN BRADY
t t kk OAZt.24304:*-
1::.>yvatir,

1:3::t.k. 6/9198
crar Bill's Grocery

Iventy four and 50/100
etic.4;i:o.s7rit),A 4...4VAR4qtat

Dollars

-WI- lady_
tartflOfttelikt seme..zw4s-

Another example, bank statements, like this one:

666 Devils Rd.6:0 pa* P.O. Box 665. Hades, CL 67654
Freclenck Cougar
75 Kelly Lane
goad Horse Junction, VT98345

e a -
We Dasopooli

G6/98 Deposit
4/12/98 W isildrawal
6/30/98 W ittidrawsi

Statement Date:
From 05/01/96 to 05/31/96

Amours Saleoce
5450.00 3450.00
Sno.00 $330,00

$88.08 8245.00

10

NOTES:



Where Money
Amounts are Written

NOTES:

Another example, monthly bills, like this one:

S EFNIOES

..:TNLS
YEAR

:YEA8 :

ENER3Y. NBA, R USA
DA Y.SJ KWH , 'AVG; DA YS PG.. AVG. .

35 294 8 36 4 .4

32 246 1111111:11 6 .7

Jan Brady
SERVO E 17 Birkenty Ave,ADDRESS

Oxford, CA 45673

DAT E OF 4/26197
BILL

ACCOUNT
NUMBER 234 5 -90 8 7

TOTAL O UR RENT OH ARS ES

PREVIOUS BALANDE DUE 67.67
PAYMENTS 67.67
ADJUST MENTS
LATE CHARGES .03
MIN. PAYMENT 20.00

TOTAL 154.97
THANK YOU

Each of these have money amounts written in numbers.
You need to know how to read money amounts the
right way.

Circle the form that has a money amount.

August
SMTWTHF S

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Jan 1, 1977

Dear Aunt Sally,
Thank you for the birthday

card. I am glad you gave me
money to spend. I bought a
sweater that I wanted. Come
see us soon. We are going
on vacation in July. It will be
fun. I miss you.

Love,

Katie

City Utilities
87E 234N
Anywhere, USA

Your Name
1145 Ash Street
Your Town, USA

SAM'S SPORT SHOP
778 N. 309 W.
Racetown, IL 84333

Racing Bike $700.00

Rock Shocks $100.00

Tune-up $40.00

Tool Kit $10.00

Pump $6.00

Tax $4.88
TOTAL $860.88

Ii



Dollars, Cents,
& the Decimal Point

2. Dollars, Cents,
_& the Decimal Point

There are three basic parts of money amounts
written in numbers.

There are three basic parts of money amounts written
in numbers.

1. dollar amounts
2. cent amounts
3. the decimal point

Dollar Amounts

Here are three different money amounts written in
numbers:

1. $3.05
2. $45.25
3. $105.99

You know they are money amounts, because each has
a dollar sign ($) written next to it. When you read
money amounts, the dollars are always on the left side
of decimal point.

Only look at the dollars. In $3.05, $3 is read "three
dollars." $45 is read "forty five dollarS." $105 is read
"one hundred five dollars." See the zero in $105. You
only read the places that have numbers other than
zero. This amount is read as "one hundred five
dollars," not "one hundred zero five dollars."

12

NOTES:
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Dollars, Cents,
& the Decimal Point

NOTES:

Money amounts have dollar signs. Don't forget to read
"dollars," too.

Circle the DOLLAR amount.

SRMYt
1.// f f414 p.n.s

filo+f4R .37.2

o6,Vi
11.83.11

S.:93("33r*

1 t csv

ve4jit g.1 eAP..11"..< sis

4z,:aattzlet" eitti

:01'.;t:i0404f4
-402.424A3M

s[43:33-]
nat.

Cent Amounts

When you read money amounts, the cents are always
on the right side of the decimal point (.).

Only look at the cent amount. In the first example,
$3.05, the cent amount .05 is read "five cents." The
second cent amount .25 is read "twenty five cents."
The third cent amount .99 is read "ninety nine cents."

/Jane had 50 cents. Her brother gave her 50 cents
too. Now she has 100 cents. Should Jane write it

.100? No! She would write $1.00. There will only be
two numbers after the decimal point if the numbers are
money! The nnmbers must be between 00 and 99.

13
4



Dollars, Cents,
& the Decimal Point

Circle the CENT amount.
. :UTILITY
5EFNICC3

CIAIWAIR...lei ai'14.1. .0 siNINEL
DAYS KWH AVG DAYS PG AVG;

,TSS 35 204 6 36 4 .4

T
YEAR:

32 246 7 38

55Fr/CE
Jan Brady

ADDRESS 17 Parkway Ave,
Oxford, CA 45673

DAT EOF .........7 A000UNT 2345_90874ic oiuBLL NUMBER

TOTALOURRENT ONAFGES
PREVIOUS BALAI,OE DUE 67.87
PAYMENTS 67.67
ADJUSTMENTS .co
LATE OHAFGES .co
MIN. PAYMENT 2o.op

TOTAL 154.97
THANK YOU

The Decimal Point

The decimal point is a period (.). It separates the
dollars and cents. Look at these examples again:

1. $3.05
2 $45.25
3. $105.99

The decimal point shows which is a dollar amount and
which is a cent amount. The dollars are always on the
left side of the decimal point. The cents are always on
the right side of the decimal point.

Circle the DECIMAL POINTS.

.ruilFffieti
Bank

Freden ck Cou gar
75 Kelly Lane
Bead Horse Junction, VT66345

666 Devils Rd.
P.O. Box 665. Hades, CL 87654

Statement Date:
From 05/01/06 to 05/31/96

Date DastripLon Arteunt 1341500e

614/98 Deposit 3450.00 $450.00
6112/98. Withdrawal 8120.00 S136.00
6130198 Withdrawal $85.00 $245.00

14

NOTES:

5



Reading
Money Amounts

3. Reading Money Amounts

Money amounts can be read in words.

Some money amounts have cents. Some
money amounts do not have cents.

Money Amounts with Cents

Here are three examples of money amounts in numbers
and how to read them in words:

1. $4.50 is read as "four dollars and fifty cents."
The dollars (in front of the decimal point) are read
first. The decimal point is read as "and." The cents
(after the decimal point) are read last.

2. $70.67 is read as "seventy dollars and sixty
seven cents." The dollars are read first. The decimal
point is read as "and." The cents are read last.

3. $210.33 is read as "two hundred ten dollars and
thirty three cents." The dollars are read first. The
decimal point is read as "and." The cents are read last.

ISuppose you sign the numbers. You can sign the
dollars that are zero. For example, $505..10 can be
signed as "five hundred zero five dollars and ten

cents" or "five hundred five dollars and ten cents."
Both ways are right when you are signing. But when
you are read or write numbers in words, you cannot
read the dollars tht are zero. $505.10 can only be
read "five hundred five dollars and ten cents."

NOTES:

15 6



Reading
Money Amounts

Practice signing these money amounts:

$50.10 $55.55
$500.10 $75.55
$540.10 $75.05
$505.10 $75.50
$55.10 $7.50

Money Amounts with No Cents

If there are no cents, what do you do? You just read
the dollars. Here are three amounts with no cents:

1. $50.00
2. $500.00
3. $540.00

The first example $50.00 is read "fifty dollars." The
second example $500.00 is read "five hundred
dollars." The third example $540.00 is read "five
hundred forty dollars." You do not need to say "and no
cents." You only have to read the dollar amount.

If the money amount has "00" for cents, how
do you sign it?

a. sign "no cents"
b. sign only the dollars
c. sign only the cents
d. sign "0 0 cents"

16

NOTES:
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Reading
Money Amounts

Practice signing these money amounts:

$50.00 $55.00
$500.00 $75.00
$505.00 $7.00

NOTES:

8



Reading Money Amounts
on Forms

4. Reading Money
_Amounts on Forms

When you are reading money amounts on bills,
bank statements, and checks, you read money
amounts in words to yourself.

Bills

Below is an electric bill.. The amount you have to pay,
$53.22, is written here:

uTILITy,
ERVfOES

dff4:31MILMI-388111MI*W4:11ISZ.1.1421St.
DANZ KWH AVG CVOS KC ltv.e:::

35 294 8 38 4 .4

.114St 32 246 7 38

SERVO E
an Br*

ADDRESS 17 Parbay Are,
Oxford, CA 45673

DAT EOF 4/2 iv97 AOCOuNT 2345-9087BLL NUMBER

TOTAL URRENT CHARGES 53.22
PREVIOUS BALANCE DUE 67.67
PAYmENTS 67.67
ADJUSTMENTS .00
LATE CHAFG ES .00
MIK PAYMENT 20.60

THANK YOU

This amount is read "fifty three dollars and twenty two
cents."

.R.O.BOX:6525
VIA LLMINGTON, NC 14556

ratinGSSMON
DATEOF REFERENCE

BMP MEIGin

DESCRIPTION.

TRANS ACTION. N UIVIS ER

04414 5D4543380
04410 78558414485

SEARS,- R.ANNEL.SHIRT 42595
F+1111%. STEREO 822599

Total 745.87
Address laonge? Cbeolt Box. Pant N. to Address And Telephone Number On Bach Of Satement

5526 53015555 49557 00 0212 BM 00 465E157

This bill is for $745.87. This amount is read "seven
hundred forty five dollars and eighty seven cents."

NOTES:

16 9



Reading Money Amounts
on Forms

NOTES:

PAYMINT
23

ACCOUNT NUMBER
OT445677813.93

BILLING DAT E
060005

DUE DATE
07/1603

PLEABE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOBS AUTOMOTIVE
CHOP SI-ICP
P.O. EOX 836
WELLSVILLE, CR 87050

DESCRIPTION

REPAIRED FLAT TIRE

155857955754 0000 34445 450429575 4489995800000 4459

This bill is for $93.21. This is read "ninety tluee
dollars and twenty one cents."

Bank Statements

Below is a statement you get from the bank where you
have an account. The statement tells you how much
money you put into the bank and how much money
you took out of the bank during the month. The
statement says that you put in $71.15. The statement
also says that you took out $50.00. See below:

Campus
Credit Union 690 East, 300 North

P.O. Box 778. Vermont, Utah 87654
Paul Collins
67 Candy Lane
Adjunct Canon, 11 96785

Statement Date
From 05101/96 to 05101/96

Date Description Amount Balance
31419, Deposit $7135 $71.15
36/99 Withdrisret SSW* nus
4/31419 Deposit $12733 $148.68
4/419.9 Withdrowst S39.37 $10%31

$71.15 is read as "seventy one dollars and fifteen
cents." $50.00 is read as "fifty dollars." How would
you read $127.53? "One hundred twenty seven dollars
and fifty three cents." How would you read $39.37?
"Thirty nine dollars and thirty seven cents."

19

10



1.4
Reading Money Amounts
on Forms

Checks

--Checks are different than bills and bank statements.
They have money amounts written in words and
numbers. When money amounts are written in words
on a check, the cent amount is written as a fraction.
On checks, a fraction is written only when money
amounts are written in words. Look at this check. It is
for $13.50:

See the fraction 50/100. You read the top part of the
fraction as cents. Fifty over one hundred is read "fifty
cents."

Here is a check.for $40.02:

Tommy Gunn
645E20005 949
Eno«. IAA 95772

PAY
10 THE
09DER OF

act.
N W '.13ANB
BANK EINE
Memo

1567

19

094243/7701

OOLLARS

eV:1132430 iOOS'.S5 S7 SAMPLE.VOID

MS =1.1..N.

Look at the fraction 02/100. The top part of the
fraction is read as cents. Zero two over one hundred is
read as "two cents."

2 0

NOTES:

11



Reading Money Amounts
on Forms

Here is a check for $3.55:

Cs 501.09876 C0051.551.2L r 2333

Look at the fraction 55/100. Five five over one
hundred is read as "fifty five cents."

Practice signing these CENT amounts:

Twenty two and 53/100 DOLLARS
Fifty eight and 25/100 DOLLARS
Thirteen and 61/100 DOLLARS
Two hundred fifty and 83/100 DOLLARS

One hundred and 04/100 DOLLARS

Seventy six and 56/100 DOLLARS

NOTES:



Reading Money Amounts
1 .4 on Forms

Now, let's look at the dollar amounts and the cent
amount together. As always, you read the dollars first
and the cents last. Look at the check below for $5.50:

Fred A. Sari'
BeeBoss Lane '1.1

Fuguet Sound, WA 43771

Ne 2333

19

0)111,71/5301

a.4'4. sc'hoo DOLLARS

cs5otarm7e, Coosi.sstai r 333
110.01100..

SAMPLENOID

"Five and 50/100" would be read "five dollars and
fifty cents."

Even though the word "dollars" is at the end of the line
on the check, you need to read it with the dollar
amount. Once again, this is "five dollars and fifty
cents."

Here is a check for $10.02:

Fecd A. Sight ter
BecBop Lane
Farad Sand, WA 43771

2333 eaNnwaso4

19

AY

Teta. nionMem--
2:5501.012876 C0054554 21 e 2333

11040.1.41..

sAmPtE.11040

"Ten and 02/100" would be read as "ten dollars and
two cents."

22

NOTES:

13



Reading Money Amounts
on Forms

Here is a check for $1.55:

C987605678 C00513 651.2 4 e 0986PI

"One and 55/100" would be read as "one dollar and
fifty five cents."

Practice signing these MONEY AMOUNTS:

Twenty two and 53/100 DOLLARS
Thirteen and 61/100 DOLLARS

Two hundred and 83/100 DOLLARS
One hundred three and 04/100 DOLLARS
Seventy six and 56/100 DOLLARS

Here is a check for $10.00. There are no cents:

"Ten dollars and no/100" is read "ten dollars."
Suppose you see "ten and 00/100," you read it as "ten
dollars." "00/100" and "no/100" mean the same thing.
There are no cents in the fraction.

NOTES:

23 14



Reading Money Amounts

....

on Forms

Practice signing these MONEY AMOUNTS:

Twenty two and no/100 DOLLARS

Thirteen and 00/100 DOLLARS

Two hundred fifty and 00/100 DOLLARS

One hundred three and no/100 -DOLLARS

Seventy six and no/100 DOLLARS

Remember, when reading money amounts on checks in
words, you need to remember the dollar amount and
the cent amount. If there are no cents, you just read the
dollar amount.

NOTES:



Quick Review

5. Quick Review

Practice sigMng these money amounts. You can check
your answers in the Answer Key at the end of
Lesson 1.

1. $33.10

2. $25.05

3. $103.00

4. $30.20

5. $425.00

25

NOTES:

16



On Your Own

6. On Your Own

At home,,look for things that have money amounts
written on them. Some places you can find money
amounts are TV commercials, newspaper ads, and
bills.

Practice signing the money amounts you find and the
money amounts in this workbook. It is important to
practice so you will remember what you have learned.

4

NOTES:

17



moo Answer Key-Lesson 1
NOTES:

Answer Key

The form that has a money amount is (p. 2):

SAM'S SPORT SHOP
778 N. 309 W.
Racetown, IL 84333

Racing Bike $700.00

Rock Shocks $100.00

Tune-up $40.00

Tool kit $10.00

Pump $6.00

Tax $4.88
TOTAL $860.88

The bill from Sam's Sport Shop has money amounts on
it. Money amounts in numbers have dollar signs ($)
and decimal points (.). The other forms have numbers,
but none of the numbers have dollar signs. The other
numbers are addresses and dates.

Circle the DOLLAR amount (p. 4).

JAN BRAM:
3eksix.ein, trim-ike 1.41`ST

Yon
s,..5.3;i4tAg4 9E-

1:4:44s

1

loiew 9.t.* pm/. .

:10.4

**44.1:4444*

OZ3:53
oottar.

wo!MOM OiliinaM18 ufl

Dollars are to the LEFT of the decimal point.

2
18



[ikr. Answer Key-Lesson 1

Circle the CENT amount (p.5).

.,.urturr
SERVICES

414:, PI,. e1#IM25,14 4:111.SIYAtzeift
DAYS :KWH s'AVG::: DAYS i .... PG ....:. :::::-AVG ,.....

-..:144-.:........ 35 294 8 36 4 .4

32 246 7 38 6 .7

Jan Breay
SERVE/ E
ADDRESS 17 Parkway Ave,

oxford, CA 45673

DATEOF 4/28/97 ACCOUNT 2 345_9087
BILL NUMBER

TOTALCURRENT CHARGES
PREVIOUS BALANCE DUE
PAYMENTS
ADJUSTMENTS
LATE CHARGES
MIN. PAY MEW

TOTAL 154
THANK YOU

Cents are to the RIGHT of the decimal point.

Circle the decimal points (p. 5).

,

i 6:;$ Deposit
OegrnpOoli

6112498 Withdrawal
613O19R Withd rawal

:.

aaok
Fredmidt Cougar
75 1<elly Lane
[rad Ruse Junction, VT98345

0.::01:::P1011U1114n$24iftlii

666 Devils Rd.
P.O. Box 665. Hades, CL 87654

Statement Date:
From 06101/96 to 05/31/96

AttiOunf

$10.aci
ssfy

134)eme

5.4.0,00
$330.00
$245,00

If the money amount has "00" for cents, how
do you sign it? (p. 7)

a. sign "no cents"

ferb. sign only the dollars
c. sign only the cents

d. sign "0 0 cents"

40 0

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 1
NOTES:

You would sign these money amounts: (p. 7)

$50.10 fifty dollars and ten cents
$500.10 five hundred dollars and ten cents
$540.10 five hundred forty dollars and ten cents
$505.10 five hundred five dollars and ten cents or

five hundred zero five dollars and ten cents
$55.10 fifty five dollars and ten cents
$55.55 fifty five dollars and fifty five cents
$75.55 seventy five dollars and fifty five cents
$75.05 seventy five dollars and five cents
$75.50 seventy five dollars and fifty cents
$7.50 seven dollars and fifty cents

You would sign these money amounts: (p. 8)

$50.00 fifty dollars
$500.00 five hundred dollars
$505.00 five hundred five dollars or

five hundred zero five dollars
$55.00 fifty five dollars
$75.00 seventy five dollars
$7.00 seven dollars

You would sign the CENT amounts: (p. 12)

Twenty two and 53/100: fifty three cents
Fifty eight and 25/100: twenty five cents
Thirteen and 61/100: sixty one cents
Two hundred fifty and 83/100: eighty three cents
One hundred and 04/100: four cents
Seventy six and 56/100: fifty six cents

29 20



Ms° Answer Key-Lesson 1

You would sign these money amounts: (p. 14)

-Twenty two and 53/100
Sign: Twenty two dollars and fifty three cents

Thirteen and 61/100
Sign: Thirteen dollars and sixty one cents

Two hundred and 83/100
Sign: Two hundred dollars and eighty three cents

One hundred three and 04/100
Sign: One hundred three dollars and four cents or
One hundred zero three dollars and four cents

Seventy six and 56/100
Sign: Seventy six dollars and fifty six cents

You would sign these money amounts: (p. 15)

Thirteen and 00/100
Sign: thirteen dollars

Two hundred fifty and 00/100
Sign: two hundred fifty dollars

One hundred three and no/100
Sign: one hundred three dollars or
one hundred zero three dollars

Seventy six and no/100
Sign: seventy six dollars

3 0

NOTES:
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F* Answer Key-Lesson 1
NOTES:

Quick Review (p. 16)

"You would sign these money amounts:

$33.10 Thirty three dollars and ten cents

$25.05 Twenty five dollars and five cents

$103.00 One hundred three dollars or
One hundred zero three dollars

$30.20 Thirty dollars and twenty cents

$425.00 Four hundred twenty five dollars

31
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4)

2. Writing
Money Amounts

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Writing Money Amounts 1

2. Writing Number Amounts in Words 2
3. Reading Amounts Written as Words 6
4. Writing Amounts in Words on Checks 8

5. Changing Amounts in Words to Numbers 12
6. Quick Review 15

7. On Your Own 16
Answer Key 17

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Check Money Amount
Decimal Point Money Amount in Numbers
Dollar Sign Money Amount in Words
Fraction

Quick Reference:

Numbers and Words List 2

32



Pass Review

Li

Pretest 2
Writing Money Amounts

1. Writing Money Amounts in Words

Write the money amounts in words.

1. $100.00

2. $50.00

3. $255.00

4. $367.00

5. $2.00

2. Writing Amounts in Words on Checks

Write the money amounts in words with a fraction.

1. $6.50

2. $10.08

3. $103.20

4. $250.00

5. $406.01

33



Pass Review 3. Changing Amounts in Words to Numbers

Write the money amounts in numbers.

1. Twenty and 50/100 dollars

2. Thirty and 08/100 dollars

3. Fifty five and 25/100 dollars

4. One hundred five and 62/100 dollars

5. Two hundred twenty and 00/100 dollars

34



Writing
Money Amounts

1. Writing Money Amounts

You will learn how to write money amounts in
words:

You will also learn how to write money amounts in
numbers.

Many money things are written in words and in
numbers. When you are writing checks, you will need
to write the money amount in numbers and words. It is
very important that you can write money amounts in
words and in numbers correctly. See the two ways
$4.00 is written on this check:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 405
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

102

11)

0046711,96,0

PAY TO THE
OR M 0 0

CIAA- alett 14"Yoo DOLLARS

FOR

AMINMENL 141.014

1:9137651.3211:5136542& 2 10102

0 .1011,1.1

SAMPLE,VOID

What will be taught in this lesson?

a. how to count money
b. how to put money in the bank
c. writing money amounts
d. writing account numbers

35

NOTES:



Writing Number
Amounts in Words

2. Writing Number
-Amounts in Words

This list is called the Numbers and Words List.

Use the Numbers and Words List to help you write
number amounts in words.

1 one 18 eighteen
2 two 19 nineteen
3 three 20 twenty
4 four 30 thirty
5 five 40 forty
6 six 50 fifty
7 seven 60 sixty
8 eight 70 seventy
9 thne 80 eighty

10 ten 90 ninety
one hundred

five hundred

one thousand

ten thousand

one himdred thousand

one million

11 eleven 100

12 twelve 500

13 thirteen 1,000

14 fourteen 10,000

15 fifteen 100,000

16 sixteen 1,000,000

17 seventeen

36

NOTES:
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2.2
Writing Number
Amounts in Words

How do you use it? On the left side is a list of
numbers. On the right side is a list of words. You look

_ for the number you want to write in words. The word
is always.to the right of the number.

Example #1: You want to write $3.00 in words.

I. You find the number "3" from the left side of
the list.

2. Look at the right side. It shows you how to spell
"3" in words. "3" is spelled "three."

3 $3.00 should like this: three dollars.

Notice that there is the word "dollars." It is important
to write the word dollars if you mean three dollars.
Otherwise,- three could mean anything-3 tables, 3
minutes!

Example #2: You want to write $35.00 in words.

1. Find "30" on the list.
2. You write the word "thirty."
3. You find "5."
4. Write "five."
5. Add the word "dollars."
6. $35.00 should.like this: thirty five dollars.

3 '7

NOTES:

3



Writing Number
Amounts in Words

NOTES:

Example #3: You want to write $125.00 in words.
Here are steps to do it.

1. Find "100" first.
2. Write "one hundred."
3. Find "20."
4. Write "twenty."
5. Find "5."
6. Write "five."
7. Add the word "dollars."
8. $125.00 should look like this:

one hundred twenty five dollars.

Example #4: You want to write $347.00 in words.
What will you do? This time it is a little different. The
list does not go up to 347. This is how you do it.

1. Find "3" first and then write "three."
2. Find "100" for the word "hundred." Do not

worry about the "1." Just worry about the word
"Mmdred." Write "hundred."

3. Find "40" and write "forty."
4. Find "7" and write "seven."
5. Add the word "dollars."
6. $347.00 should look like this:

three hundred forty seven dollars.

Remember, when you are writing money amounts in
words, you'ileed to write the word "dollars." That
way, you will show that the number is a money
amount. But if you are writing the words on a check,
the word DOLLARS is already printed on the check.

36
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2.2
Writing Number
Amounts in Words

How would you write $153 in words?

a. one fifteen three dollars
b. one fifty three dollars
c. one five hundred three dollars
d. one hundred fifty three dollars

Practice Exercise Part 1

Write the numbers in words. You can use the
Numbers and Words List on page 2.

1. $100.00 iLUACIAKI DOLLARS

IP 2. $50.00

3. $255.00

4. $367.00

5. $2.00 DOLLARS

6. $12.00

7. $22.00

8. $347.00 DOLLARS

9. $150.00

10. $105.00 DOLLARS

Answers are in the Answer Key on page 17.

3 9

NOTES:
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Reading Amounts
Written as Words

NOTES:

3. Reading Amounts
-Written as Words

You can use the Numbers and Words List to write
amounts in words to numbers.

So far you have used the Numbers and Words List
(p. 2) to write numbers in words. But you can also use
the list the other way. Here are`two examples.

Example #1: You see the words "two hundred
dollars." You want to know how to read that amount.
So what do you do? There are steps to do it.

1. Look at the left side to see the number "2."
2. Write "2".
3. Look at the list and find the words "one

hundred" first.
4. Look at the left side and see the number "100."
5. You want "two hundred" not "one hundred."

Copy the "00".
6. Add the dollar sign "$."
7. Two hundred dollars should look like this: $200.

4 0
6



Reading Amounts
Written as Words

Example #2: You see the words "twenty-four
dollars." HoW do you write this in numbers? This time,

- the steps are easier.

1. Find "twenty" and look at the left side for the
number "20."

2. Find "four" and look at the left side for the "4."
3. Put together "20" and "4," and the number is

24.
4. Write the number "24."
5. Add the dollar sign "$."
6. Twenty four dollars should look like this: $24.

ITwenty four dollars is written $24 not $204. $204 is
two hundred four dollars! $204 is a LOT more than

$24! Don't make this mistake!

How do you write "forty five dollars" in
numbers?

a. $405
b. $45
c. $145
d. $54

41

NOTES:



Writing Amounts in
Words on Checks

4. Writing Amounts in
_Words on Checks

When you write checks, there is a place to write the
amount in numbers.

There is also a place on checks to write the amount
in words.

When you write the amount in words and want to
write cents, you need to use a fraction to show the
cents.

When you write checks, there is a place to write the
amount in numbers. See the check below:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 446
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

19

CO-067691170

DOLLARS

g61,04a/aa,1
FOR

IDLO2 SAMPLE,YOID1:98 76 543211:sassi.21 2

me MKS

Also, there is a place to write the same numbers in
words. See the check below:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

19

00-5d76514170

DOLLARS

&nheal03a/rA 1161,111114M IAA Ia.

FOR

8:9876543211:51165421 2 a:1102 SAMPLE,VOID

11111....

42

NOTES:

8



Writing Amounts in
Words on Checks

When you write the amount in words on a check, you
do not need to write the word "dollars." The word

-"dollars" is already printed on the check:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADORESS 4-05

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

19

00+91711/116711

igent,miaam AMVINIIP4. 1014

DOLLAR

FOR

087654321i:58 65421. 2 113102 SAMPLE.VOID

WOMAN/

You want to write a check for $8.50. How do you
write $8.50 in words on a check?.

1. First write "8" in words. (You can use the
Numbers and Words List). 8 is written "eight."

2. Write the decimal point as "and." When you
write numbers in words, the decimal point is
written as "and".

3. Make a fraction for "50." 50 is on the top of the
fraction. The number after the decimal point
always goes on the top of the fraction.

4. Write "/100" on the bottom. On a check, "100"
always goes on the bottom of the fraction. Why?
Because there are 100 cents in a dollar.

5. $8.50 should look like this: eight and 50/100.

r$ZIan
11;

Wirr<3

tPlase4J Ass

1RVkf 5ottoo-
44,044.74, sp...tiv4)4....At

st_
Assamena ava.40.4gir,

:033 .

ilogzces

4 3

NOTES:
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Writing Amounts in
Words on Checks

NOTES:

Practice Exercise Part 2

_ You want to write $5.50 on a check.

1. Write "5" in words. (You can use the Numbers
and Words List.) 5 is written as "five" in words.

2. Write "and" for the decimal point.
3. Make a fraction for "50." 50 is on the top of the

fraction.
5. Write "/100" on the bottom of the fraction.
6. $5.50 should look like this:five and 50/100.

How would you write $5.40 in words on a check?

Do LLARS

How would you write $5.00 in words on a check?

DOLLARS

How would you write $5.22 in words on a
check?

cvnil 221100 DOLLARS

bliA),e, °AAA, clink/ 22/100 DOLLARS

C. c7i,u2, Lo-o- C1406 afil,C1 22/100 DOLLARS

d.P,042, CAM, aftWIL-Unitt CAilli6 DOLLARS

4 4



Writing Amounts in
Words on Checks

How would you write $5.06 in words on a
check?

cvn,c/ 6/100 DOLLARS

b.p,,...1o6poo DOLLARS

C. cist-g616 a/ilk/ 05/100 DOLLARS

d.pAR, ani,o/ 6/100 doliam, DOLLARS

Write these numbers in words WITH A FRACTION.
You may use the Numbers and Words List (p. 2).

1. $6.50 DOLLARS

2. $7.00 DOLLARS

3. $8.05 DOLLARS

4. $8.45 DOLLARS

5. $9.33 DOLLARS

6. $10.08 DOLLARS

7. $100.00 DOLLARS

8. $103. 20 DOLLARS

9. $250.00 DoLLARS

10. $406.01 DOLLARS

Answers can be found in the Answer Key on page 17.

45

NOTES:

11



Changing Amount in
Words to Numbers

5. Changing Amounts in
_Words to Numbers

Money amounts written in words can be written in
numbers.

You must use a decimal point and the dollar sign.

Sometimes you will need to change amounts written in
words to numbers. For example, suppose you see
words saying "two hundred and 55/100 dollars."

1. Find the word "two" on the Numbers and
Words List. Write the number "2."

2. Find the number "100". Ignore the "1" apd write
"00"

3. Write a decimal point for "and."
4. Write the number "55" for the fraction

"55/100".
5. Put in the dollar sign "$."
6. "Two hundred dollars and 55/100" should look

like this: $200.55.

Choose the right amount in numbers:

344mA, Guntt 06/100 DOLLARS

a. $.3306
b. $3.306
c. $33.06
d. $330.6

NOTES:

46 12



Changing Amount in
Words to Numbers

Choose the right amount in numbers:

fuundfaci 440,5- ainci 111/100 DOLLARS

a. $.16214
b. $1.6214
C. $16.214
d. $162.14

Here is one example to show you how to change
"twenty and 50/100" to numbers.

1. Find the word "twenty" on the Numbers and
Words List. Write the number "20."

2. Add a decimal point for "and."
3. Change the fraction to a number "50."
4. Put in the dollar sign "$."
5. "Twenty and 50/100" should look like this:

$20.50.

Changing money amounts from words to numbers is
easy. You must remember the decimal point and the
dollar sign. If you forget them, the numbers will not be
money amounts.

"'When you write amounts in numbers, you must put
the decimal point in the right place. If you move the

decimal point, you will change the amount. For
example, "thirty dollars and 50/100". If you put the
decimal point in the wrong place, you would have

$3.050 Wrong!
$305.0 Wrong!

$30.50 Right!

4 7

NOTES:

13



Changing Amount in
Words to Numbers

NOTES:

Practice Exercise Part 3

_Write these amounts in numbers. You MUST use a
decimal point. You can use the Numbers and Words
List (p. 2).

1. Twenty and 50/100 dollars It 20.50

2. Twenty and 00/100 dollars

3. Thirty and 08/100 dollars

4. Fifty five and 25/100 dollars

5. One hundred ten and 10/100 dollars

6. One hundred five and 62/100 dollars

7. Fourteen and 09/100 dollars

8. Seven and 43/100 dollars

9. Five hundred seventeen and 50/100 dollars

10. Two hundred twenty seven and 00/100 dollars

Check your answers with the Answer Key on page 17.

46



Quick Review

6. Quick Review

How do you write "fifty and 00/100 dollars" in
numbers7

How do you write $6.25 in words?

If you write money amounts in words, do you use a
decimal point or "and"?

When you write an amount in numbers, why should
you be careful to put the decimal point in the right
place?

If you write a money amount in words, how do you
write the cent amount?

4 9

NOTES:

15



On Your Own
NOTES:

7. On Your Own
Exercise A: Write these amounts in words.

1. $10.98 DOLLARS

2. $17.02 DOLLARS

3. $38.49 DOLLARS

4. $197.00 DoLLARS

5. $233.69 DOLLARS

Exercise B: Write these amounts in numbers.

1. Thirty four and 89/100 dollars

2. Sixty eight and 28/100 dollars

3. Ninety three and 00/100 dollars

4. One hundred fifty and no/100 dollars

5. Three Mmdred thirty nine and 05/100 dollars

Exercise C: On Your Own

1. When you are writing money amounts, how many
numbers must come after the decimal point?

2. When you are writing money amounts, what number
is always on the bottom of the fraction?

30



Answer Key-Lesson 2

Answer Key
-What will be taught in this lesson? (p. 1)

a. how to count money
b. how to put money in the bank
C. writing money amounts
d. writing account numbers

How would you write $153 in words? (p. 5)

a. one fifteen three dollars
b. one fifty three dollars
c. one five hundred three dollars

ER? d. one hundred fifty three dollars

Practice Exercise Part 1 (p. 5)

1. $100.00 Om,

2. $50.00 gib GlagGIAL

3. $255.00 c (1)-6-

4. $367.00 NA&

5. $2.00

6. $12.00 c W-LQ/ CIZ-CAL

7. $22.00 c7u4 clogcoA,

8. $347.00

9. $150.00 at Pt/ CAU16

10. $105.00

DOLLARS

/ /
I

I I I

DOLLARS

DOLLARS

ktuactlkd DOLLARS

NOTES:

17



Answer Key-Lesson 2

How do you write "forty five dollars" in
numbers? (p. 7)

a. $405
ugr b. $45

c. $145
d. $54

Practice Exercise Part 2 (p. 10)

How would you write $5.40 in words on a check?
LI 0/100 DOLLARS

How would you write $5.00 in words on a check?
Yi,u,2, and 00/100 DOLLARS

How would you write $5.22 in words on a
check? (p. 10)

ainki 22/100 DOLLARS

b. dde., 22/100 DOLLARS

c. tw-o, oldico6 afflki 22/100 DOLLARS

dIA,042, ciagewvA, ainki 6.0-o4 & curii6 DOLLARS

How would you write $5.06 in words on a
check? (p. 11)

curyia.6/10O
b.p, and 06/100
c. aam, apici 05/100

d.14()_Q, ancl 6/100 ddiam,

DOLLARS

DOLLARS

DOLLARS

DOLLARS

5 2

NOTES:



Answer Key-Lesson 2

Write these numbers in words with a fraction (p.11).

1. $6.50 Aiz cowl 50 /100 DOLLARS

2. $7.00 Aw-Qin, anici rnz,/100 DOLLARS

3. $8 05 Edd antd 05/100
0

DOLLARS

4. $8.45 * cold q 5/ 1 00 DOLLARS

5. $9.33 rim, cold ,V100 DoLLARS

6. $10.08 gun, aincl 08/100 DOLLARS

7. $100.00 OM. 0 Pe CMCI 110-1 1 00 DoLLARS

8. $103. 20 Diu, kotc/Azot limo, ma 20/100 DOLLARS

9. $250.00 1)-(9, LacliLeel Niti, wad 00/100 DOLLARS

10. $406.01 gaurl, kurtc6ci wx, wad 01/100 DOLLARS

Choose the right amount in numbers: (p. 12)

athiriftw, ana 06/100 DOLLARS

a. $.3306
b. $3.306

scg? c. $33.06
d. $330.6

Choose the right amount in numbers: (p. 13)

itundmxt 4Lw. wrwt 1(1/100 DOLLARS

a. $.16214
b. $1.6214
c. $16.214

vs' d. $162.14

5 3

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 2

Practice Exercise Part 3 (p. 14)
1. Twenty and 50/100 dollars lt20.50

2. Twenty and 00/100 dollars S2 0.0 0

3. Thirty and 08/100 dollars it30.08

4. Fifty five and 25/100 dollars S55.25
5. One hundred ten and 10/100 dollars it 1 10.10

6. One hundred five and 62/100 dollars Si 05.62

7. Fourteen and 09/100 dollars it 11-1.0q

8. Seven and 43/100 dollars

9. Five hundred seventeen and 50/100 dollars S51 7.50

10. Two hundred twenty seven and 00/100 dollard227.00

Quick Review (p. 15)
How do you write "fifty and 00/100 dollars" in
numbers?

.S50.00

How do you write $6.25 in words?
cow( 25/100 ddiam,

If you write money amounts in words, do you use the
decimal or the "and"?

wad

When you write an amount in numbers, why should
you be careful to put the decimal in the right place?

c9/ ru, decignai upwl
anymffli co-dU-Q, 1,04 61,), 130, 9rndi

If you write a money amount in words, how do you
write the cent amount?

tbadU941.

54

NOTES:



NOTES:
Answer Key-Lesson 2

On Your Own.
Exercise A (p. 16)

1. $10.98 gm cmci q8/1190 DoLLARS

2. $17.02.1,Q,u, and 02/100 DoLLARS

3. $38.49 54-4/ amcl k1q/i00 DOLLARS

4. $197.00 6111,2, Uctilect afficl 00/1 00 DOLLARS

5. $233.69 gui-o- LinclAkci ,-tivuk, wad 0/100 DOLLARS

Exercise B (p. 16)

1. Thirty four and 89/100 dollars t-3.14.8c)

2. Sixty eight and 28/100 dollars S68.28

3. Ninety three and 00/100 dollars 105.00

410 4. One hundred fifty and no/100 dollars q,150.00
5. Three hundred thirty nine and 05/100 dollars )33q.05

Exercise C (p. 16)

1. When you are writing money amounts, how many
numbers must come after the decimal point? 2

2. When you are writing money amounts, what number
is always on the bottom of the fraction? 100

55 21



How to
Rttognizo
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3. How to Recognize
and Read Bills

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. What Is a Bill? 1

2. Is the Bill Addressed to You? 3

3. Who Sent the Bill ? 6

4. When is the Bill Due? 8

5. How Much Money is Due? 13

6. Quick Review 18

7. On Your Own 19

Answer Key 22

ID Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Due date
Amount Due upon receipt
Billing Date Fee
Bills Forms
Checks Goods
Credit Increase
Credit limit Interest
Credit rating Minimum payment
Due Payment

5 6



Pretest 3
How to Recognize and Read Bills

Pass Review 1. What is a Bill?

What is a bill?

2. Is the Bill Addressed to You?

You get the mail. What should you do?

A. Open all the letters and bills.

B. Look at the envelope to be sure it is for you.

C. Make 2 piles. One pile is for bills and the other pile is for letters.

The mail carrier gives you your neighbor's mail by mistake. What should
you do?

5 7



Pass Review 3. Who Sent the Bill?

See two bills below. Circle who sent the bill.

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 OT44567788-90 06/30/95 07/15/96 $450.00

PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOB'S AUTOMOTIVE DESCRIPTION

CHOP SHOP REPAIRED FLAT TIRE
P.O. BOX 666
WELLSVILLE, OR 87656

1590679E5794 B000 34442 45042SER5 448999513013E20 44E9

.--P:07-BOX- 6675- BMP Dan-ftWILLMINGTONTNC-14556

-AbcouritNiimber 4267 897 506.234
Date-of-Bill 05115/96-
New balance
Please Pay

$678.67
by 06/09/

tnirnuns-PaymtirDcre $56.11
. ,.. . - .

Make-checks-payable-to

BMR-BANK Jan-Brady
_Ea-BOX:2354 17 ParkwayAw,_
WILL-M INGTONTNe-34679-9090 Oxfort-eA-45673

56



Pass Review

El

4. When is the Bill Due?

See two bills below. Circle the due date.

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW23 0T44567788-90 06/30/95 07/15/96 $450.00
PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOB'S AUTOMOTIVE DESCRIPTION
CHOP SHOP

REPAIRED FLAT TIREP.O. BOX 666
WELLSVILLE, OR 87656

1551E79BSThil Mild 3444B LiS0429B75 44B999SEFINE10 41639

;ACCOUNT NUMBER: DATE OF Bill
17Z--7456547-988967Z, 07/30195

siothlmo ri* bpq
\

E v6§

DUE NOW .AMOUNT DUE
09/15196 - $2500.00

CI1IPTION:v

55r3pgras79,Haraortgiiii4644.5E435:44)issgsEtz".:\mita\ -44.-Es..::'\.\ .\*



Pass Review 5. How Much Money is Due?

See two bills below. Circle the amount due.

Mountainous Fuel
Jan Brady
17 Parkway Ave,
Oxford, CA 45673

YOdR ACCOUNT-NUMBER SERVICE PERIOD ,-
DUE DATE

666 45 0420M I GS 1 03-22 04-23 105-206,

CURRENT BIWNG INFORMATION
CHARGE FOR GAS USED MAR 22 TO APR 23
CUSTOMER CHARGE
6% OXFORD CITY TAX
3.25% CAUFORNIA SALES TAX

CURRENT GAS BILLING

$28.96
$5.00
$2.04
$1.17

AMOUNT DUE

$37.17

PAY,-THIS AMOUNT'

UTILITY
SERVICES

ENZIMMIRME,
DAYS KWH AVG

1.1 atirilliiiiiIi
DAYS PG AVG

THIS:
YEAR :' 35 294

Ma246 7 38 6 lig
SERVICE
ADDRESS

Jan Brady
7 Parkway Ave,

Oxford, CA 45673

(DATE OF 4/28/97 [ACCOUNT 2345-9087 )BILL NUMBER

TOTAL CURRENT CHARGES

PREVIOUS BALANCE DUE
PAYMENTS
ADJUSTMENTS
LATE CHARGES
MIN. PAYMENT

TOTAL

105.73
67.67

67.67
.00

1 05.73

711ANK VOL:

Sr
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What is a Bill?

1. What Is a Bill?
A bill is a list from someone else telling you how
much you owe.

A bill asks you for payment.

A bill is a form you get from a business. A bill tells
you how much money the business thinks you owe
them. You pay them the money listed in the bill. Here
are several examples of bills.

Example #1: A bill can show the cost of something you
bought, like clothing or food. Clothing and
food are sometimes called goods.

BMP MENAI. 90X.667.5
LLMINGION;* NC 14556

INESSEVIDE
DATE OF REFERBCE DESCRIPTOR
TRANSACTOR N UNE E R

1:14n4 SO4543308 SEARS R.ANH13. SHIRT

04119 T6558414485 FH LL IFS - ST EREO

WO INT

f1;2525
3225.09

Address Mange? ChechBox. Print Hew Address k.:ITetechone Number On Bach OfSiaternent

425586 5301 5566 49687 00E12 000 00469857

Example #2: A bill might show the cost of services you
received, like the electricity or gas for
heating your home.

Mountainous Fuel
Jan 13 lady
17 Parkway Aye,
Oxford. CA 45673

NUM

CURRENT SLUNG INFORMATION AMOUNT DUE

CHARGE Pal GAS USED MAR 22 TO APR 23 $2098
0% Ox FORD CIT Y TAX $6.00
3 25"% CAUFORNIA SALES T AX $204

CURRENT CAS EILUNG 21.17
937.17

61
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What is a Bill?
NOTES:

Example #3: A bill might show the cost of work
someone did for you, like fixing your car.

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 0744567788.93 06130195 07/15/% $aw oci

PLEAT MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOBS AUTOMOTIVE DESCRIPTION

CHOP SHCP REPAIRED FLAT TIRE
P.O. BOX 666
WELLSVILLE, CR 8765S

155067905754 0000 34498 450429B7S 44E999580000E1 4469

A bill tells you how much you owe. Also, a bill asks
you forpayment. A bill tells you to pay back what you
owe. Below is a sample bill from the city offices:

unisry,
ERVICES

,EREFoYASiiciE.
OA YS 'IOW :.:AVG;.. DANS. ..:.::,PG:*. ,.-.,:....AVG:::.::,..,

35 294 8 36 4 .4

-...:LAST.,....,....
.....,E0..i..:..i:: 32 246 7 38 6

SERME
Jan Brady

ADDRESS 7 Parkway Ave.
Oxfnrd CA 43673

13 AT E OF 4R8,97 ACCOUNT 2345_9387
BLL NUMBER

TOTAL CURRSYT CH AMES 105. 73

PREVIO L6 B PL ANCEO LIE 07.07
PP:UO.475 87.87
ADASTMENTS .00
L ATE 01 AFG ES .00
MINIMUM PAYMENT 55.35

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE

10513

TH ANK YOU

It tells you that you owe $105.73 for electricity and
garbage service for this month.

What is a bill?

a. a paper showing what must be fixed on a car
b. a list for groceries
c. a list showing how much you owe for goods,

services, or work
d. all of the above
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Is the Bill
Addressed to You?

2. Is the Bill
_Addressed to You?

When you get a bill in the mail, check the name and
address on the envelope to make sure it is your
name and address.

Mountainous

Firs-r
;:itp,13C{C.154). ciV,14fi7.S

Jan Brady
17 Parkway Aye,
Oxford, cA 43673

When you get a bill in the mail, check the name and
address on the envelope. Why? You must make sure
the letter is addressed to you. Sometimes mail is
delivered to the wrong person. If a bill is really for
someone else, you must not open the envelope. You
give it back to the mail canier. That way, it will be
returned to the people who sent the bill. How would
you get mail that is not yours? Maybe it belongs to
your neighbor, but the post office gave it to you by
mistake.

Some of the things in your mail are not bills. You also
get advertisements from companies, letters, or
magazines. What do you do? You simply put them in a
separate pile and look at them later. Open them later to
make sure they are not bills. After you have picked out
'the bills, open each one.

63
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Is the Bill
Addressed to You?

What should you do first when you get a bill in
the mail?

a. pay the bill
b. look at the address and make sure it is yours
c. return the bill to the company that sent it
d. a. and c. above

Circle the envelopes that are addressed to Jan
Brady.

05- sl

114.1:ZORTED

4:14
s sai::c.4.1.:430204ciAm 4%75

. , :

'1,..1<i)::: *

CABLE TELEVISION
of California

Jan Brady
17 ParkwayAve.
Oxforct CA 45673

1/4.

Eguni

rzsT.z.A.ts
1)a MGWW.

6 4

NOTES:
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Is the Bill
Addressed to You?

LO
Jan Brady
BMP Bank

.npxy,

es.

WillminOon DL 84356 PAID
FIRST CLASS MAIL

Steve Jobs
34 Arp le Lane
Macintosh, CA 67859

0110
Ale

;C4430.016:74ftd

Alice Smiley
17 Parkway Ave.
Oxford, CA 45673

MOithtamous $(.;l:r.'"Aae 4

Fuel ur
45311 BURIAttia-AM

Petra Rose
333 Bekki Russell Ave.._
Logan Park, UT 77799
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Who Sent
the Bill?

3. Who Sent the Bill ?

After you know the bill is yours, you need to see
who it is from.

You have checked the name and address and you
know that the bill is yours. Now what do you do? You
need to see who the bill is from. You can find out by
opening the envelope and looking at the bill. The name
and address of the person or company sending the bill
is sometimes printed on the top of the bill. The black
arrow points to the company sending the bill.

P.b,.B.00.44331;

...::.F.1I.T.ctIr,g6- 1.4 o.

. . .

maxmc..04;:mo

Jan Brady
17 Parkway Ave,

. Oxford, CA 4.5473

And the bill from the same business:

Mountainous Fuel
Jan 13 lady
17 Pancway Ave. me 4 0420m
Oxford. CA 45673

CURRENT SLUNG INFORMATION

CHARGE FCR GAS USED MAR 22 TO APR 23
5% OX FORD CITY TAX
3 25% CAUFORNIA SALES TAX

CURRENT GAS SLUNG

=1§400111111NECESI
SEFISME:P.ERII311:,

GS 1 0322 04-23

$28 95
$600
1204
$1.17

DYEDATE

AmouNTSUE

$37.17

66
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Who Sent
the Bill?

After you know the bill is yours, what should
you do?

a. open the envelope
b. return it to the post office
c. look at the bill to see who it is from
d. a. and c.

4.1:,:e5111).

NOTES:
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When is
the Bill Due?

4. When is the Bill Due?

Many different words tell you when the bill is due.

Some bills do not tell you when the bill is due. You
still must send in the payment as soon as you get
the bill.

After you see who the bill is from, what should you
do? You must look at the bill to find out when your
payment is due. This is called the due date. Due date
means the day that the company must get your
payment. Words you look for are: due date, date due,
and please pay by.

What words show when the bill is due?

a. "services," "account number"
b. "balance," "payment
c. "requested amount," "goods," "total"
d. "date due," "due date," "please pay by"

See this bill. Hunter Bob's Automotive must get the
payment by 7/15/96.

PAYMENT
23

ACCOUNT NUMBER
07445677138W

BILLING DAT E
08133I95

PLEAM MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOBS AUTOMOTIVE
CHOP SHCP
P.O. 93x WO
WELLSVILLE. CR 87858

AMOUNT DUE
4460.00

DE SCRI PT ION

REPAIRED FLAT TIRE

1558579115754 FIBM3 34448 458429B75 41+89995000800 44(59

68
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3.4
When is
the Bill Due?

BMP Bank wants their payment by 6/9/96.

BMP SI@P 0..BOX&75
::MLUANCSTON:NC.:14 556

Acc.cisn4 4337887686 234
DAV ct osti5x0

41174440.

I Amaus t EAttmed g

Mate 1`.0.4:MY.041'r
BMP BANK Jan Brady
P.O. ES) X 2254 17 Pallovay Ave.
WILMINGTON. NC2467909:) Codord. CA. 1.1415

Circle the date the payment is due on these
bills:

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 0144587788-93 06(33195 08/23/05 S450.00

PLEAT MAKE CHECK PAYABLE To:
HUN TER BOBS AUTOMOTIVE
CHOP SHOP
P.O. 60X 666
WELLSVILLE, CP 87655

DESCRIPTION

REPAIRED FLAT TIRE

155067965754 OM 34448 450429675 448999500E1MB 4469

...... .. . .... . ... .......

PttAthiriAxt,HiciC..P*YAB(E.:.f 6::
.

HALINTEOHO.LpnopocrioNs<

!ALLS/1LLE, CR 07E56
6 PAG CPEAT1014...

1556E7565'754 666344B 456.29 675.44 6555 500e 0064469

. .x.&\,,wellatammumagammertucv."No&
BMP BP.O. BOX 6675

1=11
Elg.D3 1WILLMINGTON:NC14556

Accourt Nurrber 4 M7 837 506 234 .1
Dated Bill avt5rwl
New BaJarce $876. 67 I
Please P by 00.09/ i
hlirimum ayrrent Dtx
fArroutt ncl wed

?Ake d-ecks payatie to:
$

BNP BANK
P.O. BOX 2354
WI LLMINGTON. NC 34679-9090

Jan Brady
17 Parkway Ave,
Oxford. CA 45673

NOTES:

9



3.4
When is
the Bill Due?

Caution:
The due date is not the date you must mail your

payment.'The due date is the date that the company
must get the payment from you. Suppose you have a
bill that is due on the 24th. You want to mail the
payment. Can you Put the check in the mail on the
24th? NO! You must put the payment in the mail
BEFORE the 24th. You must put it in the mail early so
that your payment will be delivered by the 24th.

Remember, the word for due date can be different, like
due date, date due, due by. They mean the date the
company or person must get your payment, not the
date you must mail your payment.

Some bills are due as soon as you get them. The bill
will say "due upon receipt" or the bill will not have a
due date on it. That means when you get the bill, you
must pay right now. For example, this is a bill that is
due as soon as you get it:

..... ...... ..... ..------... ......
foid;fien.Detach and Ratan this partorr laity Your Paynent

.Phano
ZOO .102.156n Md.
!sabre.. CA 450078. nes

CUtibarti tiCNUMbat:" 123937W

, .

Payable Upon.Rebeirit.,

Jan Brady Phono

17 Parkway. Me,
OXtbn1,- CA-45673

1500 E.. Rockford Blvd.
Isotope; C.A: 450078-7986

tufitiMilo

NOTES:



When is
the Bill Due?

What does "due upon receipt" mean?

a. you do not need to pay the bill
b. pay the bill when you have time
c. the bill is due next week
d. pay the bill when you get it

What do I do when I cannot find a due date?

a. throw the bill away
b. pay the bill when you get it
c. give the bill to your mom
d. wait for the next bill

Some bills have a "date of bill" written on them. This
is the date the company or person sent you the bill. For.
example, this bill was mailed on 7/30/95.

...

FtE.ASS1.:1Alia..61-0e15- Ay. 4.E T Q.'s....
HAUNTED HDUSE. PRODUCTIONS.

!AT LOvILE. Os .ezp56-

. ... . . P. . .

DESCRIPTION

.. . , . . , , t . ,

...i.5ai.796754.-etteo -34445 ci5E14.567511.4 BS 9-956BEitlaii 4.464%.

The date of the bill is different from the due date.
Notice the due date on this bill is 8/15.

NOTES:
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3.4
When is
the Bill Due?

This bill was sent 4/28/97.

tJTLITY
ERN/ICES SAO'S lorm ma DAYS

35 294 8 36 4 .4

32 46 7 38

Jan Brady
S ER VC E
ADDRESS 7 Pazkway Ave,

Ovfn CA. 45673

(.) ATE OF 4/28/97 POGO UNT 2345.9387
BLL NUMBER

TOT AL CURREN T CIA AFGES 106.73

PREVIOLS B AL /*CEO UE 87.07
PAYMENTS 87.87
POJLSTIMENTS .00
L ATE CH RAGES
MI M MU M PAYMENT SS.gg

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE

TH ANK YOU

1 05 73

This bill was mailed 6/30/95.

P?4Bff ACCOUNT NUMBER 11iEJ5iT1 DUE DATE A MOUNT DUE
23 07445677813.SO 05133Q5 07/1505 $480.00

PLEASE MAKE CHECK PA Y ABLE T 0:
HUNTER BOBS A UT OMOT I VE
CHOP 9-10'
P.O. BOX ese
WELLSVILLE. CR 87055

DESCRIPT ION

RE P AIRE D FLAT TIRE

155057985754 000E1 34448 450429875 4489995000000 4489

What does "date of bill" mean?

a. today's date
b. the date the bill is due
c. the date the company or person sent you

the bill
d. the day you get the next bill

4 Caution:
Why do you need to know when bills are due? If you

pay bills late, you can get a bad credit rating. Stores
know who has a bad credit rating. Ifyou have bad
credit, you cannot get a loan or use your credit cards.
Be sure you look at the due date and pay bills on time!

'72
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How Much Money
Is Due?

5. How Much Money
_is Due?

Sometimes you must pay all of the bill.

Sometimes you can pay part of the bill every
month.

The bill tells you how much money you owe and how
much you have to pay. These can be very different!
How much money you owe is called the amount of the
bill. It is sometimes called the total amount of the bill.
Words that tell you the total amount of money you
owe to the company or person billing you are: total
amount due, and total due. For example, below is a
bill showing the total or total amount:

unury
ERVICES

imagmarzrximizemzwassigh,
0212113Z111110231123EISIGEBIEZESSI

THIS
YEAR

35 8 36 4

LAST
YEAR

3276 El
SERVCE

Jan Brady

ADDRESS 7 Parkway Ave.
Oxford CA 45673

D AT E OF 4/28/97 Fr-CO
BLL NUMA 23459387

TOT AL CURRENT CH AFGES

PREVIOUS B AL *ICED UE
PAYmEN TS

AOJ LSTMEN
LATE CH RAGES
LIINILE 17.1 P.11`0.1rffr

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE

A,fry.

44.55N
67.67
67.67

oo
oo

'70

44.1

$44.55 is what you owe for this bill.

Some companies will let you pay part of the total. It is
sometimes called a minimum payment. Be careful.
You will have to pay some on the bill again next
month. Also, the company will charge you a fee or
interest for only paying part of the bill. Words that tell
you the minimum payment are: amount due, due now,
please pay, and minimum payment.

NOTES:

7 3 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



How Much Money
Is Due?

What words tell you the minimum payment?

a. "date of bill," "late charges," "due now"
b. "balance," "utility services," "adjustments"
c. "amount due," "due now," "minimum

payment"
d. "services," "goods"

Here are some sample bills. The least you can pay is in
the black box on each one. Look at the way it is
worded in each box.

.UTILITY.,' La
ERViess DAYS VAN OM DAYS PO AVG:.

'Mlis*i 35 294 8 36 4 .4

:::L.F61"-- 32 246 7 38 6

Jan Brady
SERYCE
A DDRESS 7 Parkway Ave.

Oxford CA 45673

0 AB TE OF POGO
LL

42997
N DI...TT 2345'9)87

TOT AL CURREN T CH AFGES 44.55

PREAOLG GAL ASCE 0 UE 67.67

PAYMEfl TS 67.67
ADJ LSTIVEN IS .00
L ATE CH AFG ES .00

,1 IT T ,, 1 ,

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE 44.55

TH ANK YOU

\\***.:' tlIMICEMEMENCWMIW'

WI LLMINGTOWNC -14556 BMP
4M7 897508 234 3

0615M

3

Account Number
Date d Bill
New Balance

ease

Make checks payable to:

EMP BANK
P 0..80 X 2354
WI LLNIINGTON: NC 34679.9090

A rroint Enclosed $.................................... ....... .........

Jan Brady
17 arkvay.Ave,
Oxford: CA 45673

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 0744567789-93 08'30/95 07/157% 450.00

PLEAT MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUN TER BOB'S AUTOMOTIVE DESCRIPTION

CHOP SHCP REPARED FLAT TIRE
P.O. BOX ess
WELLSVILLE. CA 87655

155067985754 MEI 34446 450429 B75 44B5 995E1E000B 4489

7 4
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How Much Money
Is Due?

7479B$7 ............
. .

QESCI3IP TIPN.
XEA:SE. kakt c RE6K...PA`eAELE.fCs.

:.. - % %. . . . . .

155116798 5754' 868311.144iti 8"4513S25575-Y16599.50E1013613 4469

What does a bill tell you?

a. how much money you owe
b. the due date
c. amount due
d. all of the above

When you see the words "amount due," "total
due," or "balance due" what does it mean?

a. the money amount you need to pay
b. the date you need to pay
c. the money that was already paid
d. all of the above

How much do you pay?

foid ; awn Dotath and 'Num this Todom nit' Your Paynent

Phono
ISO, E. A:m.0n( Md.
lamp; CA 45 COM VW

Caen:Inver Mariner tnaningt

P3yabIe Upon Rece pt

.MAOUNT.ENCLOSEa$,.,

Jan Brady Phona

LT Parkway Ave, 15OUERIvd
Ozforct CA 45673 Isotope. CA 450078-7986

75
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How Much Money
Is Due?

How much do you need to pay now?

Mountainous Fuel
Ian andy
17 Pa *way Ave:.
Oxford. CA 43673

4044.50:4:
Mpf:313:1LIKII:la:13,111
EFATITE MEP=

505 45 0420M GS 1 0322 04-23 430001:

CURRENT SLUNG INFORMATION
CF4ARGE FCR GAS USED MAR 22 TO APR 23
O OX FORD CITY TAX
325% CAUFORNIA SALES TAX

CURRENT GAS SLUNG

$2895
$500
$2104
$1.17

AMOUNT. DUE

$37.17

a. $520.96
b. $37.17

How do you know?

a. it is in the box
b. it is the Total

Amount Due

c. $28.96
d. none of the above

c. it is the largest amount
d. all of the above

NOTES:



How Much Money
Is Due?

6 Caution:
If you do not pay the full amount of the bill, you will

still owe the person or company. The company will bill
you the next month for the money you still owe plus
interest. If you buy more things the new amount will
add to the old amount. Your total will increase. If you
only pay the minimum due, you will still owe the
company. Every time you buy more things, it will be
added to the old amount, and the minimum due will
increase! If you buy too much, you may reach your
credit limit. Then the person or company will tell you
that you cannot buy anymore until you have paid what
you owe. You should keep a record of your bills in
your budget. Then you will know when you have
money you can spend and when you do not.

lIt is very important that you do not send eash
money when you pay your bills. Anyone can open

the envelope and steal the money. Then the person or
company will thinIc you have not paid your bill. You
have no way to prove you paid the bill. Use a check to
pay your bills. You will learn how to write checks in
the future lesson. .

77
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Quick Review
NOTES:

6. Quick Review

What is a bill?

What does the "amount due" mean?

What does the "due date" mean?

What does the word "total" mean?

78



On Your Own

7. On Your Own

Practice Ekercise A

1. What does minimum payment mean?

2. What does due upon receipt mean?

3. When you get the mail, what should you do first?

4. If you cannot fmd the due date, what should you do?

Check your answers in the Answer Key at the end of
Lesson 3.

79
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On Your Own

Practice Exercise B

Here are two bills. For each bill:

1. Circle the DUE DATE.
2. Circle the AMOUNT you must pay.

PAYMENT ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 074456778993 0933/95 07515/ $454300

PLEAa MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER BOBS AUTOMOTNE DESCRIPTION

CHOP S-1CP REPAIRED FLAT TIRE
P.O. BOX ESS
WELLSVILLE, CP 87655

155E1579E1579s 0000 34446 4 50429B75 449 99500E1000 44B 9

trrLi7v..:: EIffrillarl,MffingerALWIDT-rgaink
. ERVCES ANS .IVAH Ma DAYS ::::PG AvG.

35 294 8 36 4 .4

:YfAR:
32 246 7

38
6

Jan Brady
SERVCE
ADDRESS 7 Parkway Aye,

Oxford, CA 45673

DATEOF 4/28/97 ACC°
BLL NUM= 2345-9387

TOT AL CURR94 T CH AMES 105.73

PREVIOLS BPI. PNCED UE 87,07
PAYmeCIS 87.87
ADJLSTIAIS4 TS .00
LATE CHARGES .00
MINIMUM PAYMENT ss.3s

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE

105.73

TH ANK YOU

NOTES:



On Your Own

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

_ What are the 5 parts of paying a bill?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

NOTES:



Answer Key-Lesson 3

Answer Key

What is-a bill? (p. 2)

a. a paper showing what must be fixed on a car
b. a list for groceries
c. a list showing how much you owe for goods,

services, or work
d. all of the above

What should you do first when you get a bill in
the mail? (p. 4)

a. pay the bill
ve b. look at the address and make sure it is yours

c. return the bill to the company that sent it
d. a. and c. above

Circle the envelopes that are addressed to Jan
Brady. (p. 4)

YES:

82
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

YES:

( CAB
afCalif a

ION

Jan Brady
17 Parkw ey Ave.
Oxfcr4, CA 45673

NA.07,<Ki

ANNJO

PAID

NO:

Jan Brady
BMP Bank

DL 84356 [1'Fl CLASS MAIL\
I PAID

tteLIC:

AJCW.t.*

Steve Jobs
34 Apple Lane
Macintosh, CA 67859

NO:

..P ono
?F4.5.?6,56,74ba
-4.4..:CA:4500761.256

Alice Smiley
17 Parkway Ave.
Oxford, CA 45673

"--:,Fuei

ItC4 VAC 4541 ZUMalle.IAM C4,45C75 .U3rt33 4V:2a;

Petra Rose
333 Bekki Russell Ave.
Logan Park, UT 77799

83
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

After you know the bill is yours, what should
you do? (p. 7)

a. open the envelope
b. return it to the post office
c. look at the bill to see who it is from

rz* d. a. and c.

What words show when the bill is due? (p. 8)

a. "services," "account number"
b. "balance," "payment
c. "requested amount," "goods," "total"

IR? d. "date due," "due date," "please pay by"

Circle the date the payment is due on these
bills: (p. 9)

PAYM Ear ACCOUNT NUMBER
23 074453778Fr so

PLEAa MAKE CHECK PAYABLE To:
HUNTER BOBS AUTOMOTIVE
CHOP SHCP
P.O. BOX ess
WELLSVILLE, CA 87656

BILLING DATE DUE DATE
08'30/55 08/ 23/0 5

PAY NOW
$4.51100

DESCRIPTION

REPAIRED FLAT TIRE

155067985754 01300 34448 450429675 4489 995000000 4489

fgr4g6 444140 DATE

PLEASE 1,4.4K6.-1E.CK PAYABLE fa:
HAUNTED,HOUFP pRODUC:RONS

87.656: .

.. . ..
155057985754 0000.3444 450429875 448933 500000134459 .

DMERit-
4701.5/98

aJtANii
00100

DESCRIPTION

.

8 4

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

BIMP
WILLMINGTOR NC 14556

Acecurt Nurrber
Date d Bill

4267 897 506 234
09.15M

ease Pay by og

[A rrotnt Erickeed $
bttke checks payall etcc

BMP BANK Jan Bratty
P O. BOX 2354 17 Parkway Ave,
W1LLMINGTON NC 34679-9090 Oxford. CA 45673

What does "due upon receipt" mean? (p. 11)

a. you do not need to pay the bill
b. pay the bill when you have time
c. the bill is due next week
d. pay the bill when you get it

What do I do when I cannot find a due date?
(p. 11)

a. throw the bill away
ga' b. pay the bill when you get it

c. give the bill to your mom
d. wait for the next bill

05

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 3
NOTES:

What does "date of bill" mean? (p. 12)

a. today's date
b. the date the bill is due

gar c. the date the company or person sent you
the bill

d. the day you get the next bill

What words tell you the minimum payment?
(p. 14)

a. "date of bill," "late charges," "due now"
b. "balance," "utility services," "adjustments"

gar c. "amount due," "due now," "minimum
payment"

d. "services," "goods"

What does a bill tell you? (p. 15)

a. how much money you owe
b. the due date
c. amount due
d. all of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

When you see the words "amount due," "total
due," or "balance due" what does it mean?
(p. 15)

ga- a. the money amount you need to pay
b. the date you need to pay
c. the money that was already paid
d. all of the above

How much do you pay? $25.15 (P. 15)
- - - - ------ - - - - - " - _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ -

Pol&-hen ftetactrand Reim this porierr WIFE your Paynent

Phono
ISO E Abe.60A1 Efrd

fratrp. CA 490098, 7986.

CuutomerNumber: 123-avo8r 1:AMOONT:Nitt:480:t

n.Biacly
hrkway Ave,

Qemil

'Photo
1500E. RockforclEhrd.

, ,

87

NOTES:
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Mt. Answer Key-Lesson 3
NOTES:

How much do you need to pay now? (p. 16)

Mountainous Fuel
ran Brady
17 Paikway Mt.
Oxford. CA 43673

CURRENT SLUNG INFORMATION
CHARGE FCH GAS USED tAAR 22 TO APR 23
0% OXFORD CITY TA X
3254 CAUFORNA SALES TAX

CURRENT GAS SLUNG

!)'-c0.0050000.04.

$28aa
%DO
12.04
$1.17

AMOUNT pug

$37.17

a. $520.96
ve b. $37.17

c. $28.96
d. none of the above

How do you know? (p. 16)

a. it is in the box
gar. b. it is the Total

Amount Due

c. it is the largest amount
d. all of the above

Quick Review (p. 18)

What is a bill?
A bill lists what a business thinks you owe them.

What does the "amount due" mean?
Amount due means what you must pay now.

What does the "due date" mean?
Due date is the date the business must get your
payment for the bill.

What does the word "total" mean?
Total means the amount you owe the company. It is
also called the "bill amount".
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

On Your Own
Practice Exercise A (p. 19)

I. What does minimum payment mean?
A minimum payment is the smallest amount of a bill
you can pay. It means next month you will have to
make another payment. You will be charged a fee
or interest to make a minimum payment.

2. What does due Upon receipt mean?
Due upon receipt menas you must pay the bill as
soon as you get it.

3. When you get the mail, what should you do first?
You should look at the envelope to make sure the
mail is for you. You should look at the name and
address on the envelope.

4. If you cannot find the due date, what should you do?
You should pay the bill when you get it.

NOTES:



Answer Key-Lesson 3
NOTES:

Practice Exercise B (p. 20)

Here are two bills. For each bill:

1. Ciicle the DUE DATE.
2. Circle the AMOUNT you must pay.

PAYMENI ACCOUNT NUMBER BILLING DATE Il DUE DATE PAY NOW
23 OT44567788.93 0033/93 07f151 $45100

PLEAa MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
HUNTER 8085 AUTOMOTIVE DESCRIPTION

CHOP SHCP REPAIRED FLAT TIRE
P.O. BOX 666
WELLSVILLE, CR 876%

1E5E1579135754 MOB 34448 450429B7S 4489995000E100 4489

:.AJTLITY.:::
erivice:i

:' ' N.,
Mos :K!Ati ALIET::::, DAYS P0 :,:::AVII,::::,
35 294 8 36 4 .4

32 246 7 38 6

SER VC E
ADDRESS

J an Brady
7 Parkway Aye,

Odom!, CA 45673

047EOF 4Q8i97 PC03
BLL N Mal; Z345'9387

TOT AL CURRENT CH AFGES

PREVIOUS BALANCED UE
PAYMEN TS
ADJLSTMEN TS
LATE CH AMES
MINIMUM PAYMENT

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE

ITH.

87.07
87.87

.00

105.73

THANK YOU

Note: This bill is due as soon as you get it. There is no
due date listed on the bill.
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Answer Key-Lesson 3

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own (p. 21)

What are the 5 parts of paying a bill?

1. Check the envelope to make sure the bill is yours.

2. Open the envelope and find out who sent the bill.

3. Look at the due date of each bill.

4. Look at the amount due of each bill.

5. Send in your payment using checks, not cash
money.

Di

NOTES:
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Pass Review

LI

LI

Cumulative Review 1
Lessons 1-3

1. Reading Money Amounts

There are two money amounts below. Write the dollar amount. How
many dollars are there?

$17.30 $45.10

There are two money amounts below. Write down the cent amount. How
many cents are there?

$100.01 $5.77

Money amounts have decimal points. Why?

You want to write a check for $8.95. When you write $8.95 in words on
a check, how do you write the cent amount?
Circle the one you write.

decimal point fraction
.95 95/100

Sign these money amounts to your teacher.

$2.00
$36.01
$355.25
thirteen and 00/100 dollars
seventy and 09/100 dollars
four hundred seven and 40/10 dollars
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Pass Review

LI

2. Writing Money. Amounts

Write the money amounts in words.

1. $300.00

2. $90.00

3. $105.00

Write the money amounts in words with a fraction.

1. $4.50

2. $68.03

3. $508.00

Write the money amounts in numbers.

1. Seventeen and 25/100 dollars

2. Eighty eight and 70/100 dollars

3. Five hundred forty and 00/100 dollars

03



Pass Review 3. How to Recognize and Read Bills

Here are two bills. Answer the questions for each bill.

Bill I :

Who sent the bill?

What is the due date?

What is the amount due?

Mountainous Fuel
Jan Brady
17 Parkway Ave,
Oxford, CA 45673

,

.4,9,974 'tcA-9,101i.ou

;666 45 0420M GS 1 03-22 04-23

CURRENT BILLING INFORMATION
CHARGE FOR GAS USED MAR 22 TO APR 23
CUSTOMER CHARGE
6% OXFORD CITY TAX
3.25% CAUFORNIA SALES TAX

CURRENT GAS BILLING

$28.96
$5.00
$2.04
$1.17

AMOUNT DUE

$37.17

n



Pass Review

Bill 112:

Who sent the bill?

What is the due date?

What is the amount due?

ill r It r j :glAtici?..6141XcIA....liz....i.UVION01.15034ML,r+.

...II:U. 1:M3 M31. 1DEL PG I &IG
I 35 294 8 36 4 .4

-n 32 MI CI 6 Illip
SERVICE
ADDRESS

Jan Brady
17 Parkway Ave,
Oxford, CA 45673

DATE OF 4/28/97BILL
AccOuNIT 2345-9087NUMBER

CTOTAL CURRENT CHARGES

PREVIOUS BALANCE DUE
PAYMENTS

105.73
67.67

67.67
ADJUSTMENTS .00
LATE CHARGES .00
MIN. PAYMENT

TOTAL 105.73

THANK YOU

( 7--
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4. The Bank

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. What is a Bank? 1

2. What Do You Need at the Bank? 6

3. The Bank Teller 10

4. Quick Review 13

5. On Your Own 15

Answer Key 18

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account
Account Number
Bank
Bankbook
Bankslip
Bank statements
Branch Bank
Cash Checks
Check
Check Register

Customer
ID card with Picture
Information Counter
Loan
Mother's Maiden Name
Password
Services
Signature
Teller
Transaction
Traveler's Check
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Pass Review

Pretest 4
The Bank

1. What is a Bank?

Write what these words mean.

Bank:

Customer:

Account:

Bankbook:

Banks lip:

Teller:

List three things you can do at a bank.

1.

2.

3.

2. What Do You Need at the Bank?

List three things you need when you go to a bank.

1.

2.

3.

97



Pass Review 3. The Bank Teller

What can a bank teller do to help you?



What is a Bank?

1. What is a Bank?

A bank is a place for you to keep your money.
Most banks have branch banks.

Your money is safe in a bank.

Banks have many different services for their
customers.

When you put money in a bank, you are given an
account.

A bank is a place where people keep their money.
Most banks have a main office in a business area, and
several smaller offices through the city.These are
called branch banks. All branch banks have the same
name as the main office. For example, you keep your
money in Bank of America. Their main office is
downtown. But you don't want to drive downtown.
What do you do? You can go to one of their branches.
They may haye a branch at the mall, in a grocery store,
or in a separate building. All the branches will be
called Bank of America. If you keep your money in
one of them, you can go to any of them for services.

NOTES:
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What is a Bank?
NOTES:

What is a bank?

a. a place where money is made
b. a building George Washington lived in
c. a place to keep your money
d. none of the above

Keeping your money in a bank is safer than other
places. If you keep your money in a jar, under a
mattress, or in a drawer, it can be stolen or lost. In a
bank, your money is protected and secure. Banks have
safe places to put your money and lock it up. Banks
also have security guards who act like "bank police".
Plus, banks have hidden cameras. If there is a bank
robbery, the camera will show the security guards who
stole the money.

Why is it safer to keep your money in a bank?

a. because it will not be lost or stolen from
a bank

b. because the bank needs your money
c. it is not safer in a bank
d. because you can get your money easier

Banks offer many services. You can cash checks.
Cashing a check means you use your checks to get
money at your bank. For example, if you keep your
money at the America's Bank, you can cash your
paycheck there. You can get a loan from a bank to buy

1 0 2



What is a Bank?

a house or a car. If you plan to go on a trip, you can
also get traveler's checks from a bank. When you put

- your money in a bank, cash a paycheck, or do anything
at a bank, you are called a bank customer.

What can you do in the bank where you keep
your money?

a. cash checks
b. cash your paycheck
c. keep your money there
d. all of the above

What services do banks have?

a. traveler's checks for customers
b. loans for customers
c. paychecks for customers
d. a. and b.

When you put money in the bank, you are given an
account. This account has your money in it. Your
account has a special number on it called an account
number. This tells the bank which account is yours.
Your account number is written on many different
bank papers: checks, bankbooks, and bank slips.
Below are samples of a check, a bankbook, and a bank
slip with the account number circled.

1 01

NOTES:



( .580421-2)

What is a Bank?

Check:
103

Yettna
nuir

NEW ENCHANO
BONK ONE

ti &ea

Deposit slip..
REVASIT SUP

YOVR NAME
N'Ot3k ADORMS
crv. srxrc won

DATE

1.1,2SCANH ix Rti RES PR S:5$:ZWI:

CentralVan*
.1567fisk3al

Bankbook:

,...Amil:StWx:Y1
Mx 1

..........,,,...........1

t,
Taw. z

"....:,............t

t'S:11234$

MallilkaVA1 1

ISS 4.41.tt,;,14:=4ky

3

TRANSACTION REGISTER 200
REGISTER No.

2
I 1 I

ULLA,
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

ACCOUNT NUMBER

THIS REGISTER CONTAINS
THE RECORD OF ITEMS

NUMBERED FROM

TO
2qq

AND DATED FROM

J.Z. 5 19 90
pia 1 0 1 9 90

x-84(3-94) DELLIXE CHECK PRINTERS

102
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4.1 What is a Bank?

When you put money in the bank, where does
it go?

a. under a matress
b. into your account
c. info the teller's pocket. The teller takes it

home.
d. a. and b. above

What is an account number for?

a. to count how many customers the bank
has

b. to keep a record of your money
C. to give loans to customers
d. a. and b.

Circle the account number on this check.
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 446
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

Central Bank--
FOR

4444/2211

DOLLARS

44/4/2211 0058 85421 0102 SANPLENOID

Circle the account number on this deposit slip.

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CRY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SIGN HERE POR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenkrjBanZ ANYWHERE. USA 12345

SS SW 1l :19137SS430t

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECKS MOLT

TOTAL FROM
OINER SIDE

USE OTHER SIDS POE
ADOITDONAL LISTING

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

SE SURE EACH DEN is
PROPERLY ENDORSED

103
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What Do You Need
at the Bank?

NOTES:

2. What Do You Need
_ at the Bank?

You will need an account at your bank.

You will need identification.

You will need bankslips for all your transactions.

Account

Before you can put money in the bank, you must open
an account. Your account is where the bank keeps a
record of your money. A bank teller can help you open
an account. You must fill out a form and show the
bank your identification.

Understand, account information is private. The bank
teller can only give you information about your
account, not someone else's. Tellers cannot give other
people information about your account.

When you open an account, the bank will give you a
bankbook. A bankbook is also called a check register.-
The register is for you to keep records of how much
money you put in the bank or take out of the bank. For
example, you put money in the bank. You write it in
your register. Or if you take money out of the bank.
You write it in your register. You will learn a lot about
check registers in a later lesson.
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What Do You Need
at the Bank?

Why do you use a register?

a. to record the money in your account
b. record money you take out of the bank
c. record money you put in the bank
d. all of the above

ID Card

When you go to the bank, you need to bring an ID
card with your picture and signature. That is how
the bank teller knows who you are. Your signature
should not be printed. When you write your name for a
signature, you should use cursive writing. Your ID
card can be your driver's license, bus pass, motor
vehicle department card, or your student ID card.

DRIVER LICENSE
NUMBER
1234576

DATE OF BIRTH
09-18-78

CLAss

EXPIRES
09-18-00

HEIGHT
5 04

WEIGHT
140

SEX

ISSUE DATE
09-16-96

ORIGINAL DATE
09-16-96

X 0(1cvn, &addict
SIGNATURE

Brady, Jan
17 Parkway Ave.
Oxford, CA 45673

CALIFORNIA REPUBLIC

105

NOTES:
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What Do You Need
at the Bank?

NOTES:

What kind of identification should you bring
with you to the bank?

a. an-ID card with your picture and your
signature

b. your student ID card with your picture
and signature

c. your driver's license
d. any of the above

Suppose you want to know how much money you have
in your account. You may go to the bank and ask the
teller. The teller will ask you for your account number
and ID. Sometimes, a bank will use a password for
BD. You tell them a secret code word, like your
mother's maiden name. Why do they do this? The
secret code words and ID help keep your account
private and safe.

Bankslip

When you put money in the bank or take money out of
the bank, you will need to fill out a bank slip. A bank
slip tells the bank how much money you want to take
out or put in the bank. There are two different kinds of
bank slips. A deposit slip is for putting money in the
bank. A withdrdwal slip is for taking money out of the
bank. You will learn about deposits and 'withdrawals in
the next lessons.
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What Do You Need
at the Bank?

What do you need to bring when you go to the
bank to cash a check?

a. your mom
b. your ID
c. the check you want to cash
d. b. and c. above

Information Counter

If you do not know what to do when you get to the
bank, find the place where it says "Information." The
Information counter is where you can get help at the
bank. If the bank doesn't have an information counter,
ask the teller or anyone who works there for help.

What do you do when you need help at the
bank?

a. ask one of the bank tellers
b. ask someone who works at the bank
c. ask the person at the information desk
d. any of the above

107
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The Bank Teller
NOTES:

3. The Bank Teller
The bank teller is a person who can help you do
many things at a bank.

A teller.is also a person at the bank who can help you.
A teller can help you in many ways. For example, a
bank teller can:

1. cash your checks
2. put money in your account
3. take money out of your account
4. tell you how much money you have in your

account
5. can give you directions on what to do at the

bank
6. sell you traveler's checks

The teller can help you in any way you need to do at
the bank.

What can a bank teller at your bank do for
you?

a. give you directions in the bank
b. help you put money into your bank

account
c. give you cash for your paycheck
d. all of the above

108 10



The Bank Teller
NOTES:

What Will the Teller Want from You?

- When you go to the teller's window at the bank, you
need to be ready to do your banking business. This
means you need to have all your bank papers filled out
and ready to give to the teller. What things do you
need to have ready?

First, you need to be ready to say to the teller what you
want to do. You may write a note if you want. You
might keep different notes for the different things you
want to do at the bank. They might say,

"I want to cash this check, please."
"I want to make a deposit. Here is my account
number. Thank you." or
"I want to know how much money is in my
account. Here is my account number and my ID.
Thanks."

Second, you need to have papers with you that the
teller will ask for, like your ID, your account number,
the bankslips filled out, and checks or money.

Suppose you want to cash a check, you need to say or
write a note that says, "I want to cash my check." You
must have the check, ID card with a picture, and your
account number ready to show the teller.
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4.3 The Bank Teller
NOTES:

To cash a check, what should you do before
you go to the teller?

a. have the check and your account
number ready

b. have your bank statement ready
c. have a note telling what you want to do
d. a. and c. above

To know how much money you have in the
bank, what should you do before you go to the
teller?

a. have your checks ready
b. write a note telling the teller what you

want
c. have your account number ready
d. b. and c. above

To buy a traveler's check, what should you do
before you go to the teller?

a. have your bank statement ready
b. write a note telling the teller what you

want
c. have your money ready
d. b. and c. above

11 12



Quick Review

4. Quick Review
What is a bank?

Why should you keep your money in a bank?

What can you do at the bank where you keep your
money?

What other services can you get at the bank where you
keep your money?

When you put your money in the bank, where does it
go?

-.What is an account number for?

NOTES:



Quick Review

What is a bankbook or a check register for?

What do you need to bring when you go to the bank?

When you get to the bank, what do you need to fill
out?

If you need help, what do you do?

What does a teller do?

What must you do before you go to a teller?

NOTES:
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On Your Own

5. On Your Own
Practice Exercise A

Define each words. Then check your answers using the
Answer Key at the end of Lesson 4.

1. bank customer:

2. account:

111 3. bankbook:

4. ID card:

5. bankslip:

6. Information counter:

113
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On Your Own
NOTES:

Practice Exercise B

Answer the questions completely. Then check your
answers using the Answer Key at the end of Lesson 4.

1. Name three things you can do at a bank.

1.

2.

3.

2. Where are account numbers written?

3. Name some things you can use as ID:

4. What kinds of things can a bank teller help you do?

11 4



4.5 On Your Own

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

1. You have a friend named Mary. Mary borrowed
$40.00 from you 2 months ago. You asked her to pay
you back. She says she doesn't have the money. You
think she is lying. You go to her bank and ask the teller
how much money she has in her account. What will the
teller do?

2. You have a bank account at The People's Batik.
You are at the mall and you need some money. You
look around and see a branch bank called First United
Bank. Can you get money from your account there?

3. You want to cash a check at your bank. What would
you write in .a note to the teller?

115
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[ko Answer Key-Lesson 4
NOTES:

Answer Key

What is-a bank? (p. 2)

a. a place where money is made
b. a building George Washington lived in
c. a place to keep your money
d. none of the above

Why is it safer to keep your money in a bank?
(p. 2)

cr a. because it will not be lost or stolen from
a bank

b. because the bank needs your money
c. it is not safer in a bank
d. because you can get your money easier

What can you do in the bank where you keep
your money? (p. 3)

a. cash checks
b. cash your paycheck
c. keep your money there

gge d. all of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 4

What services do banks have? (p. 3)

a. traveler's checks for customers
b. loans for customers
c. paychecks for customers

gar d. a. and b.

When you put money in the bank, where does
it go? (p. 5)

a. under a matress
ra' b. into your account

c. into the teller's pocket. The teller takes it
home.

d. a. and b. above

What is an account number for? (p. 5)

a. to count how many customers the bank
has

ga' b. to keep a record of your money
c. to give loans to customers
d. a. and b.

NOTES:



Answer Key-Lesson 4
NOTES:

Circle the account number on this check. (p. 5)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 446

crry, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PArTO TEE
ORDER OF

102

Central Bank--
FOR.

4444/2211

DOLLARS

.4114/2211 ...:10,58 G54 0102 SAMPLE,VOID

Circle the account number on this deposit slip. (p. 5)

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

StGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

e"thaf3a/21

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECES SINGLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHER MX

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

SB 694. ELI .19117Z---7323)
ANYWHERE. USA

USE OTHER DOE FOR
AODTTIOHAL LOTS.

SE SURE EACH REM LS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

Why do you use a register? (p. 7)

a. to record the money in your account
b. record money you take out of the bank
c. record money you put in the bank
d. all of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 4

What kind of identification should you bring
with you to the bank? (p. 8)

a. an. ID card with your picture and your
signature

b. your student ID card with your picture
and signature

c. your driver's license
d. any of the above

What do you need to bring when you go to the
bank to cash a check? (p. 9)

a. your mom
b. your ID
c. the check you want to cash
d. b. and c. above

What do you do when you need help at the
bank? (p. 9)

a. ask one of the bank tellers
b. ask someone who works at the bank
c. ask the person at the information desk
d. any of the above

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 4
NOTES:

What can a bank teller at your bank do for
you? (p. 10)

a. give you directions in the bank
b. help you put money into your bank

account
c. give you cash for your paycheck
d. all of the above

To cash a check, what should you do before
you go to the teller? (p. 12)

a. have the check and your account
number ready

b. have your bank statement ready
c. have a note telling what you want to do

la? d. a. and c. above

To know how much money you have in the
bank, what should you do before you go to the
teller? (p. 12)

a. have your checks ready
b. write a note tellihg the teller what you

want
c. have your account number ready
d. b. and c. above

120
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Answer Key-Lesson 4

To buy a traveler's check, what should you do
before you go to the teller? (p. 12)

a. haye your bank statement ready
b. write a note telling the teller what you

want
c. have your money ready

rge d. b. and c. above

Quick Review (p. 13)

What is a bank?
A bank is a place where people keep their money.

Why should you keep your money in a bank?
Because banks help keep your money safe.

What can you do at the bank where you keep your
money?

You can cash checks.

What other services .can you get at the bank where you
keep your money?

You can borrow money, get traveler's checks

When you put your money in the bank, where does it
go?

The money goes into your account.

What is an account number for?
It tells the bank and you which account is yours.

What is a bankbook or a check register for?
To help you keep your records straight.
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Answer Key-Lesson 4
NOTES:

What do you need to bring when you go to the bank?
You need your ID with your picture and
signature,and any other bank papers you need for
your transaction.

When you get to the bank, what do you need to fill
out?

You need to fill out a bankslip.

If you need help, what do you do?
You find the information desk or anyone who
works there and ask for help.

What does a teller do?
The bank teller can cash checks and put money into
your account.

What must you do before you go to a teller?
You need to have your bank slips ready, your ID,
and a note saying what you want to do.

On Your Own
Practice Exercise A (p. 15)

1. A bank customer is a person who has an account at
the bank.

2. An account is a specific place where a customer
keeps the money at the bank.

3. A bankbook is another word for the check register.
It is a place where you write when you take money
out or put money in your account.

4. ID card is a document like a driver license or
student ID card that has your picture and your
signature to show the bank teller that you are the
same person using the account.
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Answer Key-Lesson 4

5. Banks lip is a deposit slip or a withdrawal slip. You
need to use a bankslip when you want to put money
in or take money out of the bank.

6. Inforniation counter is a place where you can ask
for help at the bank.

Practice Exercise B (p. 16)

1. keep money at the bank, borrow money from the
bank, buy traveler's checks, get money from your
account, put money in your account, cash checks.

2. Account numbers are written on bankslips, checks
and bankbooks.

3. Driver's license, student I.D., bus pass.

4. Open-an account, take money out for you, put
money in for you, help you get traveler's checks,
tell you how much you have in your account.

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own (p. 17)

1. The teller cannot tell you how much money is in
Alaty's account. The teller can only tell Mary how
much money is inn Mary's account.

2. No. You are not a customer at First United Bank.
Your bank account is not at First United. You are a
customer at The People's Bank. YOur account is at
The People's Bank. You need to find a People's Bank
branch to get money from your account.

3.:Hi. I want to cash this check please. Here is my
account number and my ID. Thatilc you.
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5. What is
a Deposit?

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Deposit Definition 1

2. Practice Examples 4
3. Deposits and Your Bank Account 6

4. Getting Ready to Make a Deposit 9
5. Quick Review 11

6. On Your Own 12
Answer Key 15

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Deposit
Account Number Deposit Slip
Balance I_D Card
Cash Increase
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Pretest 5
What is a Deposit?

Pass Review 1. Deposit Definition

What does deposit mean?

You got money for your birthday and put it in your bank account. Did
you make a deposit? Why? Why not?

You got money for mowing the lawn and put it in your jar. Did you
make a deposit? Why? Why not?

2. Deposits and Your Bank Account

What is your account balance?

You made a deposit. What happens to your account balance?

You have $5.00 in your checking account. $5.00 is your account balance.
You deposit $34.00 to pay your bills. What is your new balance after
you make a deposit?
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Pass Review 3. Getting Ready to Make a Deposit

List 4 things you may need at a bank to.make a deposit.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Deposit
Definition

Deposit Definition

When you put money in your bank account, you are
making a deposit.

After you make a deposit, your account has more
money in it. Your account gets bigger.

When you put money in the bank, you make a deposit.
Deposit means to put money in your bank account.
Your account gets larger. You add the deposit amount
to what you already have in the bank. For example:

1. When you go to the bank to put your paycheck
. in your bank, you make a deposit.

-2. When you get money for your birthday and put
it in your bank account, you make a deposit.

How do you know if you made a deposit? If you put
-trioney into your bank account for any reason, you are
making a deposit.

What does it mean to deposit money into your
bank account?

a. to put money in your account
b. to borrow money from the bank
c. to take money from your account
d. none of the above

1.0 "40
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Deposit
Definition

NOTES:

Here are some examples. Read each example. Did you
make a deposit? The answers will help you understand
why it is a deposit or not.

You are at the bank. You want to put money in
your bank account. Did you make a deposit?

Yes! Because deposit means you put money into
your account at the bank.

You get paid $5.00 for mowing the lawn. You go to
the bank and put the money into your account. Did
you make a deposit?

Yes! Because you did put the money into your
bank account. You made a deposit.

You get your SSI check. You put your SSI check
into the drawer of your desk. Did you make a
deposit?

No. You did not make a deposit if you put the
check in your desk.

How do you know you did not make a deposit?

a. deposit means to take money out of your bank
account

b. deposit means to put money into your bank
account

c. deposit means you have money for spending
d. deposit means that you go to the bank to get

some money
e. none of the above
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Deposit
Definition

You get your paycheck from your work. You go to
the bank and cash the paycheck. Did you make a

_ deposit?

No. You did not put the paycheck into your
account.

How do you know it is not a deposit?

a. you did not put money into your account
b. you put money into your account
c. you did not give money to your company
d. you did not write a check
e. none of the above

You find $10.00. You put the money into your
secret hiding place. Did you make a deposit?

No. Because you did not go to the bank and put
the money into your account. You put the
money into your secret hiding place.

How do you know it is not a deposit?

a. you are not putting money into your
account

b. you are putting money into your account
c. you are not cashing a check
d. a. and c. above
e. b. and c. above
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Practice
Examples

NOTES:

2. Practice Examples

Circle the answer to each question.

You want to buy a new TV. You take money
out of your bank account. Did you make a
deposit in your bank account?

I Yes 1 I No I

You find $5.00 on the sidewalk. You spend it
on food. Did you make a deposit?

I No I

How do you know that it is not a deposit?

a. deposit means to take money out of your
bank account

b. deposit means to put money into your bank
account

c. deposit means you have money for
spending

d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above
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Practice
Examples

You get your tax refund check. You put it in
your bank account. Did you makea deposit?

rYes NO

You get your tax refund check. You use the
money to buy a bicycle. Did you make a
deposit?

No

You get your SSI check. You lose it. Did you
make a deposit?

Yes No
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Deposits and
Your Bank Account

3. Deposits and
Your Bank Account

You will have more money in your bank account
after you make a deposit.

Your balance increases when you make a deposit
into your account.

When you make a deposit, you put money into your
bank aecount. You have more money in your account.
Your account gets larger. Your balance increases
when you make a deposit.

Example: Suppose you have $50.00 in your bank
account. You make a deposit of $100.00. How
much do you have now? To find out, you will add:

$100.00 (Deposit)
+ $ 50.00 (Balance)

$150.00 (New Balance)

You will have $150.00 in your account. Adding $50.00
to $100.00 makes $150.00. Your account gets larger.

What happens to my account when I make a
deposit?

a. the account balance does not change
b. the account balance gets smaller
C. the account balance gets larger
d. none of the above

NOTES:
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Deposits and
Your Bank Account

Suppose you have $100.00 in your bank
account. You deposit $20.00. What is the
balance after the deposit?

-

a. $ 50.00
b. $ 60.00
c. $ 80.00
d. $120.00

How much do you have now? You will have $120.00
in your account. Remember, you need to add $20.00 to
$100.00.

$100.00 (Your Balance)
+$ 20.00 (Deposit)

$120.00 (New Balance)

Adding $20.00 to $100.00 makes $120.00. You have
more money in your account balance.
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Deposits and
Your Bank Account

NOTES:

VBefore you go on, finish this practice sheet. Then
check your answers using the Answer Key on

. p. 15. If you still do not understand what happens to
your balapce after you make a deposit, review this part
before going on to the next section.

Practice Sheet

Your bank account
balance is...

You want to
deposit...

Your new
balance is...

$80.00 $20.00 $

$50.00 $10.00 $

$77.00 $67.00 $

$46.20 $5.10 $

$250.00 $200.00 $

Remember, when you make a deposit, this means you
put monerinto your bank account. Other things you
can do at the bank are not deposits. You only make a
deposit if you add money to your bank account.
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Getting Ready
to Make a Deposit

4. Getting Ready
to Make a Deposit

When you want to make a deposit, you must have
everything ready to give to the bank teller.

When you want to make a deposit at the bank, you
should be ready to say to the teller, "I want to make a
deposit" and have everything needed for you to make a
deposit. A good way to let the teller know you want to
make a deposit is to write a note. The note might look
like this:

The things you may need for a deposit are:

1. the money or check you want to deposit
2. your ID card
3. your account number
4. a deposit slip

It is always a good idea to have these things ready
when you go to the teller to make your deposit. You
will learn more about how to make a deposit in a later
lesson.
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Getting Ready
to Make a Deposit

NOTES:

What should you have ready when you go to
your bank to make a deposit?

a. your picture ID
b. the money you want to deposit
C. a note that says you would like to make a

deposit
d. all of the above
e. b. and c. above
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Quick Review

5. Quick Review

1. What does it mean to deposit money in your
account?

2. Suppose you went to the bank and cashed your
paycheck. Did you make a deposit?

3. What is an account balance?

4. What happens to your account balance when you
make a deposit?

5. What do you need to bring when you make a
deposit at the bank?.

6. You have $80.00 in your account. You deposit
$20.00. Now, what is your balance?
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On Your Own
NOTES:

6. On Your Own
Answer the questions completely. Then check your
answers Using the Answer Key on page 15.

Practice Exercise A: Finding a Balance

1. Jim's balance in his account is $40.00. Jim deposits
$20.00. What is Jim's new balance?

2. Sarah deposits her birthday money of $100.00 into her
account. Her account already has $60.00 in it. What is
Sarah's new balance?

3. Thomas works hard raking lawns during the week. He
already has $56.70 in his bank account. One Saturday,
Thomas put $30.00 in the bank. A week later, he put
$10.00 in the bank. How much does Thomas have in
his bank account now?

4. Terrance never has any money. He has a bank account
with only $10.00 in it. He has never made another
deposit. How much does Terrance have in his bank
account?
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On Your Own

Practice Exercise B: Is it a Deposit?

- 1. Farmer Brown got $75.00 from selling his corn in
the market. He put the money in an old coffee pot
near his fireplace. Did Farmer Brown make a
deposit? How do you know?

2. Jane found a ten dollar bill on the sidewalk. She put
it in her piggy bank on her dresser. Someday she
wants a bicycle. Did Jane make a deposit? How do
you knOw?

3. Henry worked very hard washing cars one bright
Saturday. He earns $20.00. He put the money in his
account in the bank. Did Henry make a deposit?
How do you know?

4. Jeffrey got his SSI check in the mail. He cashed it at
the bank and spent $10.00. Then he put the rest of
it in his bank account. Did Jeffiey make a deposit?
How do you know?
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On Your Own

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

- List 4 things you may need at a bank to make a
deposit. .

1.

2.

3.

4.
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NOTES:
Answer Key-Lesson 5

Answer Key
What does it mean to deposit money into your
bank account? (p. 1)

la' a. to put money in your account
b. to borrow money from the bank
c. to take money from your account
d. none of the above

How do you know you did not make a
deposit? (p. 2)

a. deposit means to take money out of your
bank account

ve b. deposit means to put money into your
bank account

c. deposit means you have money for
spending

d. deposit means that you go to the bank to
get some money

e. none of the above

How do you know it is not a deposit? (p. 3)

ga' a. you did not put money into your account
b. you put money into your account
c. you did not give money to your company
d. you did not write a check
e. none of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 5
NOTES:

How do you know it is not a deposit? (p. 3)

vr a. you are not putting money into your
account

b. you are putting money into your account
C. you are not cashing a check
d. a. and c. above
e. b. and c. above

You want to buy a new TV. You take money
out of your bank account. Did you make a
deposit in your bank account? (p. 4)

You find $5.00 on the sidewalk. You spend it
on food. Did you make a deposit? (p. 4)

How do you know that it is not a deposit? (p. 4)

a. deposit means to take money out of your bank
account

gar b. deposit means to put money into your bank account
c. deposit means you have money for spending
d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 5

You get your tax refund check. You put it in
your bank account. Did you makea deposit?
(P. 5)

You get your tax refund check. You use the
money to buy a bicycle. Did you make a
deposit? (p. 5)

[ No

You get your SSI check. You lose it. Did you
make a deposit? (p. 5)

What happens to my account when I make a deposit?
(p. 6)

a. the account balance does not change
b. the account balance gets smaller
c. the account balance gets larger
d. none of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 5

Suppose you have $100.00 in your bank
account. You deposit $20.00. What is the
balance after the deposit? (p. 7)

a. $ .50.00
b. $ 60.00
c. $ 80.00

*IF d. $120.00

Practice Sheet (p. 8)

Your bank account
balance is...

You want to
deposit...

Your new
balance is...

$80.00 $20.00 100 00

$50.00 $10.00 $60.00

$77.00 $67.00 It/Lig .00

$46.20 $5.10 t51 .50

$250.00 $200.00 Li 50.00

What should you have ready when you go to
your bank to make a deposit? (p. 10)

a. your picture ID
b. the money you want to deposit
c. a note that says you would like to make a

deposit
d. all of the above
e. b. and c. above
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Answer Key-Lesson 5

Quick Review (p. 11)

1. What does it mean to deposit money in your
account?.

Deposit means you put money into your account.

2. Suppose you went to the bank and cashed your
paycheck. Did you make a deposit?

No. The reason is you haven't put money in your
account.

3. What is an account balance?
Your account balance means how much money you
have in your account.

4. What happens to your account balance when you
make a deposit?

Your account will have more money after you make
a deposit. Your balance increases.

5. What do you need to bring when you make a
deposit at the bank?

A note written for the teller, the money you want to
deposit, your account number, a deposit slip, and a
picture ID.

6. You have $80.00 in your account. You deposit
$20.00 Now, what is your new balance?

Your new balance will be $100.00.
$80.00+$20.00=$100.00.

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 5
NOTES:

On Your Own
Practice Exercise A: Finding a Balance (p. 12)

1. $60.0o.
2. $160.00
3. $96.70
4. $10.00

Practice Exercise B: Is it a Deposit? (p. 13)

1. No. Farmer Brown did not put his money in his
bank account.
2. No. Jane did not put her money in her bank account.
3. Yes. Henry put the money in his bank account
4. Yes. Jeffrey put some of the money in his bank
account.

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own (p. 14)

The four things you need are:
1. money you want to deposit
2. your ID card
3. your account number
4. a deposit slip

You might also want to have a note that says: "I want
to make a deposit, please."
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What is.a
v vo

6. What is
a Withdrawal?

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Withdrawal Definition 1

2. Practice Examples 6

3. Deposit/Withdrawal Quick Review 8

4. Withdrawals and Your Bank Account 1 0

5. Quick Review 12

6. On Your Own 1 3

Answer Key 1 6

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Decrease
Account balance Deposit
Bad Check Withdrawal
Check register
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Pretest 6
What is a Withdrawal?

Pass Review 1. Withdrawal Definition

What does withdrawal mean?

You go to the bank. You give your paycheck to the teller to change it to
money. Did you make a withdrawal from your account? Why? Why
not?

You go to the bank. You take $3.00 out of your account for your dinner
date. Did you make a withdrawal from your account? Why? Why not?

2. Withdrawals and Your Bank Account

You made a withdrawal. What happens to your account balance?

You have $80.00 in your checking account. $80.00 is your account
balance. You withdraw $20.00 to pay your phone bill and for spending.
What is your new balance after you make a withdrawal?
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Withdrawal
Definition

1. Withdrawal Definition
When you take money out of your bank account,
you niake a withdrawal.

After you make a withdrawal, you have less money
in your account.

Remember that when you make a deposit, you put
money in the bank. Your account gets larger. You add
money to your old balance.

A withdrawal is different A withdrawal is the
opposite of a deposit. When you take money out of the
bank, you make a withdrawal. Withdrawal means
taking money out of your bank account. Your aCcount
gets smaller. You subtract the withdrawal amount
from what you already have in the bank. For example:

1. When you take money out of your bank account
to pay your bills, you make a withdrawal.

2. When you get money for your birthday and put
it in your bank account, you make a deposit.

If you take money out of your bank account for any
reason, you are making a withdrawal. You may make
your withdrawal for any reason, such as paying your
rent, buying food, buying clothes, and giving someone
a birthday gift.
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Withdrawal
Definition

What does it mean to withdraw money from
your bank account?

a. to-put money into your account
b. to add the money to your account

balance
c. to take money out of the bank
d. none of the above

Here are some examples. Read each example and
decide if it is a withdrawal.

I go to the bank teller to get money. Did I make a
withdrawal?

Yes! How do I know? The reason is that
withdrawal means to take money out of your
bank account.

I take money from my account to pay my bills. Did
I withdraw money from the bank?

Yes! The reason is that withdrawal means to
take money out of your bank account.

You go to the bank and take out $5.00 for
spending. Did you make a withdrawal?

Yes! You made a withdrawal! How do you
know? Because withdrawal means to take
money out of your bank account.

NOTES:
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6.1
Withdrawal
Definition

Imagine you are at home and have money hidden
under your bed. You take some money from your
secret hiding place to buy a picture. Did you make
a withdrawal from your bank account?

No! You didn't take money out of the bank.

How do you know it is not a withdrawal?

a. withdrawal means to take money out of
your bank account

b. withdrawal means to put money into
your bank account

c. withdrawal means that you have money
for spending

d. withdrawal means that you go to the
bank to deposit money

e. none of the above
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Withdrawal
Definition

NOTES:

You get your paycheck from work. You cash your
paycheck at the bank. Did you make a withdrawal
from your account?

NO. How do you know?

How do you know that cashing your paycheck is
not a withdrawal from your account?

a. you are not taking money out of your
account

b. you are depositing money
c. you are being given money from someone

else's account
d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above

You get your SSI check from the US Govenunent
and cash it. Do you make a withdrawal from your
account?

No. When you cash your SSI check, you are not
making a withdrawal from your bank account.
How do you know?

How do you know that it is not a withdrawal from
your account?

a. you are not taking money out of your
account

b. you are being given money from the
government's account

c. you are depositing money
d. a. and c. above
e. a. and b. above
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Withdrawal
Definition

You want to buy new clothes for your job
interview. You take money out of your bank
account to buy new clothes. Did you make a
withdrawal?

Yes! you took money out of your account.

You need to pay rent. You take money out of your
account to pay your rent. Did you make a
withdrawal?

Yes! You took money out of your account.
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Practice Examples

2. Practice Examples

Circle the answer to eaCh question. Answers.can be
found in the Answer Key on p. 16.

You take money out of a jar at home. Did you
make a withdrawal from your bank account?

Yes No I

You take money out of your account to buy
gas for your car. Did you make a withdrawal
from your bank account?

Yes No

To withdraw money from your account
means...

a. to deposit money into the account
b. to put money into the account
c. to take money out of the account
d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above

NOTES:
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6.2 Practice Examples

You get your paycheck and put it in your
account. Did you make a withdrawal from your
bank account?

Yes No

You get your tax refund check. You use the
money to buy a bicycle. Did you make a
deposit?

IYes [ No

You get paid for doing yardwork and put the
money in your bank account. Did you make a
withdrawal from your bank account?

I yes 1 [ N°
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Deposit/Withdrawal
Quick Review

NOTES:

3. DeposiMithdrawal
Quick Review

Deposit means you put money in your bank account.
Withdrawal means you take money out of your
account.

Here are some examples of deposits and withdrawals.
Read each example and circle the conect answer.
Answers can be found in the Answer Key on p. 16.

You put your paycheck into your bank
account. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal?

Withdrawal Deposit

You took money out of your account for a
pizza party. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal?

Withdrawal I Deposit
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Deposit/Withdrawal
Quick Review

You took money out of your account to pay
your phone bill. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal?

[-Withdrawal Deposit

Practice A

Write several reasons you may have for
withdrawing money from your account.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

NOTES:
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Withdrawals and
Your Bank Account

4. Withdrawals and Your
Bank Account

Remember, the amount of money you have in your
account is your account balance.

You will have less money in your bank account
after you make a withdrawal,

Your balance decreases when you make a
withdrawal from your account.

When you make a withdrawal, you take money out of
your bank account. You have less money in your
account. Your account gets smaller. Your balance
decreases when you make a withdrawal.

Suppose you have $50.00 in your bank account. You
make a $20.00 withdrawal to pay a bill. How much do
you have now? To find out, subtract the $20.00
withdrawal:

$50.00 (your balance)
-$20.00 (withdrawal amount)
$30.00 (amount left)

You will have $30.00 left in your account. Subtracting
$20.00 from $50.00 leaves $30.00. Your account gets
smaller.

NOTES:
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Withdrawals and
Your Bank Account

What happens to my account balance when I
withdraw money from it?

a. the account balance does not change
b. the account balance gets smaller
c. the account balance gets larger
d. none of the above

Suppose you have $100.00 in your bank
account. You take out $60.00 for a vacation.
What will your balance be after you withdraw
the $60.00?

a. $40.00
b. $160.00
c. $60.00
d. $120.00

Caution:
Remember the check register? The check register is

where you write down everything you put in or take
out of your account. You must remember to subtract
money from the balance in your check register after
you make your withdrawal. Why? Because you need to
know how much money is in your account before you
write a check. A bad check means you did not have
enough money in your account to pay the check. Banks
,AND businesses will charge you a lot of inoney for
writing bad checks, and you can even be put in jail!
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Quick Review
NOTES:

5. Quick Review
1. What does it mean to withdraw money from your

account?

2. If you go to the bank and cash your paycheck, is
that a withdrawal?

3. What is an account balance?

4. What happens to your account balance after you
make a withdrawal?

5. Your account balance is $80.00. You withdraw
$20.00. What is your balance now?
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6.6 On Your Own

6. On Your Own
Practice Exercise A

Answer the questions completely. Then check your
answers using the Answer Key on page 16.

Your bank account
balance is...

You want to
withdraw..,

Your new
balance is...

$80.00 $20.00 $

$50.00 $10.00 $

$77.00 $67.00 $

$46.20 $5.10 $

$200.00 $250.00 $

Practice Exercise B

In these questions, write if the person made a
-withdrawal or a deposit. Be careful! You can also put
"neither".

1. Sally works as a receptionist. Her boss asks her to
go to the bank and get money for him. She goes to
the bank and gives a check to the teller. Sally
returns to her boss with the money. Did SallY make
a withdrawal or a deposit? How do you know?

Withdrawal Deposit Neither
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On Your Own
NOTES:

2. Luis is a farm worker. The farmer gives him cash for
his labor on the farm. Luis goes to the bank and
gives the money to the teller. Did Luis make a
withdrawal or deposit? How do you know?

[ Deposit Neither

3. Joel works at the grocery store as a manager. He
gives money to cashiers, so he goes to the bank
every morning to take the money out of the
account. Did Joel make a withdrawal or deposit?
How do you know?

Withdrawal Deposit Neither

4. Grandmother Smith has $55 in her drawer. She
takes $50 out to buy her grandson a birthday
present. Did Grandmother Smith make a
withdrawal or a deposit? How do you know?

Withdrawal Deposit Neither

1 C2 14



6.6
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On Your Own

5. Jake goes to the bank and gives his paycheck to the
teller. The teller gives him the money. Did Jake
make a withdrawal or deposit? How do you know?

Withdrawal Deposit Neither

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

In Practice Exercise A, the answer to the last question
is -$50.00. What is wrong with this amount?

What is a bad check? Explain what can happen if you
write bad checks.

13
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Answer Key-Lesson 6
NOTES:

Answer Key

What does it mean to withdraw money from
your bank account? (p. 2)

a. to put money into your account
b. to add the money to your account

balance
Ve C. to take money out of the bank

d. none of the above

How do you know it is not a withdrawal? (p. 3)

ve a. withdrawal means to take money out of
your bank account

b. withdrawal means to put money into
your bank account

c. withdrawal means that you have money
for spending

d. withdrawal means that you go to the
bank to deposit money

e. none of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 6

How do you know that cashing your paycheck
is not a withdrawal from your account? (p. 4)

a. you are not taking money out of your
account

b. you are depositing money
c. you are being given money from

someone else's account
d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above

How do you know that it is not a withdrawal
from your account? (p. 4)

a. you are not taking money out of your
account

b. you are being given money from the
government's account

c. you are depositing money
d. a. and c. above
e. a. and b. above

You take money out of a jar at home. Did you
make a withdrawal from your bank account?
(p. 6)

La..] N° I
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Answer Key-Lesson 6
NOTES:

You take money out of your account to buy
gas for your car. Did you make a withdrawal
from your bank account? (p. 6)

Yes
1

To withdraw money from your account
means... (p. 6)

a. to deposit money into the account
b. to put money into the account

raf c. to take money out of the account
d. a. and c. above
e. none of the above

You get your paycheck and put it in your
account. Did you makea withdrawal from your
bank account? (p. 7)

No
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Answer Key-Lesson 6

You get your tax refund check. You use the
money to buy a bicycle. Did you make a
deposit? (p. 7)

No

You get paid for doing yardwork and put the
money in your bank account. Did you make a
withdrawal from your bank account? (p. 7)

You put your paycheck into your bank
account. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal? (p. 8)

DeRosit

You took money out of your account for a
pizza party. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal? (p. 8)

Withdrawal

167
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Answer Key-Lesson 6
NOTES:

You took money out of your account to pay
your phone bill. Did you make a deposit or a
withdrawal? (p. 9)

Withdrawal

Practice A. (p. 9)

Write several reasons you may have for withdrawing
money from your account.

1. Pay bills
2. Spending money
3. Buy food
4. Pay a debt
5. To get cash
6. To buy a present
7. To buy clothes

What happens to my account balance when I
withdraw money from it? (p. 11)

a. the account balance does not change
vs' b. the account balance gets smaller

c. the account balance gets larger
d. none of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 6

Suppose you have $100.00 in your bank
account. You take out $60.00 for a vacation.
What will your balance be after you withdraw
the $60.00? (p. 11)

v? a. $40.00
b. $160.00
c. $60.00
d. $120.00

$100.00 (account balance)
$60.00 (withdraw for vacation)
$40.00 (amount left)

a
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mts# Answer Key-Lesson 6
NOTES:

Quick Review (p. 12)

1. What does it mean to withdraw money from your
account?

Withdrawal means you take money out of your
account.

2. If you go to the bank and cash your paycheck, is
that a withdrawal?

No. The reason is that you did not take money from
your account.

3. What is an account balance?
Your account balance is the amount of money you
have in your account.

4. What happens to your account balance after you
make a withdrawal?

The balance goes down. This means you have less
money in your account.

5. Your account balance is $80.00. You withdraw
$20.00. What is your balance now?

Your new balance after the withdrawal is $60.00.

On Your Own
Practice Exercise A (p. 13)

Your bank account
balance is...

You want to
withdraw...

Your new
balance is...

$80.00 $20 00 $60.00

$50.00 $10.00 $40.00

$77.00 $67.00 10.00

$46.20 $5.10 14 1 1 0

$200.00 $250.00 o 50.00
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NOTES:
Answer Key-Lesson 6

Practice Exercise B (p. 13-14)

1. Neither. Because Sally never put the check into the
account or took the check out of the account. She
cashed the check and got money for her boss.

2. Deposit. Because Luis gave the money to the teller.
The teller put the money into Luis' account.

3. Withdrawal. Because Joel took the money out of
the account to give the money to cashiers at the store.

4. Neither. Because Grandmother Smith took the
money out of her drawer, not her bank account.

5. Neither. Because Jake never put the money into his
account or took the money out of his account. He
cashed his paycheck and got money.

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own (p. 15)

In Practice Exercise A, the answer to the last question
is -$50.00. What is wrong with this amount?

There is not enough money in the account to cover
the withdrawal. You cannot withdraw more money
from your account than you have in it. This person
only has $200.00 in their account. They cannot
withdraw more than $200.00 from their account.
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mt. Answer Key-Lesson 6
NOTES:

What is a bad check? Explain what can happen if you
write bad checks.

When.you write a check for more money than you
have in your account, you are writing a bad check.
Businesses do not like for people to write them bad
checks. If a business gets a bad check, it means
they are not getting paid. They will charge you a lot
of money for writing a bad check. If you write
many bad checks, you can be put in jail.
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Pass Review

Cumulative Review 2
Lessons 4-6

4. The Bank

Write what these words mean.

Bank:

Customer:

Account:

Bankbook:

Banks lip:

Teller:

List three things you can do at a bank.

1.

2.

3.

List three things you need when you go to a bank.

1.

2.

3.

What can a bank teller do to help you?
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Pass Review 5. What is a Deposit?

You got a paycheck from work. You went to the bank and got cash
from the paycheck. Did you make a deposit? Why? Why not?

You got money from your friend and put it in your bank account. Did
you make a deposit? Why? Why not?

You have $220.00 in your checking account. $220.00 is your account
balance. You deposit your $100.00 paycheck. What is your new balance
after you make a deposit? Why?

List 4 things you may need at a bank to make a deposit.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1 '7 4



Pass Review 6. What is a Withdrawal?

You got a tax refund. You went to the bank and got cash from the tax
refund. Did you make a withdrawal? Why? Why not?

You want to pay for your phone bill. You took out $50.00 from the
kitchen cabinet. Did you make a withdrawal? Why? Why not?

You have $350.00 in your checking account. $350.00 is your account
balance. You withdraw $25.00 from your account for dinner. What is
your new balance after you make a withdrawal? Why?

You have $20.00 in your checking account. $20.00 is your account
balance. You withdraw $15.00 to buy some food. What is your new
balance after you make a withdrawal? Why?

1"3



7. Making a Deposit:
The Deposit Slip

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. What is a Deposit Slip? 1

2. Deposit Slip Information 3

3. Filling Out a Deposit Slip 6

Date 8

Cash Amounts 11

Checks 17

Less Cash 31

4. Practice Deposit Slips 46
5. Depositing at the Bank 49
6. Quick Review 51

7. On Your Own 52

Answer Key 54

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Number
Amount of the check
Bank Number
Cash
Checkbook
Check Register
Coin

Counter Deposit Slip
Currency
Date
Decimal Point
Deposit
Endorse / Endorsement
Figure
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Net Deposit
Receipt
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Pass Review

Pretest 7
The Deposit Slip

1. What is a Deposit Slip?

There are two bankslips below. Circle the deposit slip.

DEPOSIT SUP

JAN BRADY
1211 Elm Street

Fa Irvine, IllinoIs 34572

DATE 19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH INTELLERS PRESENCE

ofnweraan5ut eillationat usA t2345

EB B9t: 21: :1913769i32:1:

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHFR SI E

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
AOINTTIONAL USTING

BE SURE EACH ITEM IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

Fred A. Staire vsi
BeeBop Lane
Fuguet Sound, WA 43772

PAY
TO THE
ORDER OF

N°. 2333

19

00-9876/5504

tattle State ra""a WA' tISA lts4s

Credit Union
Memo

C5504091376 1:0054 554 2 ii 333
tlit Oaflimibid Cad.

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,VOID

1 (



Pass Review 2. Deposit Slip Information

Below is a deposit slip. Write down the information that the bank teller
needs to make the deposit for you.

ezithrataa ANYWHERE, USA 12345

Date 19

For deposit to the Account of
Name

Cash
Checks _11111

Total from Other Side 111
Address From Savings I.
Acknowledgement of
cashReceived

Total 1111
Signature 111111

Less Cash Received

1111111111111i
:SEES4::21:

111111111111i!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
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Pass Review 3. Filling Out a Deposit Slip

Below is a deposit slip. You want to make a deposit. Fill out the deposit
slip to make your deposit.

Cash: $1.00 (currency)
$2.00 (coins)

Checks: 234/4067 (bank number) $40.00 (amount)
3099/5555 (bank number) $100.00 (amount)

Less Cash: $10.00

Date: April 21, 1999

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY; STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

&nht4324

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LIST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

: SS 69i: 21: :1987E543a:

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
ADDITTIONAL LISTING

BE SURE EACH ITEM IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

17 9



Pass Review 4. Depositing at the Bank

You want to make a deposit. List 4 things you need to get ready before
you go to a bank.

1.

2

3.

4

You are at the bank to make a deposit. List 4 things you need to do.

3.

4.

S



What is a
Deposit Slip?

1. What is a Deposit Slip?

When you want to put money into your account,
you niust fill out a deposit slip.

A deposit slip is a special bank paper to help you
put money into your account.

Remember, deposit means to put money into your
account. When you put money into your checking
account, you need to fill out a deposit slip. This is a
deposit slip:

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NALIE
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 18

SION HERE FOR LEAS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eZniWkanZ

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

LIST CHECKS MOLY

TOTAL MON
OTHER SEX

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

SB 654: 211 :1S11769i321:

USE OTHER UDE POR
ADDITIONAL LATINO

BE SURE EACH IIEld
PROPERLY ENDORSED

A deposit slip informs the bank teller that you want to
put money into your account. You give this slip and
your money to the teller. The teller takes the money
and the deposit slip. Then the teller types on a
computer and gives you a receipt. A receipt is proof
you made a deposit. A receipt is important for you to
keep.

If you have a checking account, you have deposit slips!
They are in the back of your checkbook under-your
checks.

NOTES:
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m What is a
Deposit Slip?

NOTES:

Why do you need to fill out a deposit slip?

a. to pay someone through the bank
b. to put money in the bank
c. to take money out of the bank
d. to open a savings account
e. none of the above

182
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Deposit Slip
Information

NOTES:

2. Deposit Slip Information

You must fill out your deposit slip completely.

Your deposit is safe after you give it to the teller.

Before you go to the bank, you need to fill out a
deposit slip. Your deposit slip is safe when you give it
and your money to the teller. The bank teller will keep
it a secret. The teller will put the information into the
bank computer and add the amount of money you want
to deposit to your account.

There are 6 things you need on your deposit slip:

I. Your name
2. The date you go to the bank to make a deposit
3. The check amounts you want deposit
4. The cash amount you want deposit
5. The total deposit amount
6. Your account number

If you have a checking account, you also have deposit
slips. Deposit slips are behind your checks, Your
name, address and account number is printed on these
deposit slips, just like on your checks.
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Deposit Slip
Information

NOTES:

When the teller is finished, the teller gives you a
receipt. On the receipt is your account number and
the money you deposited. It is important for you to
look at the receipt and make sure it is right.

What does the bank need to deposit money
into your account?

a. your name, date, account number
b. the amount of the checks, the amount of

cash
c. total amount of deposit
d. all of the above

What is already printed on the deposit slips in
your personal checkbook?

a. your name and account number
b. your name and Social Security number
c. your name and check number
d. your name and I.D. number

184
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rn Deposit Slip
Information

Counter Deposit Slips

Suppose you want to make a deposit, but you are out
of deposit slips. What can you do? If you do not have
any more deposit slips in your checkbook or you forget
your deposit slip when you are at the bank, you can get
more deposit slips at the bank. They will not have your
name, address, or your account number on thein. They
are "blank". This means you need to fill in the
information in.the places on the slip. A "blank" deposit
slip is also called a "counter deposit slip." See the
sample counter deposit slip below:

eL121143anZ ANYWHERE. USA 12345

For depoeff to the ACCOWN Of
N.
.Addres.
AotosowANIgneNne of
.rasaliscateett

Signature

Date 19

:58654::21:

Cash

MMEMNNIEI

You will need to write your name, address, and
account number. Then you write the money amounts
on a counter deposit slip just like you do on a deposit
slip from your checkbook.

Below is the sample counter deposit slip that Jan
wrote. Look at how she writes in her name, address
and account number.

ezithwAanZ
ANYWHERE. USA 12348

Foe deposit Sot

Adawsw 5525 5.i...A 1.1'34372
Acknowlecipsawt of
La& lisceetred

Date 49.- 28 19 97

Cash

Signature

101111311901111111011111

:58654::21:
imanummo

NOTES:
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Filling Out a
Deposit Slip

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUCrril ADsrADTZ

EZIS: CODE

DATE 19

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROIA
OTHER SIDE

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenhagink

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE. USA 12345

= SE 690 21: :19E75943a=

USE OMER SIDE FOR
ADOITTIONAL LISTING

BE SURE EACH ITEM 13
PROPERLY ENDORSED

3. Filling Out a Deposit Slip

There are four parts to fill out on a deposit slip.

Before you can make a deposit, you must fill out the
deposit slip. There is a place on the deposit slip for:

1. Date
2. Cash amounts
3. Checks
4. Cash you want back

We will look at each part separately.

NOTES:
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Part #1: Date

When you make a deposit, you need to fill out the
date of the deposit on the deposit slip.

There is a place on the deposit slip for you to write in
the date you go to the bank and make the deposit. See
the sample deposit slip below:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP COO!

(DATE

DEPOSIT SUP

19

MGR MSS MR LESS CASH !Pi TELLERS PRESENCE

eethcarBad

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LXT CHM= SINGLY

TOVAL FROM
01110101 SIDI

TOTAL
LESS CAEN RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 52345

:58 654: :1987554171:

IRE OTKII MOS FPI
ALICTIONAL

SE RUM SACS moo B
PROPIERLY DOOMED

187
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Write the date
March 23, 1999

on
Practice Deposit Slip #1.



Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

YOUR MAUR
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE Marck 23

DEPOSIT SLIP

19 99

SION HERE FOR LESS CASH it4 TELLERS PRESENCE

eEnhailail ANYMORE. UM MO

SS 694: 211 :1987694321:

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LAT CHECKS MOLE

TOTAL MON
OMR MN

U SE OMER NOE FOR
MONNORM. LOOM

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECTNED

NET DEPOSIT

85 SUM LON ROA
P ROPERLY ENOOMED

. 1u 10



Part #2: Cash Amounts

I- If you have money you want to deposit, you need to
write the amount on your deposit slip.

Suppose you have cash money you want to deposit.
You must write in the amount of cash you want to
deposit on the deposit slip. Cash means currency
(dollars, paper money) and coin (cents).

ISO



See the deposit slip below:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR AGGRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP COCO

DATE 10

CASH COIN

CURRENCY

TOTAL PROM
017101 ONE

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

el'abC43/2/4 ANYWHERE. USA 12341

SR 671: 211 :19E75543211

TOTAL
LESS CAM RECENED

NET DEPOSIT'

NOS POO
ADOITTONAL LISTING

MI SUM (ACM ITEM IS
PROINERLT I1100113E0

See the line between 10 and 50. It means the decimal
point for 10.50.

1 91 12



What does cash include?

a. dollars and checks
b. currency and checks
c. checks you want to deposit
d. currency and coin
e. none of the above

13



Where do you write the amount of cash on a
deposit slip? Circle where you write.

DEPOWT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR AGGRESS
CRY. STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenhataa

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LIST CMICICS SMOLT

TOM. MOM
OTHER SUL

III CIMI:11 ROC PON
AMITIONAL USTIMO

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE. USA 12345

654: :19B7SS4171:

81 WWI IACN ITEM CI
"AMPLY EMORSED

193 14



Write in
$10.00 in currency

and
.50 in coin

on Practice Deposit Slip #1.
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Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE 7:11, COOE

DATE 917-4 23 19 90

SION HERE FOR LESS CASH iN TEU.ERS PRESENCE

61311443anZ ANYWMAE. USA 12:I45

93 B91: at :1987S54321:

CURRENCY 400
CASH COIN 50
LAT GAOLS fiNG1.1/

TOTM. MAY
OAITA SIER

TOTAL
LESS CA314 RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

USII OTHER VOA FOR
ADATTICAM. USTING

SE SUNS ACN IAA el
PROPIALY MOANED

105
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Part #3: Checks

To deposit checks, you must write down the bank
number and the amount of the checks on the
deposit slip.

After you write down all the money on your deposit
slip, you must figure your total.

Suppose your mom gives you a:check for your
birthday. You want to deposit this check into your
account. Your bank has to get the money from your
mother's bank. How do they know which bank is your
mother's? They use the bank number. Every check
has a bank number. The bank number tells your bank
where each check comes from. The bank number is in
the upper right corner of the check.

106 17



The bank number is circled on this sample check:

Frcd A. Stake 2/87

Bedlop Um
hoped Sound. WA 43771

PAY
m Tv*matzo.

N 1333
19

tfrVgbanitoriun
Mama

CSS01.091376 COOSUSS4 21 Ir 2113

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,V010



Circle the bank number.

11,7 Gunn

Esmam. MA 93772

PAY
INE

016EX Of

1567

19

0342Q/7701

)
NEW ENGLANS
BANK MEI=
wmo

DOLLARS

c??0 /32430 1:00S4S5421 LS6? SAMPLCVOID

19 s 19



Circle the bank number.

109
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What is the bank number on this check?

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 443

my. STATE 22 CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

20

Central Bank.--
FOR

DOLLARS

.,adja4/2211 0058 85421 0102 SANIPLE.Y00

a. 444412211
b. 0102

C. 0058 65421
d. 4444/2211 0058 65421

2 0 0 2 1



This is where to put the bank number on a deposit slip:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAIR
YOUR ADDRESS
CRY. STATE DP CODE

CASH

C.
DATE 19

WON HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eeribr4anZ ANYWHERE. USA 11115

:56 69P a. :19137S54321:

CURRENCY

COIN
LEST GENRE 30164.1

TOTAL FROW
010101 SIDE

USE ONCE NCO POE
AMETTIONAL LISTING

TOTAL
LESS CASH AtcuvED

NET DEPOSIT

015085 EACH TN
PEOPEWLY ENDORSED

When you deposit a check, you must write in the amount
of the check on the deposit slip. The amount of the check
goes here:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CRY. STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eZnilaban/ ANYWHERE. USA 12345

: SE 654: 21: :19S7694321:

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
U7T CHICKS 011121Y

TOTAL FROM
OTHER 1101

COMES WOE POE
ADOTTRONAL LCSENO

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

DE SUER EACH ETU 0
PEOPONLY ENOORSIO

201
22



Esscc MA 90772

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF jYjour ame

onb oo
Central Bank

7 mmFOR ny jun II

102 (74=7.
5/4 95

Tommy Gural
845 E. 2000 S. 20

,110 .,143 DOLLARS

41§11123 0058 85421 0102 SAMPLE.VOID

YOUR MOTHER'S NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 446
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO ME
1:;_SDER OP

;d1../Le ,7,I 5n/I --rmaARs

Central Bank--
FOR yo Thothr,; nznie

..1114/34 025858411 0102 SAMPLE.VOID

2
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Write the check number
and the amount

from these two checks
on Practice Deposit Slip #1.

2C3 25



Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADORESS
CITY, STATE OP CODE

DATE In'" 23

DEPOSIT SUP

10 99

CASH
CURRENCY 10 00

COIN 50
LAT CHECICE EMMY

415/1

3.

TOTAL FROD
ODOR SIN

USE OTHER 6104 FOR
ADDITTORAL LWOW

WON HERE FOR-LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eznitaka

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWNEFIL USA 12343

SB S4I 21. 19E75543a:

RE SUER EACH 171011S
PROPERLY ENDORSED

Notice the line between 35 and 00, and between 63
and 50. The line is like a decimal point for 35.00 and
for 63.50. It separates the dollars from the cents.

204 26



After you fill out the amount of cash and/or check, you
must figure the total. To figure the total, you must add
the money amounts. Then you write the total here:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CM, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SION HERE FOR LESS CASH IN reu.Eas PRESENCE

eEnhaban4 ANYMISA E. USA 12343

+ SS 654+ 21+ +198769+321+

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

LIST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROM in.,...NM
TOTAL

NET DEPOSIT

USE OVUM VCR FOR
SUORTONAL LOTS*

Pr USE EACH TN S
PROPERLY E0000101

r
27



On your practice deposit slip, you want to deposit
$10.50 in cash, and $35.00 and $63.50 in checks. Now
you need to add:

$10.00 (currency)
$.50 (coin)

$35.00 (From Tommy Gunn check)
+$63.50 (From Your Mother check)
$109.00 (total)

6 Caution:
You must be careful when you copy the numbers off

the checks. Look at your deposit slip to see if you
wrote the numbers down right. If you write down the
wrong amount, your total will be wrong and your
deposit will be wrong. BE CAREFUL!

206



Write the total amount
$109.00

on Practice Deposit Slip #1.

k
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Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CM, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 711,..g 23 1 99

CASH
CURRENCY 10 00

COIN so
LIR CRC= MOLY

4 4511 111 T fig

SbON HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eznbcahanl ANYWHERE. USA t2345

TOT.. PROM
ODER SIDE

TOTAL

LOS DINER NOE POR
ADDITTOMAL LOPING

LESS CASH RECEIVED

to. go

NET DEPOSIT

69i: 211 :19872943E1:

SE SURE OCR s
PROPERLY ENDORSED
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Part #4: Less Cash

You don't have to deposit the whole check. You
can get 'cash back'.

If you want cash back when you deposit a check,
you need to sign your name on the deposit slip.

After you fill out some infomiation on your deposit
slip, you must figure your net deposit.

Sometimes you don't want to deposit the whole check.
Sometimes you want to keep some money for
spending. This is called getting 'cash back'. To get
cash back, you write how much money you want in the
box called Less Cash.
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See the deposit slip below:

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE EP COO!

OATE 19

SIGN HER LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESEN

einhataa ANYWHERE USA T

: 58 654: 21: :1987654323.:

CURRENCY

ENE
MEM

, MHOTo a OTIICSmo. MOM us

.11111111111.... 1)1111111

ME !M relatil3

UR CISCCXI

LEES CASH RECEIVED

iYou do not have to write why you want the cash
back. The amount of cash you want back from your

deposit must be less than the amount ofthe total
deposit.
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You are depositing $109.00.
Suppose you want $20.00 for spending.

Write $20.00 in the Less Cash box
on Practice Deposit Slip #1.
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Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

DEPOS/T SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZP CODE

DATE Viare4 23

CASH
CURRENCY 10 00

COIN SO

LIST CARCKS .1004.1

4.15/1 VC DO

TOTAL MU
OIMIR DOE

SION MERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

einigtahaa ARYWHERE. URA 1 au

: 99 694: al: :131376 SUM:

TOTAL
LESS CA314 RECEIVED

fa* 00
20 X,

NET DEPOSIT

Mil OTHER DOE POO
Aporrnoms. LORNE;

Of SURE LRCM MD1 EI
PROPERLY EMOORSED
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What goes here?

DEPOSIT SLIP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 10

IN TELLERS PRESEN

sin ....mg

...simmomIme
SUHI -Ezzra

TOTAL OM OH USE OMER SCE PM
AOCISTIONAL WINO

LESS CASH RECEVED

ANYWHERE USA 12345

SE 694: 21 s :19E7694321,

a. the amount of cash you are depositing
b. the amount of cash you want back
c. the total amount of your deposit
d. none of the above
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When you get cash back, you must sign your name on
the deposit slip. It is better to wait to sign you name
until you are with the bank teller. Why? That way no
one else can use it. Below is a deposit slip with a
signature:

DA

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STA7E ZIP CODE

A.

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UV CRICKS 05145.5

TOTAL FROM
071115 51011

---,YAW;

PO.

SS CASH IN TE NCE

TOTAL
LESS CAEN RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE USA 11346

SB 6S4: 218 slSB7654321:

UM MITER WM PON
ADOITTIONAL LOILPIO

II SURE LACS TM. el
1.00CRLY 1500112103

2 4 36



You want cash back from your deposit. What
must you do?

a. deposit cash with the check
b. ask the teller to sign your deposit slip
c. write down why you want the cash back
d sign your name on the deposit slip
e. all of the above

215
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Sign 'Your Name'
on Practice Deposit Slip #1.

216
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Your practice deposit slip should look like this:

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 23 19 99

77
MON HER OR LESS CASH IN TEU-ERS PRESENCE

eznkr4BanZ ANYWHERE USA 12315

CURRENCY

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

: Sla 654: 21. :19870431:

iNA STAIR NOS FON
AOCIMONAL 1.6050

SI SUSS CACI. MU
5505151.1111505010
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After you have filled out all the amounts on your
deposit slip, you must figure your. net deposit. Net
deposit means the total you want to deposit after you
add all your check and cash amounts and subtract your
less cash amount. You write this number in the Net
Deposit box.

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

Ml HERE P01.1 LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESEN

tnitag3arl ANYWHERE USA 1234

: SE 654: 21: :1967654321:

UST CNC= fANOti,

TOTAL

MS OMER SAX FOS
ADDITIIONAL LAMS

PLIAMAL:424::.
NET DEPOSIT

2 8
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How do you figure your net deposit? You must
subtract $20.00 from $109.00:

$109.00 (total)
-$ 20.00 (less cash)
$ 89.00 (net deposit)

Write in your net deposit on
Practice Deposit Slip #1.
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/Suppose you do not want cash back from your
deposit. Do you subtract any money from your

total? No! You just copy the Total amount to the Net
Deposit box.

You have $109.00 to deposit. Suppose you do not
want $20.00 cash back. What would you write in the
Net Deposit box? $109.00. Your Total would be the
same as your Net Deposit.
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U Practice Deposit Slip #1

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE

DEPOSIT SLIP

19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

SE 651i: 23.: :196'7691323.:

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
ADOITDONAL USTING

BE SURE EACH ITEM IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

Practice Deposit Slip #1 should look like this:

DEPOSIT SLIP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE March 23 19 99

VFow^ name
SIGN HER OR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

.

CASH
CURRENCY 10 00

COIN 50
UST CHECKS SINGLY

445/1123 3,5 00
1114/34

TOTAL FROU
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL IOC Of
LESS CASH RECEIVED 90 00

NET DEPOSIT 89 00

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

513 69+: 21: :19E7654321:

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
ADEUTTIONAL USTING

BE SURE EACH ITEM IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED
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Practice
Deposit Slips

NOTES:

4. Practice Deposit Slips

Fill out. Practice Deposit Slip Number 2:

Cash: $5.00 (coin)
Check: $25.00
Bank Number: 453/2345
Date: September 21, 1990

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LIST CHECICS MOLT

TOTAL FROM
SODA SEN

um OTHER 1100 FOR
ADOITTIONAL LATINO

SIGN HERE FOR-LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eZith4312a ANYWHERE, USA 12345

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

: SE 654: 21: :19E7654321:

SE SURE EACH ITEM IS
PROPERLY EPO003E0

Fill out Practice Deposit Slip Number 3:

Check: Bank Number:
$30.10 1122/7780
$12.40 1290/6635

Date: November 19, 1957
Less Cash: $5.00

DEPOS/T SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE EP CODE

DATE 19

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LIST CHECKS SMOLT

TOTAL FROM
OTHER SIM

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
A001T71011AL LATINO

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

evzhaka

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

: SS 654: 213 :198%543211

B E SURE EACH ITEM IS
P ROPERLY ENDORSED
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Practice
Deposit Slips

Worksheets A-D: What's Wrong

Circle the mistakes on each deposit slip. There may be
more than one mistake on each one.

A

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP COOE

DATE

DEPOSIT SUP

sectiHERE FOR LESS CASH IN TEU.ERS PRESEad

erithatianl ANYWNENE. UsA 125U

CASH COIN
CURRENCY 010

TOTAL MOM VIM OMR ME FOR

wi

IMT CHECKS MOLT

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

s Si 690 Els 119976543E12

ADOCTONALL1117102

IIE EACH ITEM NI
PROVEN:I ENCIORIND

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR PLUM
YOUR ADORESS
CITY, STATE DP CODE

DATE 19

BEN=Wria
kiiiii111=11111Lk;

_ MI
MTEMPIIIE7177.

WC 071E11 NOE FOR
AWATTKINAL usnma

TOTAl.
LEN cAsa RECEIVES BE LURE EACH Rd II

MORAY 1:11000016110
FOR LESS PRESENCE

e4PZI°4342n4
NET DEPOSIT NMI

ANYWHERE. USA trio
59 fi54, 21, :192769621.,
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Practice
Deposit Slips

NOTES:

DEPOSIT SLIP

. YOUR NAME
YOUR AOORESS
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

DATE
9f19_

CURRENCY

USE MOM MCC PON
ADOITTIONAL USTI.°

BE SURE 1101 Ins El

Or.
MIN

VAL FROM MEII
.141n L. t. TOTAL

Less CASH PECOVEDirrii LESS N TELLERS PR LENCE

/Al . ANWHERI. USA 1134E

NET DEPOSIT rigr PHOPMLY ENDOSSED

I SR 6544 211 119E1%9021:

DEPOSIT SLIP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STATE EP COOE

mum --Ltne.A1 a
RON HERE PON LESS CASH Si TELLERS PRESENCE

erjautanZ ANYWHERE. USIA Ma

SO 640 21. .1957594M:

IIM=1E17.
hiliiiii ME:3MM*
rt

W-172:
E4177.

tars- RION

TOTAL
MS CAM MEOWS

NET DEPOSW

UN MOM WOE POR
ADDIEECIIIAL IMMO

OE SUR! EACH HMI
FROPEPLY PICORIED

lieCheck your answers in the answer key.

..
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Depositing
at the Bank

5. Depositing
at the Bank

Before you go to the bank, be sure you have
everything you need to make your deposit.

At the bank,-you must do four things to make a
deposit.

There are 4 things you need to take with you to the
bank when you want to make a deposit:

1. your picture ID card
2. your account number
3. your deposit slip
4. the cash and the checks you want to deposit

After you arrive at the bank, there are 4 steps to
making a deposit.

1. endorse all checks you want to deposit
2. sign the deposit slip for cash back
3. give the deposit slip and money to the bank

teller
4. get a receipt from the teller

/When you deposit a check, you must sign your
name on the back of the check. This is called an

endorsement. This is to help keep your money safe. If
someone writes you a check, the check can only be
deposited in your aCcount. You must endorse the

225
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Depositing
at the Bank

NOTES:

check or the bank will not deposit the check for you.
There is a line on the back of the check for you to
endorse. See the back of the check below. The
signature-on the back is the endorsement. Jan Brady
endorsed a check someone wrote to her. Now she can
deposit it or cash it.

ENDORSE HERE

X

DO NOT WRITE, STAMP OR SIGN BELOW THIS LINE
RESERVED FOR FINANCIAL INSIITUTION USE

ENDORSE HERE:

DO NOT WRITE, STAMP OR SIGN BELOW THIS LINE
RESERVED FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION USE

Caution:
When you make a deposit to your checking account,

you must keep a record of how much money is in your
account. You will learn how to do this in the next
lesson on CD #8. It is called Recording Your Deposit
in Your Check Register. If you do not write your
deposit in the check register, you will not know how
much money you have in your account. You will not
know if you have enough money to pay your bills.
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7.6 Quick Review

6. Quick Review

What should you bring to the bank to make a deposit?

When you get to the bank, what do you need to do to
make a deposit?

What information does the bank need to be able to
make a deposit to your account?

What is it called when you want money back when you
make a deposit?

What 2 things are listed under cash?

What do you do after you fill out your deposit slip?

If you want cash back, what will the teller ask you to
do?

227
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On Your Own
NOTES:

7. On Your Own
Use the blank deposit slips below to write at home for
practice. Decide if you want cash back. Then figure
your Net Deposit. Compare your deposit slips with the
ones you wrote during this lesson. Make sure that you
have written each part of the deposit slip correctly, and
that you have finished the depoSit slip completely.

Practice Exercise 1

DEPOSIT SLIP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
MC STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SION HERE ITOA LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eathgahanZ ANYMERE. USA 12345

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

UST CHECKS SINGLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

: Sla 694: 211 813875943218

ME OTHER EIDE FOR
AOOITIIONAL USING

SE SURE EACH NEW IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

Practice Exercise 2

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SiGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN YELLERS PRESENCE

einfr434.4 ANYWHERE. USA 12345

:SS 6S4: 218 819E704E11

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
LIST CHECKS SLIMLY

TOTAL MON
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL

LISS OTHER EIDE FOR
ACIDTTOMAL LISTING

LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

SE SURE EACH ITEM TS
PROPERLY ENDORSES
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On Your Own

Practice Exercise 3

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
WTI, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE te

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

einb43anZ ANYWHERE, USA 12343

: SE 594: 21, 1198704.321:

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN
UST CHECKS =OLT

TOTAL FROM
ClOTH MOE

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

USE OMEN ODE FOR
MOTIONAL LMING

BE SURE EACH ITER IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

It is very important for you to know how to fill out a
deposit slip the right Way. You use a deposit slip to
show the bank teller how you want to deposit your
money into your account. If you don't fill it out right,
the teller might make a mistake too! Then you will not
have the right amount of money in your account!

Next Step: If you made mistakes, you need to
review. If you filled the deposit slips out right,
give yourself a pat on the back!

229
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F. Answer Key-Lesson 7
NOTES:

Answer Key

Why do.you need to fill out a deposit slip?
(p. 2)

a. to pay someone through the bank
vs- b. to put money in the bank

c. to take money out of the bank
d. to open a savings account
e. none of the above

What does the bank need to deposit money
into your account? (p. 4)

a. your name, date, account number
b. the amount of the checks, the amount of

cash
c. total amount of deposit

vs' d. all of the above
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Answer Key-Lesson 7

What is already printed on the deposit slips in
your personal checkbook? (p. 4)

n' a. your name and account number
b. your name and Social Security number
c. your name and check number
d. your name and I.D. number

What does cash include? (p. 13)

a. dollars and checks
b. currency and checks
c. checks you want to deposit

gar d. currency and coin
e. none of the above

Where do you write the amount of cash on a
deposit slip? Circle where you write. (p. 14)

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZJP CODE

DATE

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

ANYWHERE USA 12345

SS 694: 21i :1987S54321:

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

TOTAL FRON
OTHER ma

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

USE OTHER UDE FOR
ADOITITONAL LATINO

SE SURE EACH Rd 19
PROPERLY ENDORSED

2:31.
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14.50 1

MI° Answer Key-Lesson 7
NOTES:

Circle the bank number. (p. 19)

14572fro 1567
1141

Essex. MA 93772 19

PAY
113 IfIE
*GM Or

NEW ENMAND
BANK BNE
mino

DOLLARD

c770132130 cODS155421. &SG? SAMPLE,VOID
MN 111 11

Circle the bank number. (p. 20)

.74 Cock

xeil)c

8/8/99

4.1"as)

FOR C
Alltertk

kktVteitInS, Vt.44 17 St

Dollan

01::%17460' 0

What is the bank number on this check? (p. 21)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

20

Cenfral Bank--
FOR

DOLLARS

.M4/2211 0058 85421 0102 SAIAPLENOID

gar a. 4444/2211 c. 0058 65421
b. 0102 d. 4444/2211 0058 65421
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Answer Key-Lesson 7

What goes here? (p. 35)

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NA/1E
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

DATE 19

SIGN

le:nIERE:::/3ESSa:CAS:MIELR ERUSSA 12345

EN

ELICEMILII
CURRENCY

MEM

1111.117:7711111MiTIMIN
LESS CASH RECEIVED MEW .5!-.EJAVog=

UST CHFCKS SINGLY

usa OTHEI WOE FOR
ADOITTIONAL 1.12111NO

ss 694: 211 :19M54321:

a. the amount of cash you are depositing
ve b. the amount of cash you want back

c. the total amount of your deposit
d. none of the above

You want cash back from your deposit. What
must you do? (p. 37)

a. deposit cash with the check
b. ask the teller to sign your deposit slip
c. write down why you want the cash back
d sign your name on the deposit slip
e. all of the above

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 7
NOTES:

Fill out Practice Deposit Slip Number 2:
(p. 46)

Cash: $5,00 (coin)
Check: $25.00
Bank Number: 453/2345
Date: September 21, 1990

DEPOSIT SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE DP CODE

DATE 2 1 10 9-Q__

USN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenbr43a4 ANYwHERE, USA 12345

SS SW 211

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

Lay am= smovr

353/2345 25 00

TOTAL FROM
WHIR SIDI
TOTAL 30 00

LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT 3 6 06

19E7654321.1

USE OTKER SIDE FON
ADDITTOITAL LISTING

RE SURE EACH ITnI S
PROICALY ENDORSED

Fill out Practice Deposit Slip Number 3:
(p. 46)

Check: Bank Number:
$30.10 1122/7780
$12.40 129016635

Date: November 19, 1957
Less Cash: $5.00

DEPOSiT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP cope

DATE noventler 19 le AZ--
pyour llama

SION HERE R LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenhahatx

CURRENCY
CASH COIN

UST CHECKS SINGLY

1 122/7780 I( 16

090166'75 . 1 4(
TOTAL FROM
OTHER SIDE

TOTAL iliG
LESS CASH RECEIVED I51 00

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE, USA 12345

SS 694: 213 :1957594321:

USE ODIER MOE FOR
ACSITTIONAL LISTING

:1! SURE EACH DM 0
ROPERLY ENDORSED
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Answer Key-Lesson 7

Worksheets A-D: What's Wrong

Circle the mistalces on each deposit slip. There may be
more than one mistake on each one.

A (p. 47)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS

. CITY, STATE DP CODE

DATE
Atir

DEPOSIT SUP

19

CASH
CURRENCY

COIN

rINLI
TOTAL FT-1

Iraz MI ?UT! EAM mod
MOOMM

AinMERIL MA 123411

SR G911 M.1 119E76543as

MIEN Mt FOR
JUNNITIOIM M11114

1. The bank number is Missing. A check amount is
written in (65.45), but no bank number is written in
for it.

2. The Net Deposit amount is wrong. If there is any
cash back in the Less Cash box, you need to
subtract the cash back from the amount in the
Total box.

3. There is no signature for the cash back. If you get
cash back, you must sign your deposit slip.

r

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 7
NOTES:

B (p. 47)
DEPOSIT SLIP

YOUR KARR
YOUR ADDRESS
cny LTITEMITIwA.::EMU. .

4MINFAUParThenaza..,r4.r.-11311-
TOTAL -.11111111mo-

OTEn UNE /OR
UMAI

MEM- SURE !ACHIM/
MORO=

.111111. MO'

LESS CASH MEWS

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHENI. USA 1214S

I SS 6541 al :19137C54171.1

1. The date is missing.
2. You only need to sign the deposit slip if you are

getting cash back. There is no cash back written in
the Less Cash, so you do not need to sign it.

3. There is no amount written for the first check.
4. There is no amount in the Total. You must add the

Total before going to the Net Deposit.
5. The Net Deposit is missing. You must fill in the Net

Deposit to be sure that the right amount is
deposited into your account.

C (p. 48)

1. The amount in the Total box is missing.
2. The net deposit is wrong. The total is $100.50. The

less cash is $50.00. The net deposit should be
$50.50.
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Answer Key-Lesson 7

D (p. 48)

DEposrr SUP

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
Cat STATE ZIP CODE

CASH
=LW.

A R4
COW

TurALP III USII OMER NOE YOE
WOO

4111111110.

411d41

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECOVED

NET DEPOSIT

ANYWHERE. USA 11341

85B 154: 0.i 21987654321s

SURE EACH rnm
1000108D

1. The total is missing. It should be $39.95.
2. The net deposit is figured wrong. It should be

$34.95, not $30.00.
3. The signature is missing.

Quick Review (p. 51)

What should you bring to the bank to make a
deposit?

Bring your picture ID card, checkbook or account
number, plus cash and/or check you want to

. deposit.

When you get to the bank, what do you need
to do to make a deposit?

Fill out a deposit slip in your checkbook or a
counter deposit slip.

What information does the bank need to be
able to-make a deposit to your account?

Your name, date, check amount of the deposit, cash
amount of the deposit, total deposit amount, and
your account number.
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Answer Key-Lesson 7
NOTES:

What is it called when you want money back
when you make a deposit?

It is called "Less Cash."

What 2 things are listed under cash?
Cash has two things: currency and coin.

What do you do after you fill out your deposit
slip?

Deposit your money through the bank teller.

If you want cashback, what will the teller ask
you to do?

The teller will ask you to sign your name.
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Recording
DepOA-it$,

8. Recording Deposits
in the Check Register

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Why Record Deposits? 1

2. Check Register 3

3. How to Record Deposits 6

4. Practice 36
5. Preparing to Make a Deposit 37

6. Quick Review 38

7. On Your Own 39

Answer Key 40

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Balance Check Register Figure
Bankbook Date Receipt
Bank Transaction Deposit Record
Checkbook Deposit / Credit
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Pass Review

Pretest 8
Recording Deposits in the Check Register

1. Why Record Deposits

Why do you need to record your deposits in the check register?

2. Check Register

Below is a blank check register. Name the 4 columns that are used to
record deposits.

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
NO. opzrE DESCRIPTIONOFTRANS ACRON

INITHDRANIAL/
PAYIAENT

(-)

DEPOSIT/

I CREDIT
CO

FIALANCE FORWARD

S $ OrocK
or Oen

Si.
....,

,I

Om.
co 0.

U.
01.*
or Oeo

BO.

.0.cle
or Deo

ft.
Ch.
or Oen

Bal.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Pass Review 3. How to Record Deposits

Below is a blank check register. Your account balance is $100.00. You
deposit your paycheck for $450.00 on July 20, 1996. Record this in the
check register and figure your new balance.

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
NO. DATE DESCRIPTIONOF TRANSACTION

WITHDRAA/AIJ
PAYMENT

(-)
1

DEPOSIT/
CREDfT

(0
'O.pot

BALNCE FORWARD

S $ a Ow

SI

or do

S
I

Ow*
ofDeo

sr
,

I

Ow*
Or No

SI

ShmI

Br
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Why Record
Deposits?

1. Why Record Deposits?
When.you deposit money into your account, you
need to write it down and keep a record of it.

It is important that you keep a record of your
deposits. Why? So that you will know how much
money you have in your account.

When you put money into your account, you are
making a deposit. A deposit means you put money into
your account. When you make a deposit, you need to
record your deposit. To record a deposit means that
you write down each deposit in your check register.
Then you add the amount to your account balance.

When you make a deposit, it is very important that you
keep a record of your deposits. You will know how
much money you have in your checking account if you
keep a good record in your check register: If you do
not write everything in your check register, you will
not know how much money you have. If you do not
know how much money you have, you can.get in
trouble.

For example, suppose you forget to write down the
amount of a deposit. At the end of the month, you have
bills to pay. It looks like you do not have any money in
your account. You do have money in your account, but
your check register does not show it. You forgot to
write it down.
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Why Record
Deposits?

If you forget to write down the amount you deposit,
you will not know how much money you have in your
account. That is why you need to keep a record of your
deposits..That way, you will always know how much
money you have in your account.

You want to record a deposit. You

a. write a note to yourself
b. ask the teller to keep the record
c. write the deposit in your check register
d. none of the above

Why is it important to record your deposits?

a. to know if you have money to write a
check

b. to know how much money is in your
account

c. to know if you can pay your bills
d. all of the above

2 3
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8 2 Check Register

2. Check Register
A check register is where you write down
everything you do with the money in your account.

A check register is a place for you to keep a record
of your deposits.

A check register is a place for you to record all of your
bank transactions. You make a bank transaction
when you take money out of or put money into your
bank account. Withdrawing money, depositing money,
writing checks, getting cash from your account are all
bank transactions. In this lesson, you will learn how to
record deposits in the check register. See the check
register below:

CHECK REGISTER

... 04101110000I TIMMILCTION parryz.
<1

PEW
LYKS WM/.

' 00

5/2 ' "' :
21 00

A 00
31MIMEEM

tVi .2717" soo iffroo
67s- f 0 00 / 00

6/ ' 000 2 00

NW/640 1 ririlli=n= s___no

a7/r i..1 /. //I'M)

Using a check register is a good way for you to keep a
record of your account balance. Remember, an account
balance means the amount of money you have in your
checking account. You must write down all of your
deposits in your check register to know your account
balance.
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Check Register
NOTES:

Circle the check register.

PAY

Fred A. Stave rrsr
Dec Bop Lane
Fuqua Sound, WA 43772

N' 2333 03467101501

19

$

DOLlARS

Skult State
krenit union

Mario
CS 5040 98 ?Fr 11009.551.21 e 1333

.111.t1.1.1....

SAMPLENOID

CHECK REGISTER

OVIOPIORMOUMMIOACTIO
VIRKWIPUWI

rang.,
14

rle/ONITI /006.0.0

Caution:
This lesson uses one kind of check register. The

check registers at different banks may look a little
different. You should find out from your bank what
kind of check register they use.
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How to
Record Deposits

NOTES:

4. BALANCE FORWARD

2. DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION
3. DEPOSIT/CREDIT

1. DATE

-. REGISTERCtIECK 11.ft00 011f.A.1.10,74.1.1.TOMI
1.1

(Mr,
S/2 25 00

0 1"4 S 00 1= o00

4Ardwork
f0 00

=S 00

2
EMEI
2

1 00
006 /fs day(ig fS00

6/20 -.kW' S 00

7/S 20 00,Y474m4
MO 00

3. How to Record Deposits
See the four columns circled above. You will use these
four columns in the check register to record deposits.
These columns will help you remember: 1) when you
made the deposit, 2) where the money came from, 3)
how much money you deposited, and 4) what your
new balance is after the deposit.

You want to write down a deposit in your
check register. What 4 columns will you use?

a.

b.

C.

d.
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When You Make the Deposit: The Date

The date is the month and day you make a deposit.

When you record a deposit in your check register, you
need to write down the date. The date tells you when
you made the deposit. Suppose I deposit my paycheck
on December 20th. December is the 12th month, so I
would write 12/20 in the DATE column.

247
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CHECK REGISTER

OM.
ORM 01111111.0.13100/ INAMONCO1 PROW

INJO/21.101.11Y01/1

What do you write in this column?

a. where the money is from
b. the amount of the deposit
c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above
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Write the date
12/20

on Practice Check Register #1.
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Practice Check Register #1 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

Olael MIS DUC11.011107 MIN11.47100
oprnomarie

...engem
li

Demon.
OMNII.

16...A.. ...ID

Inn (10

1211a -
..

17.1....
CM.8I.

10



Where the Money Came From:
Description of Transaction

The description of transaction shows who or where
the deposit came from.

Each check register has a place where you can write
down the description of transaction. What do you
write here? You will write where the money came
from that you want to deposit. Suppose you want to
deposit a paycheck. You would write "paycheck" in
the description of transaction column.

11



tif
if CHECK REGISTER

IFIONIPKIN
mOnOlyous.1

amas
0004
Onoon

.00o/ em

What do you write in this column?

a. where the money is from
b. the amount of the deposit
c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above
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Write
'paycheck'

for the Description of Transaction
on Practice Check Register #1.
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Practice Check Register #1 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

CO=
1114.4011111.1414114 /14414040111

wroon,rou
mamma

14

1214104117 4.14.4.1110410.14410
G1K174

in() fn
114.4

44.4

Cvaa
.4 Om

25-4
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How Much Money in the Deposit: The Amount

You will use the deposit/credit column and the
balance column to record your deposits.

You want to keep a record of how much money you
have in the bank. You must know how much money
you put in your account and you must add it to what is
already there. So, when you write the amount of your
deposit, it goes in two places: the deposit/credit
column, and the balance forward column.
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CHECK REGISTER

ow= 17111,7111.1121101.1.1%00

11..:* 0010100

What do you write in this column?

a. where the money is from
b. the amount of the deposit
c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above
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Look at Practice Check Register #1. We want to
record the deposit for the $80.00 paycheck.

First, you will write $80.00 in the deposit/credit
colunm. Notice the line in the middle. This line
separates the dollars from the cents like a decimal
point. The dollars go on the left, and the cents go on
the right. Also, you do not have to put the $ in this
column. You know you are depositing money.

Next, you must write the $80.00 in the Balance
Column.
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Write
$80.00

on Practice Check Register #1.
Remember to write $80.00 in two places.
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Practice Check Register #1 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

OMR 000/0,011112/ TIYMOIROM

121211

°MOST/
GMT

1.1

/01.11000

?()
Oa,
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Figuring Your New Balance

When you make a deposit, you are adding money
to your account.

In your check register, you must add the amount of
your deposit to your old balance.

You finished writing the $80.00 deposit in the deposit
column and the balance column. But you still don't
know how much money is in your account. You must
add the amount of the deposit because you added
money to your account. We need to add our $80.00
deposit to the $100.00 that is already in our account.
Then we will know our new balance.
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Add to find your new balance
on Practice Check Register #1.
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Practice Check Register #1 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

0.2.1 DIMPOPIIII*Or ITIMAC110
111111014111.41.0

AWING.
cseert

(V)

WJORGe ICANAAP

1nn

e0 00
NO 00

4%.

Caws

008

You are finished recording the $80.00 deposit! Notice
some of the columns are blank. This is ok. They are
not used when you record deposits.

Notice the little plus (+) in the Deposit Column. This
will help you remember to add.
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Now, record another deposit on Practice
Check Register #1. This deposit is $5.00 in
cash. You can make it for the same day as
the paycheck deposit. Don't forget to add to

find your new balance.
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Practice Check Register #1

-
CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
NO. ONE DESCRIPTOR OF TRANSACTION

WRICNIANAL/
PAYMENT

...

DEPOSIT/
CREDIT/

BALANCE FORNARD

166 66
$ $ Cho*

a Dv

SI

.

Chock
a D.p

Bel

Ova
or Dap

M.
r Ora

cc Dop

IN

Check
or No.

or

Practice Check Register #1 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
No. DAZE DESCRIPTOR OF TRANSACTION

WITHDRAWAL/
PAMENT

0
DEPOSIT/

i CREDIT
(.1

BALANCE FORWARD

166 66
12'21 Po_ oke ok

, ,

W6

so...

66
a Dep g0 00

:NI. 1E0 00

nia, Cot_sli,

5 00

NONd
or 0.11 5- 00
.... 1E5 00
a Cftp

SM.

Ch.d1
a Dap.

BO.

Cheek
aqUp.

Bd.
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1. Record each of these deposits on Practice
Check Register #2.

2. After you record each deposit, add to find the
new balance.

July 23
July 23
July 25
August 1
August 3

Book refund
Mowed lawn
Allowance
Tax Refund
Birthday Gift

$21.18
$10.50
$14.00
$50.34
$45.00
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Wow! Look at your Practice Check Register #2. It is
full! When you write down many different bank
transactions in your check register, you will fill the
page. When you get to the bottom of a page, what do
you do?

1. Look at the last amount in the balance colunm. This
is.$337.43 on your Practice Check Register #2.

2. You will copy the last balance from the bottom of
the full page to the top of the next empty page.
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LIPractice Check Register #2 On

-

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
NO.

_

DAM DESCRIPTION 0 F TRANsAcnom

WITVORANAU
PAYMENT

(-)

DEPONTI
I CREDIT

()
BALANCE FORWARD

194 41
$ $ Our*

or Cop

ed.

.

Chock
or Coo

Bd.

Chock

Bd.

Chock
or Oop.

,

Ord.

Chock
or Ow

_
EY.

Your Practice Check Register #2 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

CHECM
NO. DATE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION

wrrtiocuvou
PAYMENT

(-)

DEposm
i CREDIT

CO

BALANCE FORWARD

1`14 41

1/23
-r3ook Ramo(

e $

21 1g

Chock
21 18

1/2,3
N La-to4.

16 5-0 "ft.'
sr.

10 50

218 OT

T/2.5
Allosicutee,

1/1 00
Check

iii 00

Bd. 2.92. 09

871
"Ca. Ramo( 50 34 '""..4-

50 ?A

2.9Z 13

g/3 13tra.010, ok
oh.* 95 00

al. 331,13
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Now it's your turn. What is the ending balance at the
bottom of Practice Check Register #2?

Write that number in the very top box in the balance
column on Practice Check Register #3.
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LI Practice Check Register #3

CHECK REGISTER

CFIECK
No. DM DESCRIPTOON OF TRAKSACTION

WITHDRAVAU
PAYMENT

(1

DEPOSIT/
If CREDIT

(+)

BALANCE FORNARD

$ $ OvetiKa Ns
1

ea

Ma*
ofCiap

DSI.

.

Cheek
CI Clop

sr.,
Cho&
or Dorx

OM.

Chair
or Dep.

131.

Your Practice Check Register #3 should look like this:

CHECK REGISTER

alECX WIT DEDCRIPTMNOI TRANSACTION

WITIEVIANAL/
PAYMENT

DEPOSIT/
CREDIT

(.1

CHECK REGISTER

CHECKpc, DRV DEDCRIPTIONOP TRANIUCTIM

WITIORANIU
RtYkENT

I.)

Depopm
i CREDIT

(.1

MANCE FOR/MED

114 41

7/23
i3cck M ud s s

2..I ig
......

2.1 IC

::* til n
7/2.5

mo.utall_04,..1
10 50

."°-
10 50

228 07

1/25
Maoan fle.,

111 00
c....

14 00

2.42. al

8/1
ico Rdtmol 50

...... 50 34

2.92. 45

8/5 f56,41,4c, rifi
,615 00

o.... 45 00

557 45 I

2 G 9

Os

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Practice

4. Practice

Fill in the deposits on Practice Check,Register #4.
Remember to add to get your new balance.

You have $147.50 in your account now. You want to
make these three deposits:

1. On March 12 you deposit your paycheck for
$700.00.

2. Your birthday is on April 9. You get $10.00.
3. On July 5, you help your neighbor with their yard

work. They give you a check for $15.00.

Practice Check Register #4

NOTES:

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
DKIE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION

WIT HORANAU
PAYMENT

(4
i

DEPORT/
CREDIT

(4)

BALANCE FORWARD

i t Ole&
C.°

_

ed.

\cf.*
4.0,19.

M.

SChocK
ce C.p.

Mt

Crock
ror do

Bal.

Omit
ar ON,

_
U.

What is your ending balance?



Preparing to
Make a Deposit

5. Preparing to Make a Deposit

Suppose you want to make a deposit. What do you do?
You will have to go to the bank. When you talk to the
teller at the bank window, you need to have everything
ready to make your deposit.

What do you need to take with you to the bank when
you want to make a deposit?

1. Your LD or secret code word
2. Your checkbook and register
3. a deposit slipalready filled out!
4. the money and checks you want to deposit.

More Information

You need ED (like a driver's license or student picture
ID) so that the bank teller will know who you are.
Sometimes banks ask you to pick a secret word: Then,
when you go to the bank, they ask you for the secret
word instead of ID. If you do not know the secret
word, they will not let you do anything to your
account. This helps keep your money safe.

When you make a deposit, you will:

1. Sign your name on the back of checks (endorse)
2. Give the teller the checks, money, and deposit

3. Get a receipt from the teller.
4. Record deposits in the check register.
5. Figure your new balance.
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Quick Review

6. Quick Review
1. After you deposit money, what do you do in your
check register?

2. Why should you record your deposits in your check
register?

3. What do you need to have ready when you go to the
bank to make a deposit?

4..What 5 things do you need to do when you make a
deposit?

5. After you have filled out your deposit slip, what do
you do?

6. When you fill up a page in your. check register, what
do you do?

NOTES:



On Your Own

7. On Your Own

Practice Exercise A

What is a bank transaction?

Where do you write down your bank transactions?

Marie and Tino are shopping. They see a TV they
want to buy. They aren't sure if they have enough
money. What should they do?
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On Your Own
NOTES:

Practice Exercise B: What's Wrong?

Mark recorded 2 deposits in his check register. Circle
all the mistakes he made. Check your answers in the
Answer Key.

CHECK REGISTER

GIECIC
No. DM DCAPONIPTKINOFTRANLIOCIION

MITICAMMJ
Nenoolr

peroarTI
i CREPT

MANCE ONNAND

462 93
I So.+

...... 20 00
482 03

8/4 200 00
:V. 200 00. 689 n3

".
:re
.t
ot.
tta

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

Make up deposits to fill in on these check registers.
Compare your work with examples in the workbook.

CHECK REGISTER

OECK
No, MI DIA1V1114101.01,11WISOCTION

WITICAN44/
POLOR

11
I

OEPOSTI
CREW
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' 11AUVOZE PONNAKI
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on.
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om Ow

CHECK REGISTER

ONECK
NM DM DISOIVITION01,111MIOACT104
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p.m
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I.

.1,
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-
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moo Answer Key-Lesson 8

Answer Key

You want to record a deposit. You will... (p. 2)

a. write a note to yourself
b. ask the teller to keep the record

vs' c. write the deposit in your check register
d. none of the above

Why is it important to record your deposits?
(p. 2)

a. to know if you have money to write a
check

b. to know how much money is in your
account

c. to know if you can pay your bills
ve d. all of the above

Circle the check register. (p. 4)

CHECK REGISTER

0100 It
an Offl ORSCIOTIroMO V ROONACTIOn

WIIICA..ALI
rornala

14

reL007/
CIWOVI

M.o. 1.0Pankle

..

Iia

.o.-
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[Vt. Answer Key-Lesson 8

_

You want to write down a deposit in your
check register. What 4 columns will you use?
(p. 6)

-

a. Date

b. Description of Transaction

c. Deposit/Credit

d. Balance Forward

What do you write in this column? (p. 8)

a. where the money is from
b. the amount of the deposit

oF c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above

What do you write in this column? (p. 12)

in? a. where the money is from
b. the amount of the deposit
c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above

NOTES:



Answer Key-Lesson 8

What do you write in this column? (p. 17)

a. where the money is from
05' b. the amount of the deposit

c. the date the deposit was made
d. the account balance
e. none of the above

What is the ending balance at the bottom of
Practice CheckRegister #2? (p. 33)

$337.43

Practice (p.36)

CHECK REGISTER

to. O1 01111CM11011001AANBILTION

10111OPIINALO
ROLM

(4

OCIRMTI
I C...

(0

¶ MAME 1.01..10

147 50

3/12,j,Lw1=1,_
'
70( 00

°It 7 0000
'''' 8 47 50

4/9
irEdjag_IcaeI I

1 c 00
'7- lo po
- 857 , 5 0

/ a riwo rt
1 5 00

I 5 10
" 8 7 2 5 0

.0

4"
C000

EMI

What is your ending balance? $872.50

Quick Review (p. 38)

1. After you deposit money, what do you do in your
check register?

You write the money amount in your check register
and add it to your balance.
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Yr° Answer Key-Lesson 8
NOTES:

2. Why should you record your deposits in your check
register?

So you will know how much money you have in
your account.

3. What do you need to have ready when you go to the
bank to make a deposit?

1. Get your picture ID
2. Get your checkbook and check register
3. Get your deposit slip and fill it out
4. Get the checks and money you want to deposit

4. What 5 things do you need to do when you make a
deposit?

1. Sign (endorse) the checks to deposit
2. Give the teller your money and deposit slip
3. Get a receipt to prove you made the deposit
4. Record the deposit in your check register
5. Figure the new balance

5. After you have filled out your deposit slip, what do
you do?

You record the deposit in your check register and
figure your new balance.

6. When you fill up a page in your check register, what
do you do?

You copy the balance from the bottom of the full
page to the top of the next empty page.
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MI° Answer Key-Lesson 8

On Your Own (p. 39)
Practice Exercise A

What is a bank transaction?

Any time you take money out or put money into
your bank account, that is called a transaction.
Deposits and withdrawals are bank transactions.

Where do you write down your bank transactions?

You write down all your bank transactions in your
check register.

Marie and Tino are shopping. They see a TV they
want to buy. They aren't sure if they have enough
money. What should they do?

They can see how much money they have by
looking in their check register.

Practice Exercise B: What's Wrong (p. 40)

CHECK REGISTER

DO. OCISSIEPTIODOPOWEDISTIOPI

wrnowrou
DOSIEIR

DEPOSIT/
CREDO

10

SALAICE POPYIADD

462

III
4

.... . . .. T Ow* 9,
TIP . 82 Mil

ER4111111111MIMIP . mem....
....
0/ DO

SE

Oar
c DO

Mt

1. Mark left off the date.
2. Mark didn't write down where he got the $200.00.
3. Mark wrote the deposits in the wrong column.
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9. Check
Writing

Lessons on CD:

Pretest
1. Your Checks 1

2. Before You Write a Check 3

3. Writing Your Check for Cash 7

4. The Check 9

5. Filling Out Your Check 1 5

6. Practice 46

7. On Your Own 49

Answer Key 5 1

Vocabulary from this Lesson:

Account Number Cashing a Check Payee
Account Balance Check Receipt
Amount in Numbers Check Number Service Charge
Amount in Words Date Signature
Bad Check Deduction Signature Card
Bank Deposit / Credit Statement
Bank Number Illegal
Bank Transaction Memo / Purpose
Budget

230



Pass Review 1. Your Checks

Pretest 9
Check Writing

Write what checks mean.

2. Before You Write a Check

You want to write a check. What do you need to do to make sure before
you write a check? Why?

You have $50.00 in your account. You want to write a $25.00 check.
Do you have enough money in your account for your check?

You have $175.00 in your account. You want to write a $180.00 check.
Do you have enough money in your account for your check?

3. Writing Your Check for Cash

What does cashing your check mean?
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Pass Review 4. The Check

Below is a check. Name each part of the check.

YOUR NAME
1 02

YOUR ADDRESS 4-95

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE (19

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

00-5678/9876

'?",bectiac744 ANYWHERE. USA 12345

FOR

I:9137651,321,1:58 651.2L 2 1113L02

0 1995 MILE

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,VOID

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

2Q2



Pass Review 5. Filling Out Your Check

Below is a blank check. Fill out the check using the information below:

Payee: Wright Brothers, Inc.
Date: May 21, 1990
Amount: $167.01
Purpose: Airfare

YOUR NAME 102
YOUR ADDRESS 4-95

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 19

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF $

00-5678/9876

DOLLARS

ANYWHERE. USA 12345

FOR

i:987654321.1:SEI 6542/ 2 OD LO2

0 1995 MILE

SAMPLE,VOID
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Your Checks
NOTES:

1. Your Checks

A cheek is a written order. It tells your banlc to
subtract money from your account to pay a person
or organization.

When you write a check to someone, they give it to
your bank to get money from your account.

When you "cash a check," you trade the check for
cash (money).

Writing checks is safer than carrying cash (money),
because checks must have your signature to be
cashed. Checks also have the name of the payee.
No other person can cash your check.

Sending checks in the mail is safer than sending
cash. You can safely pay your bills by mail with
checks.

You can use checks to help you plan your budget.

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 446
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 444412211

Central Bank--
FOR

DOLLARS

..,a04/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE,VOID
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Your Checks

A check is a written order to tell the bank to subtract
money from your account. A check is sometimes
called a draft. The bank then pays that money to a
person or-an organization. The person or organization
that gets your check gives it to your bank to get
money. This is called "cashing a check."

Checks can help you keep track of how much money
you are spending. This information can help you plan
your budget. A budget is a way of keeping track of
daily or monthly spending for things like rent, food,
gasoline, utilities, and other bills. If you follow your
budget, you will not spend more money than you have.

A check

a. must have your signature
b. is more safe than cash
c. helps you know how you spend your

money
d. all of the above

NOTES:
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Before You
Write a Check

2. Before You Write a Check

Make sure that you have enough money in your
account to cover the check. Being able to "cover" a
check means that you have enough money in your
account to pay the check.

Your account balance is how much money you have
left in your account. Your account balance changes
when you deposit or withdraw money. Before you
write a check, you must look at your account balance
to make sure you have enough money for the check.

Writing a check for more than you have in your
account is illegal. By keeping track of your checks in a
check register, you can always know what your
account balance is.

Caution:
If you write a check for more than your account

balance, you have written a "bad check." Writing bad
checks is illegal! Your bank will charge you a service
charge. This means that the bank will charge a fee for
your bad check. The service charge may be $20.00
or more! Even if your check amount is only $10.00.
Your bank will subtract the service charge from your
checking account.

If you write a lot of bad checks, businesses may refuse
to accept your checks. If this happens, you might get a
"bad credit rating." A bad-credit rating may mean that
you carmot use your checking account to pay bills.

2a6
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Before You
Write a Check

NOTES:

You may not be able to get a credit card, or borrow
money. If you continue to write bad checks, you could
even go to jail. Be sure to check your account balance
before you write a check!

How do you know if it is ok to write a check? There
are 4 steps:

1. Find out how much you need to write the check
for.

2. Look at your account balance in your check
register.

3. Make sure your balance is larger than the check
you want to write.

4. If the balance is larger, you can write the check.
If your balance is smaller, you do not have
enough money to cover your check. You will
have to wait to write the check until you put
more money in your account.

Suppose you want to write a check for $100.00.
Your account balance is $200. Can you write the
check?

Yes. You can write the check. Why? Because the
balance in your account is more than the amount of
the check you want to write.

How do you know? You can subtract the amount of
the check from your account balance.

$200.00 (your balance)
- $100.00 (the amount of check)

$100.00 (balance after you write the check)

°"
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Before You
Write a Check

Suppose you want to write a check for $50.00. You
have $10.00 in your account. Should you write a
check?

Compare the balance of $10.00 with the amount of
the check you want to write. Is your account
balance more than the check? No, it is not. You
should not write the check because you do not have
enough money in your account. Fifty dollars
($50.00) is more than ten dollars ($10.00). Your
check would be illegal.

$10.00 (your balance)
$50.00 (the amount of check)

- $40.00 (balance after you write the check)

Suppose you want to write a check for $79.00. You
have $100.00 in your account. Can you write the
check?

Yes. Why? Because your account balance is more
than the amount of the check you want to write.
You have enough money in your account to cover
the check. If you subtract $79.00 from your
account, will you still have money in your account?
Yes! This is why it is ok to write the check.

$100.00 (your balance)
- $ 79.00 (the amount of check)

$ 21.00 (balance after you write the check)
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Before You
Write a Check

NOTES:

Practice Sheet

Before you go on, finish this practice sheet. Then
check your answers using the Answer Key at the end
of Lesson 9.

Your checking
account

balance is...

You want Can you
to write a write the

check for... check?

$100.00 $79.00

$50.00 $83.50

$77.00 $67.00

$84.50 $101.00

$100.00 $200.00

6



Writing Yor Check
for Cash

3. Writing Your Check
for Cash

The word cash is used in different ways. You need to
understand the different things cash means.

1. Sometimes people call money cash. Suppose
you write a check at the grocery store. The
checker might aSk you 'Do you want any cash
back?' The checker is asking you if you want
money back. A friend might say 'I need to get
some cash for my date tonight.' This means they
need some money for their date.

2. People also say they want to cash a check. This
means they want to exchange the check for
money. Suppose you mow a neighbor's yard.
They give you a check with your name written
on it for $15.00 to pay you. You can go to a
bank and give the check to the teller. The teller
will cash your check. They will give you
$15.00 for the check. The money comes from
your neighbor's account at their bank.

3. You can also write a check for cash. This is one
way you can get money out of your own
account. Later in this lesson you will learn that
when you write a check, you must write on it
who you are giving it to. (The neighbor wrote
your name on the check to pay you.) But, you
can also write a check to 'cash' instead of to a
person or store. Suppose you have $50.00 in
your account. You need $10.00 to go to a

200

NOTES:
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Writing Yor Check NOTES:
for Cash

movie. The movie theatre does not take checks.
What do you do? You can go to the bank and
write 'cash' on the check and get the $10.00
from your account. The teller will give you
$10.00 from your own account.

You can write a check for

a. cash
b. paying your bills
c. buying things in a store
d. all of the above

291
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:.9.- 4 The Check

4. The Check
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS "5
CITY, STATE Za CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

20

Central Bank-----
FOR.

C*447110e76

DOLLARS

C91176056 7B cooss ssta I r OLO
1O; SAMPLE,VOID

Your checks will have your name and address printed
on them, and they will have your bank's name printed
on them. There are 9 major parts of a check. You need
to know what each part is for and where each part is.
The 9 major parts of a check are:

1. Check Number
2. Bank Number
3. Account Number
4. Date Line
5. Payee Line
6. Amount of Check in Numbers Line
7 . Amount of Check in Words Line
8. Signature Line
9. Memo Line

The check number, bank number and account number
are all printed on your checks. You have to fill out
everything else.We will go through each part
separately.

First, lets look at the three parts.that are printed on the
check.

292
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The Check
NOTES:

Check Number and Bank Number

Each check has a number. Check numbers help you
keep track of your checks. Every one of your checks
has a different check number. The first check you use
might be check number 001. The second check would
be number 002, and so on. Check numbers are for your
records.

Bank munbers tell which bank the check comes from,
and which bank will pay the amount of check. Each of
your checks has the same bank number. Why? They
are all from the same bank. The bank number is for the
bank's records.

Look at the sample check below. The check number
and bank number are circled.

Bank Number Check Number

PAY TO
ORDER

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS * ,
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

'THE
OF

Central Bank.----
FOR_
1:96760S671)100S13 E.S1. 21 010?

20

DOLLARS

SARPLENOM

203



The Check

Circle the bank number on this check.

JAN /WADY 445 986
rzu cu. &Ica

Ilinois 34572 19

PTOAY

Till
OW@ OF

C0467Vi670

Simeacan 9itst cnialionat
Memo

DOLLAR&

1:987605678 COO 58 651.21 0986
SAMPLE.VOID

What is the check number?

Circle the bank number on this check.

Fred A Stain iA7
Bee8op Lobe
Fuguei Sound, WA 4377t

PAY
TO otZE

N'. 2333

19

CO-607655N

catlk S te
Eredit Union

Memo

DOLLARS

CS S01.09876 I:00 SI.SS1. 21 ' 2333
,14,1111001...

SAMPLENOID

What is the check number?

294
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The Check
NOTES:

Account Number

Your money is kept in the bank in an account. Your
account number is different from the bank and check
number. The account number tells the bank which
account is yours. Everyone has a different account
number. No one has the same account number as you.

The bank prints your checks with your account
number. Your account number tellS banks which
account to take money from to pay for a check.

An account number is private. Only you can use your
account number. Look at the sample check below.

Account Number

YOUR NAME 102
YOUR ADDRESS .46
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

Central Ban
FOR

C9E17605678
nellelt

DOLLARS

SAMPLE.VOID

The bank number is 987605678.
The account number is 005865421.
The check number is 102.

The bank number is only used by banks. It is the
barik's ID number. The account number tells the bank
which account is yours. Everyone has a different
account number. Everything you get from the bank will
have your account number on it. The check number is
for your information. The check number helps you
keep your records and budget.
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The Check

Circle the account number on this check.
Fred A Slake 2,17 N' 2333 0043711/5501
Bee Bop Lane
Fugues Sound, WA 43771 19

PAY

DOLLARS

S4ttlt State
Ere& union

Memo
c55o1.oqaThuoosI.SSI.21 I. 2 3 3 3

10.1.110a.

SAMPLE0/010

Label the account number, the check number,
and the bank number on this check.

Tommy Gunn
845 E 2000 5 949
Seam MA 93772

PAY
ID ME
OCOEE Of

1567

19

004243/7701

)
DOLLARS

NEW ENEbANI9
BANK ONE
Mama

g??13 L321.30 1:00514S 542 1567 WAKEN=
ma

Label the account number, the check number,
and the bank number on this check.

JAN BRADY 4.9S

rin Om Sired
Fenmile. Illinois 34572

986

19

PAY TO
TEX

ODDED Cr

CE15676/9876

oqmztican gitst
&so

DOLLARS

nos&ni coosa 651.21 i 0986
Inv./ye rwarn...5.

Saa4PLE,VOID

296
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Filling Out
Your Checks

Sample Check

5. Payee 4. Date

YOUR NAME I 102
YOUR ADDRESS 445

CITY, STATE ZIT CODE 5 / 9 20 99

PAY TO THE
ORAER OF 0

nn 50 100
Central Bank..
FOR Eid".112"49_ YOUP

1114/34 02E6.56411 0102

1114/34

11111.1.

amo

SAMPLE,V010

9. Memo

Numbers and Words List

8. Signature

. Amount in
Numbers

7. Amount in
Words

If you needhNp using this list, review Lesson 2.2.

1 one
2 two
3 three
4 four
5 five
6 six
7 seven
8 eight
9 nine
10 ten
11 eleven
12 twelve
13 thirteen
14 fourteen
15 fifteen
16 sixteen
17 seventeen

18 eighteen
19 nineteen
20 twenty
30 thirty
40 forty
50 fifty
60 sixty
70 seventy
80 eighty
90 ninety
100 one hundred
500 five hundred
1,000 one thousand
10,000 ten thousand
100,000 one hundred thousand
1,000,000 one million

29 7
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5. Filling Out Your Check

Date

The date line is where you write the month, day, and
year that you write the check.

When you write a check, you must put the correct date
on it. The date you write is the date you are writing the
check. When you are writing a check, if you do not
know the date, you need to ask someone or look at a
calendar.

Find the date line on Practice Check #1.
Pretend today is June 15, 1999. Fill in the

date on Practice Check #1.

15
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Your practice check should look like this:

"
,

iiipCade

oss sto the
TOrderof

103
11114fili

Ev
5-Givte., 151, 19'79

fe,41140a1 *Raid* Ate/VIM, USA

Del tars

fluffiit vain&gisEr' &Ea

299
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Payee

The payee is the person or organization you are writing
the check to. It is the person or organization you are
paying. The payee line usually looks like this:

Pay to the
Order of

A payee can be a person or an organization, like a
store, club, or restaurant. When you give a payee a
check, they take it to the bank to cash it and get money
out of your account.

You must write the full name of the payee. You should
not write only the first or last name. If you are not sure
about the payee's full name, ask the person "How
would you like me to make this check out?"

300



For example, you want to write a check to John L.
Sura. Do not write "John" or "Sura" or even "J. Sura"
on the payee line. If you did that, the bank teller would
not know which "Jo lm" or "Sura" you Mean. You need
to write "John Sura" or "John L. Sura."

X Wrong: Pay to the order of )47,n,

X Wrong: Pay to the order of rin,. Stokt,

X Wrong: Pay to the order of (?

I Right: Pay to the order of Yotn, hoa,

Right: Pay to the order of ifIfi,o, :of.fittl,

301 18



Find the payee line
on Practice Check #1.

Suppose you want to write this check to
John's Market.

What would you write on the payee line?
Write this on the payee line.

302 19



Your practice check should look like this:

cade

1114177, Arialtie AarWtERS, USA 12.341.

5.1.14e.,15-199!Pak )

FOR

Dollars

41,14/14 81239SE'

20



Review
Before we go on, let's review. Look at this check:

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 'An
CITY, STATE ZEE CODE

FAY TO niE C
ORDER OF 2Itntni Inn

102 1114/34
5 / 9 20 99

/
Central Bank--

yourFOR

...11.14/34 025656411 0102

63_450
DOLLARS

n.,
SAUELLY010

What is the bank number?
What is the check number?
What is the account number?
Who is the payee?
What is the date of the check?

3 0 4
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Amount of Check in Numbers

How do you tell the bank how much money to take out
of your account? The amount of check is how much
you want to pay from your account.

There are 2 places to write the amount on every check.
Each check has a place for you to write the amount of
check in numbers and a place to write the amount of
the check in words. Why do you have to write it in 2
places? The amount in numbers must match the
amount in words. If they do not match, the bank will
not cash the check. This helps keep your money safe.

When you fill out a check, you must write clearly. The
bank must be able to read your handwriting.

22



Find the box for the amount in numbers on the sample
check. The amount in numbers says $63.50. Notice on
the sample check that the amount in numbers has a
decimal point to separate the dollars and cents. The
amount is written clearly and inside the box. The
numbers are written close to the left side of the box.
Notice you do not need to write the dollar sign ($)
because it is already printed on the check..

Caution:
it is very important to write the first number close to

the left side of the box. That way, a dishonest person
cannot add numbers. For example, someone could
change $25.50 to $325.50 just by writing a 3 before
the 2. They would be stealing $300.00 from you!
Writing the amount close to the $ in the box will help
keep this from happening.
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Look at the two checks below. Which one is
better? Why?

JAN WADY 443
MI Gs &Ica
ravolle. [linos 34577

PAY TO
TITE

ORDER OF

986

19

CO-1179676

25.so

cilmztican au/
Hew

C9876056713 C0058 651.21 e ocias
Ir.* rm..... Is

DOLIAD8

SAMPLENOID

JM DRAM 4 5
DE &tee.

fairviik. Elko* 34577

PAY TO
THY

ODDED Of

986

19

03317691176

25.50

clinivac.an aut cWaiionat
Memo

DOLL1126

1:987605F08 C0058 6S1.2L 0986
O SAMPLE,VOID

307 24



On Practice Check #1, find the box for the
amount in numbers.

Fill in the amount $140.50. Make sure you:

1. write clearly,
2. write the numbers close to the left,
3. use a decimal point,
4. do not use a dollar sign ($).

308



Your practice check should look like this:

. .

4, Zip-Cade
my, s
az,'"

WOW
Nicorke,i

103

Thk' jukte, 15 1999

A,
'Peltiftert

I
irmf Jarmo= usa

ma
f1w&1i. EV WAS Er Oa)

Dollars

3 c 9 26



Amount of Check in Words

The amount of check in words shows the same amount
that you wrote in numbers. But when you write the
amount in words on a check, you must write it in a
special way.

Look at the sample check. The sample check is for
$63.50. Find the amount in words. Notice that the
dollar amount is written in wordS. On the sample
check, the dollar amount is 63. That is written sixty-
three. Instead of a decimal point, the word "and" is
written. The cent amount is 50. The cent amount is
written as a fraction. It is written 50/100. Finally, a line
is drawn to fill up the rest of the space to the word
'Dollars' printed on the check. Do hot write the words
dollars or cents.

310
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/Look at the fraction for the cent amount. It is
50/100.

Is the number on the bottom always 100?
YES! Why? Because there are 1000 in $1.

Can the munber on top ever be bigger than 100?
Can you write 100/100 on a check?
NO! Why? Because then the amount would be
more than $1. For example, you would never write
154/100. What is the right way to write this? one
and 54/100. How much money is 154/100? It is
1 dollar and 54 cents.

The number on top must be 99 or less. The number on
bottom is always 100.

3 1



Suppose you want to write a check for $10.00. How
would you write the amount in words on a check?
There are 2 ways you can write this. Notice there are
no cents. You can write:

Ten and 00/100 Dollars
Or

Ten and no/100 Dollars

How would you write $25.05 in words on a check?

Twenty-five and 05/100 Dollars

Notice the cent amount is 05/100 not 5/100. Why?
Because it would be easy for someone to change 5/100
to 65/100 or 95/100 without you or the bank knowing.
You.cannot prove the*amount is 50 not 950. The
number on top should always be two numbers.

29



Here are the steps for writing the amount in words on a
check:

1. Write the dollar amount in words. (Use the
Numbers and Words list if you need to.)

2. Write the word and for the decimal point.
3. Write the cent amount in numbers.
4. Finish writing the cent amount by writing /100.
5. Draw a line to fill the blank up to the word

Dollars.

3 3
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Look at these three checks. Which one is
right? Why?

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 406
CITY, STATE 21P CODE

PAY TOME
ORDER OF rcume,

lioe14-frke n mot (),5-/inn

gent,42/ (22/7/A
FOR \ftUr Me,440

102

$

CO4117ellalle

2505

C9137654 3 2 11:58 65162& 2 10 10 2.

=1.0.11

DOU.AFIS

ur Alai:ie.,
SAMPLE.VOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS .0
CITY, STATE MP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF r

Ti w trfq-five. 0.1101 5/100

FOR \lcur Ak4no

102

On...fe. 15

$

(.041471Yee

2505

ain.mgra. 1. glee

cga7s51.3 2 11:58 6542 L 2 it) la 2 -

=11.111e

DOLLARS

'few AloAte,

SAMPLE.VOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADORERS .00
arr. STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF r /kV a.

er,fr]

102
1) 4. 10

1:044711.7,

2505

ge2t,;./01,
Fop Yff All> run

DOLLARS

CRE17651, 3 2 LI:5865 I 2 613102 SAMFLE.11010

314



Look at these two checks. Which one is right? Why?

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
1:11T. STATE EP COOE

PAY TO me
ORDER OF raael_,

itairfv-Sive. nil() A4.-/ItY

102

19

0949799En

2505

gegle;e2I al/ith
FOR Your /1/10.44o

4101.41111..111/6 Mid

.C9I17.654321,1:0651.21. 2 20102

DOLLARS

VICUIC

SA10141/010

315

YOUR PLANE
YOUR ADORES 449
CTTY. STATE 2P CODE

PAY TO TWE
ORDER OF rcufp.A_,

¶-v tid 05/100

102

19

93411741 1114

2505

'ge411442/ Oda/NZ
FOR trur AAP 41/.

001,14. Ilia ICI.

DOLLARS

1cur go-eke,
i:987.690211:58 6542 & 2 .0102- SAMPLE.VOID

32



Look at these two checks. Which one is right? Why?

YOUR MANE
102 0001760171YOUR ADORERS .00

CSTY. [RATE MP CODE -00.4e 10

PAY TO THE
OFC0ER OF rctice, $

01.6!fo.v-s u.00t 5 e irt.s DOLLARS

[2505

ge,6,at6sa,
FOR sia.4( Mjo m. A/0,414

cc87s,543 2 Irsa 651.2 I 2 all 10 2- SAMPLEVOID

YOUR KAYE
YOUR ADDRESS *40
WY, STATE MP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

00.4e, 10

Pc.qe.c, $

TYIP atm) ()9106

g&n,xai 63cDst
FOR 'IOW Aile4,0 Akulte,

INVVISORM.1. MY/

C04871141410

1505
DOU.ARS

cqa?c,s43211:sa E.5421. 2 11:1 102. SAMP1.41/010

Nalli

316



What is wrong with these checks?

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS .46
C1TY, STATE 21P CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF rart,

Toorb-tive, culd

102

19

$

024471011111

25'75

FOR lax Mmto
01.1.1.M14 4.00, Oh/

.1:987.654321,158 65421, 2 ID l02.

DOLLARS

A/mte.
SAMPLENOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 46
CITY, STATE 21P CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF rCLOA,

17,441-Hkre,P, 0.1101 on()

gent,)42/csam
FOR ICLe Aile410

102

e 19

$

C044711/$17$

1:9117.651,3211:58 6511.2t 2 03 l02.

WNW MA

DOLLARS

Yoff Alarke
SAMPLE.11010

34



Write $140.50 in words on Practice Check #1.
If you want to, you can use the

Numbers and Words list
at the beginning of Lesson 9.5.
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Your practice check should look like this:

z

"$ Zip Code

, the
rgkrier or: 344's Nico-kci

at feri ctal 50/100

re r t
iiitA aminaure, USA t2341.

1001

I 03
11140i

i)afr JAKe, 15, 11(ig

111141:14

Dollars

812.W:9AV 0.1 Zit

3 8 36



Signature

When you write your name, this is a signature. Your
signature should include your first name and your last
name. You should not use a.nickname. (For example,
Jimmy is a nickname for James. Chuck is a nickname
for Charles.) It is a good idea to use your middle
initial, too. Why? Maybe 2 people in the same city
have the same first and last name. But it is not often
that they have the exact same middle name too. Using
your middle initial helps identify you.

Also, your signature must be written in cursive, not
printed. For example, Janet Elaine Smith would write
(sign) her name: cutet Smidi not Janet E. Smith.

37



Finally, you should sign your name exactly the same
way every time you sign it, on things like checks,
contracts, credit cards. Why? Your signature should
identify you. If your signature always looks different,
there is no way to prove that you wrote it. Someone
else could sign your name and say that you did it.

Why is a signature so important? Because when you
sign your name to something, you are saying you will
take responsibility for it.

When you open your checking account, the bank teller
will ask you to sign a signature card. The bank will
keep this on file. Why? Any business you do with the
bank requires your signature. The bank can check the
signatures to make sure you are the right person.

38



Look at the name in the top left corner of the sample
check. It says 'Your Name'. Notice the signature on
the bottom right corner of the check. It is signed
v...n..' . The signature at the bottom of the check
must match the name at the top of the check. If the
name at the top uses a middle initial, the signature at
the bottom must have a middle initial.

Checks must have a signature to be cashed. They are
not legal without a signature.

Now, look at Practice Check #1.
Remember, we are pretending this is your

check. Sign your name on the practice
check.
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Your practice check should look like this:

103
1114114-

swe.,
'ZireCtide Jime,15 1999

4:

r.,,,K8IW,,IEU :ASV
:.;,--01,dirat ,,h14t5

oftwanoomeesseesseersa.
$

c, lortv 50/10

11050

Dollars

rfttliteri*Rata Azirwana, USA 11.3.41.

FOR `lour A/cum,

4114/44 817SECiliSir ata

40



True or False:

You can borrow a check from a friend
and sign your name on it.

True False

41



The Memo Line

Look at the bottom left corner of the check. It says
'For `. Sometimes it will say."Merno." Use
this line to write down what the check was for. You do
not have to fill this in, but it is a good idea.

Suppose you are trying to make a household budget.
You want to know how much you spend each month
on groceries, and how much you spend on clothes. If
you write a memo on the checks, at the end of the
month you can add up all the checks that say
'groceries' and all the checks that say 'clothes' to find
out how much you usually spend.

42



Write in 'Groceries'
on the memo line

on the sample check.

This is the last step to writing a check!
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Which check is correct?

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS .46
CITY. STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

Central Bank---
FOR AN n `((lAy- A//.1.44e.

4444t2211

DOLLARS

41A4/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE,VOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 44'
CITY. STATE Z8. CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

20

Central Bank---
FOR lur Afiteue, Ant/ho

DOLLARS

4164/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE.V0ID



LI Practice Check #1

Practice Check #1 should look like this:

14}3iu
Pciae GiVle, 15 1999

f,

1rd:441$ Aliarke,..f

_Pilo DAN.mmm

je.L.,04
1"./T,Ar ruPur if,Cf kie USA 12.345

FOR Oaetrie,5
Iry euvo365149E-

328 1 45



9.6 Practice
NOTES:

6. Practice

Fill out the information on these two checks:

1. Payee: Hornestyle Apartments
Amount: $425.25
Date: January 21, 1998
Purpose: Rent

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF si

102 4444/2211

20

Central Bank....
FOR

DOLLARS

f4d4/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLEYOlD

2. Payee: Grime City Utilities
Amount $156.50
Date: March 2, 2003
Purpose: Utilities

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 4-95

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 444412211

Central Bank...
FOR

DOLLARS

,411412211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLENOID

Check your answers in the Answer Key!
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6o0,10( xlm)

Practice

Worksheets A-D: What's Wrong?

Look at each check carefully. Circle every mistake you
can fmd on the next 4 checks. You can check your
answers in the Answer Key.

JAN BRADY
11.-; 51.-1

1414e

Jtat
H. TUC

'Z *A:UW.0 .044 -c.leteai infinniv
andso/i 00

rtii*J1303 4.,7141-.4.:41,R04,,,,t1

Mott, de

Oct 20, 98
139 5001

Maize*:

7MEE:WOW 0.1.12.3SZ-* 1:1121.1

Fred A. Stake 2/s7
ReeBop Lane
Fuguct Sound, WA 43772

A -
TO n-re cgre.,
ORDER OF

N' 2333 00487615504

-9ce 25 19 15

Sixty olottet-y-5 oLtla 06/100 vt DOLLARS

etttk
State Taux"' WA'USA MI5

redyllpion
Mann Arf 5 60-5 Fre4 A 5-to-ire,

C5501.09876 I:0054S5I. 21 2333
ION QI Limbs. idlimo

SAMPLE,VOID

330
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9-: .: : i Practice

Fred A Staire 2/117

BeeBop Lane
Fuguet Sound, WA 43772

PAY
TO n-fE 61vcr ex5
ORDER OF

NJ 4333 00-0878/5504

luvte, 50 le 15

o-Koe 50/100

ekttl $ ate wA USA

tire It i
Mem

C550409876 I:00545542i u 2 3 3 3

5050

gal UMW Maim

DOLLARS

iritfiy
SAMPLE,VOID

IAN RAM'
Zt I il.t esrt.ti

-rue
Z,V3trAVV 0,1 i 1/ 'milkt

ala tt01100

Tnarclz 1 , 1930

,
144.:pam.`7443.1..g.,41.x2Zoor,xt

7:5042441M1 iff4045:es eziai

Dottars

NOTES:

48



9.7 On Your Own

7. On Your Own

Practice Exercise A: Parts of a Check
See if you can name the 9 major parts of a check. Fill
in the blanks in the chart below.

Major Parts of a Check

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Practice Exercise B: What's Wrong?
Circle everything you can find wrong with this check.

Tommy Gunn
845 E 2000 5 949
Easax. MA 93772

PAY
1,°,14 fir n- Raw

rt R ic Kona)

1567

Seffember is V
00,12417701

1_35. Ko

NEW ENSUNE
BANK ENE =-
Mmo Vko tafe.5
c??0i321.30 cOOSNSP.2& I.

DOLLARS

11,auoz 6 Gum
ISE.? SAMPLE,VOID-

00 2

NOTES:

49



On Your Own
NOTES:

Practice Exercise C: On Your Own

Use the blank checks below to write a check at home
for practice. Choose an amount and purpose. Compare
your cheek with the ones you wrote during this lesson.
Make sure you have written each part of the check
correctly, and that you have written the check
completely.

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

Central Bank....
FOR

DOLLARS

44/2211 0058 65421 0102 SMAPLE,VOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 20

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

Central Bank....
FOR

DOLLARS

,,,M4/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE,VOID
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moo Answer Key-Lesson 9

Answer Key

A check
(p. 2)

a. must have your signature
b. is more safe than cash
c. helps you know how you spend your

money
Fa' d. all of the above

p. 6

Your checking
account

balance is...

You want
to write a

check for...

Can you
write the
check?

$100.00 $79.00 Yes

$50.00 $83.50 No

$77.00 $67.00 Yes

$84.50 $101.00 No

$100.00 $200.00 No

334

NOTES:
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Answer Key-Lesson 9
NOTES:

You can write a check for (p. 8)

a. cash
b. paying your bills
c. buying things in a store
d. all of the above

Circle the bank number on this check. (p. 11)

JAN DDADY 4.9ts 986
ITU Dm dime
ram:inc. II Imo* 34571 19

PAY TO
TEE

ODDED Or

drimesican. 9tut GNallonal
Mem

0876056Th 0058 65621 e 0986

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,VOID

What is the check number? 986

Circle the bank number on this check. (p. 11)

ToPurAY

Fred A. %tire vro
Bedlop Lane
Fuguea Sound, WA 43772

N 2333 03.06,5501

t9

DOLLARS

Stri ttighanicorr
mcm.

5 5 0 0 0 5 1 . 5 5 4 2 1 I. 2 3 3 3-. SAMPLENOID

What is the check number? 2333

3 3 5



Answer Key-Lesson 9

Circle the account number on this check.
(p. 13)

Fred A. Stain 3/7 N's 2333
BeeBop Lane
Fugud Sound, WA 43775 19

PAY
NIZEOF

0140711/550.1

ckttle State --.--
Eredit Union

Mono

Cs so 4"8 7 <Ela St. 5M410.1...

DOLLARS

2333 SAMPLE.VOID

Label the account number, the check number,
and the bank number on this check. (p. 13)

Bork Number 1040001Noesbar
Check Number

PAY100one

NEW
BAIIIt ONE
Mem&

V7701324->

1115111.3/7701

DOLLARS

SAMPLENOICI

Label the account number, the check number,
and the bank number on this check. (p. 13)

Cheek N.mber

336
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Answer Key-Lesson 9
NOTES:

(p. 21)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 449
my, STATE ZEP CODE

PAY-TO THE
WER OFii/ 1'00

Central Bank---
FOR.

31.14/34 025656411 0102

63_50

YOUP

SAMPLE,V0ID

What is the bank number? 1114/34
What is the check number? 102
What is the account number? 025656411
Who is the payee? Tommy Gunn
What is the date of the check? May 9, 2099

Look at the two checks below. Which one is
better? Why? (p. 24)
The bottom one is right because the amount is written
close to the $.

JAN bRADY 45
Mil Elm &rect

14572 `-

PAY TO
TEl

ODDED Of

986

19

004678/11616

25.50

agmeti4a. aut
Memo

DOLLARS

760SEOR goose c,s1.2i, a' 09136
111. 1,14 I1.17.11

SAMPLE,VOID

JAN 15QADY 4 5
225 ram &met
reerville. Ilirols 34572

PAY 'f0

ODDED Or

986

19

00-5ff711/91776

25.50

oqmisican aut c:NaLionat
memo

Csamossn goose 6S4 e °gas
1 V91111.= fl

DOLLARS

SAMPLENOID
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Answer Key-Lesson 9

Look at these three checks. Which one is
right? Why? (p. 31)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 146
CITY, STATE 2P CODE -Orefe, 19

102

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF rctice,

It& 1,414111P lid 5/100

g'enAtzi 6114a
FOR 'lax Nlefko

COMM. POI

2505

Allin.1111.16.10110 100

C987.651,3 211:58 65L 21 2 10 10 2.

M. 11

DOLLARS

lcvr Alo.4,e,

SAMPLE,11010

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 1-91

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF are,

'floe R.Roi 57100

g'aneffiatact,la
FOR 'fax Aile,no

102

14.44, 19

00-6171/91/0

2505

4111VON111111. 1113011

01876 S1,3 11:513 651.21 2 80 10 2.

DOLLARS

AktAte,

SAMPLE,110113

YOUR PUPAE
YOUR ADDRESS 4
CITY. STATE 73P CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

NY YdrriVP owl flip 166

gent.ics,a
FOR Your /1/1Pyiko

102 orktomen
19

DOLLARS

2505

Mt. UNA ley

.1:qa7ssi,a2tEsa 651.21 2 10 102.
'fax A/ante.

SAIIIPLAVOIO

Twenty-five and 05/10.0 is right.
Twenty-five and 5/100 is wrong.
Twenty-five and five/100 is wrong.

Look at these two checks. Which one is right? Why? (p. 32)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS

102

crw, STATE ZIP CODE -9(1-19 19

PAY TO THE ,..,

ORDER OF rare.,

itoex#14ive. awl (757106

g?e/n6WICSCI42%
FOR \kir Nloixo

oot,annare

2505

MVOMIRIL IALS ISMS

cgiossi,321-csa &slat 2 10 10 2.

DOLLARS

Your Afan.te,

SAMPLENOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZP CODE

PAY TO THE ,-,

ORDER OF r

THP 017166

FOR 'lag M9,4to Icur Alante,
r9finsto kcsa [At 2 2 .0 10 2. SAMPLE,VOID

102

-Dret9 19

madmen,'

[2505

411. 1.11 ICMS

DOLLARS

The other check does not have a line drawn to fill in the blank to the word
DOLLARS.

338
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Answer Key-Lesson 9

Look at these two checks. Which one is right? Why? (p. 33)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 145
CfTY STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF rar,c,

o-oa 5 em.iits DOLLARS

102 05457Villre

12505

gent/MICZa4214
FOR 'fax Memo

reMOV.1.11/ ION

`fax Alcuke
C98765113 2 LI:58651a L 2 10 102.

UNPIN.

SAMPLE.VOID

The one on the right is correct.
Twenty-five and 05/100 is right.
Twenty-five dollars and 5 cents is wrong.

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF rcip,e,

1-we,H-1-1Ae, ct.t4d 6171(Y)

gynt,aics., 011.41,11.1.4.

FOR Icur AlleAo

102

ID

$

00407W711

r2505

DOLLARS

'lour Afante,
zss1,3 211:Sa 651.21 2 .13102.

wall ailL.

SAMPLE,VOID

What is wrong with these checks? (p. 34)

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS aos 102

CODE 1)(1.4P,MY , STATE 731. 10

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF PC01, OR,

Tio,A441-five, cud 06/166

actm.4
FOR 'fru,- Mulo Afame,

00.1471107$

2535

DOLLARS

Cela7.6543211:511 6542 2 11310 2- smame.volo

MINIMA

The amounts don't match. The amount in numbers is $25.95.
The amount in words is $25.00.

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445 102

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 10

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

artik Clkld 49 n/166

tor
FON Yam- N1e,44o

00457111475

3562.0

riaassI,32vcsa E,51.2 2 all 10 2-

DOLLARS

Ncor Aktike.,

SALIPLENOID

The amount is wrong. There cannot be 3 numbers after the decimal point.

3:39
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M. Answer Key-Lesson 9

True or False: (p. 41)

YoU can borrow a check from a friend
and sign your name on it.

Which check is correct? (p. 44)

The top check is correct.
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
crry, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102

20

Central Bank...--
FOR MP AO lcur A/a.44e.,

4164/2211 0058 65421 0102

4444/2211

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,VOID

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 445
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

102 4444/2211

20

Central Bank---...
FOR laAr Akt-44.e. Mem

DOLLARS

,4114/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAIAPLENDID

.4 , 3 4 0

NOTES:

57



Rs° Answer Key-Lesson 9
NOTES:

Practice (p. 46)

1. Payee: Homestyle Apartments
Amount: $425.25
Date: January 21, 1998
Purpose: Rent

YOUR NAmE 102 444412211
YOUR ADDRESS 445
crry, STATE ZIP CODE oqa,,ua,v 21 19 98

PAY TO THE H
ORDER OF --Notnnii le Aparimanii $[425.25 1y

aur Itundred twenty-Ace and 25/100 DOLLARS

Central Bank ANYWICUL. I. 11.45

FORSeni Your name

.444/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE,VOID
-

2. Payee: Grime City Utilities
Amount $156.50
Date: March 2, 2003
Purpose: Utilities

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 4.95
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

PAY TO THE r2
ORDER OF (Jr elly it/Ain't

My", 9
102 4444/2211

20 nq

Onc handred lififriix and 501100

[156.50

Central Bank Aiennintr. IOU

FOR ?hi fie:s YourH

0/7
anle

DOLLARS

eug*14/2211 0058 65421 0102 SAMPLE,VOID
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Ek. Answer Key-Lesson 9

Worksheets A-D: What's Wrong?

alr3C-1,-..2C

A. JAN BRADY

SS

'Om $11vaNs4

geaceit More
-14vo .ettd ao Dottars

IL,t, Oct 20. 98

1.0:2

oes3:11:*24.<04

?mionoms 12Ue3WANa

1. The cent amount in the amount in numbers should
be written as a decimal. It should say 32.50.

2. The signature is missing. It should say).

PAY
TO 11-4E Cla.i.re,
ORDER 0

Fred A Staire 2/87
BeeBop Lane
Fuguet Sound, WA 43772

N°. 2333 00-0876/5504

-ke 25 19 75

14d 00/100

ekttk State --wAvsA
Itredjnitnion Fre,o1 A 5-taire,

OLLARS

C5504091376 1:005455421 in 2333 SAMPLE,VOID

Mt 1.1.

1. The amount in words should be Sixty and 00/100.
You should not write in the words dollars or cents.

2. The amount in numbers should be written 60.00.

NOTES:
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NOTES:
Answer Key-Lesson 9

Fred A. Staire 2137

Bee Bop Lane
Fuguet Sound, WA 43772

PAY
Giktke,r crs

Fi?-ty o-vic, 50/100

tOt1 $ ate
Cr

C550 40 9 7---""""7"r""P'" 2333 ID

N' 2333
luvte, 50 19 15

00-887615504

5050

DOLLARS

01111.1.

1. Fred didn't draw a line from the fraction to the word
Dollars.

2. Fred wrote the memo on the signature line and his
signature on the memo line.

JAN BRADY
z , Lines .`;'-iros.t

,s(ele ft(pi
Sain 3 frbzJih

103
trf.n:ActivW54
:(Pkix.)1W:AsA

tt,vtv March 1. 1 930

f$I$3 100

IrlifinAreRSI 32114,t1EiNiir* 01,03

Dttilars

an erady

1. Jan should have spelled out the number 30.

2. It is ok that Jan didn't write a memo. The bank will
still cash the check without a memo. But, the Memo
would help Jan remember why she wrote this check.

34 3 60



Pass Review

Cumulative Review 3
Lessons 7-9

7. The Deposit Slip

Below is a deposit slip. Write down the information that the bank teller
needs to make the deposit for you.

dantwhank ANYWHERE. USA 12145

For deposit to the Account a
Name
Address
Acknowledgement of
Cash Received

Signature

Date

IHHIHHHIII
:EBB 5I ::a:

Cash

Less Cash Received

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

344



Pass Review

Below is a deposit slip. You want to make a deposit. Fill out the deposit
slip to make your deposit.

Cash: $100.00 (currency)
$.50 (coins)

Checks: 1109/5567 (bank number) $30.00 (amount)

Less Cash: none

Date: September 30th, 1960

DEPOSIT SUP
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
CITY:STATE ZIP CODE

DATE. 19

SIGN HERE FOR LESS CASH IN TELLERS PRESENCE

eenbtahank ANYWHERE. USA 12345

S2 6S4: 21: 1192704321:

CASH
CURAENCY

COIN
LIST CHECKS &HOLY

TOTAL FROM
OTHER S1DE

TOTAL
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NET DEPOSIT

USE OTHER SIDE FOR
ADDRTIONAL LISTING

BE SURE EACH NM IS
PROPERLY ENDORSED

34 5



Pass Review

You are at the bank to make a deposit. List 4 things you need to do.

1.

2.

3.

4.

346



Pass Review 8. Recording Deposits in the Check Register

Why do you need to record your deposits in the check register?

Below is a blank check register. Name the 4 columns that are used to
record deposits.

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK
No. DATE DESCRIPTIOHOFTRANS/CT1ON

WITHDRAWAL
RDIMENT

0
i DEPOSIT/

CREDIT
01

BALANCE FORNARD

$ $ Or*
of 00A

ed.

Ordc
or Dv.

1

Bel

Chock
or Dv.

ea

cmck
a Dex

ed.

Cho&
or OK.

_
NI.

_

1.

2.

3.

4.

34 7



Pass Review

Below is a blank check register. Your account balance is $30.00. You
make two deposits. You deposit your paycheck for $125.00 on October
11, 1980. You also deposit a check from the U.S. Government for
$200.00 on October 11, 1980. Record them in the check register and
figure your new balance.

CHECK REGISTER

CHC-CK
No. DATE OESCRIPTIONOF TRANSICDON

WITHDRAWAL/
PAYStea

(4

DEPOSIT/i CREDIT .

0)

BALANCE FOFINARD

S $ Owit
or Dro.

W.

...

Or*
at Chg.

8.1.

Choir
w Ma

ed.

at Dv.

el.
' add(

as Op.

at

348



Pass Review 9. Check Writing

Write what checks mean.

You want to write a check. What do you need to do to make sure before
you write a check? Why?

You have $167.00 in your account. You want to write a $67.00 check.
Do you have enough money in your account for your check? Why?

What does cashing a check mean?

34



Review

Below is a check. Name each part of the check.

YOUR NAME 102
YOUR ADDRESS 4-95

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 19

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF $

00-5678/9876

Atfrm<ERE. USA 12345

FOR

I:981654 3 2 11: sa 6 SI. 2 i 2 8113 10 2

Cuss ME

DOLLARS

SAMPLE,VOID

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

350



Pass Review

Below is a check. Fill out the check as if you are writing a check to pay
for something.

YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS 4-95 102

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE 19

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

00-5678/9876

FOR

JrIZ/iecti'e6a ANI'WHERE. USA 123"

DOLLARS

1:9876543211:513 65[12& 2 113/02

01995 MILE

SAMPLE,VOID

3 5



gyocabou!r.t. Vocabulary

Account
Account Balance
Account Number
Amount
Amount in Numbers
Amount in Words
Amount of the Check
Bad Check
Balance
Bank
Bank Number
Bank Statement
Bank Transaction
Bankbook
Banks lip
Bill
Billing date
Branch
Branch Number
Budget
Cash
Cashing a Check
Cent Amount
Check
Check Number
Check Register
Checkbook
Checking Account
Coin

Counter Deposit Slip
Credit
Credit Limit
Credit Rating
Currency
Customer
Date
Decimal Point
Decrease
Deduct
Deposit
Deposit / Credit
Deposit Slip
Description of
Transaction
Dollar Amounts
Dollar Sign
Due
Due Date
Due upon Receipt
Endorse
Fee
Figure
Forms
Fraction
Goods
ID Card
Illegal
Increase

3 2

Information Counter
Interest
Less Cash
Loan
Memo
Minimum Payment
Money Amounts
Money Amount in Numbers
Money Amount in Words
Mother's Maiden Name
Net Deposit
Organizafion
Password / Code Word
Payee
Payment
Receipt
Record
Service
Service Fee
Signature
Signature Card
Statement
Subtotal
Teller
Teller's Window
Traveler's Check
Total
Transaction
Withdrawal



Bank transaction: Any business you do with the bank is a transaction. You
could cash a check, deposit a check, or withdraw money. These are all,
transactions.

Bankbook: A bankbook is a place where you can write down what you do with
your money. A bankbook is another word for a check register.

Banks lip: A bank slip is a piece of paper that lets the bank teller know what you
want to do with the money in your account. You may want to put money into
your account or take money out of your account. Examples of a bankslip are
deposit slip and withdrawal slip.

Bill: A bill is a list that tells you how much you owe. A bill lists the things (like
clothes and food) you have bought. Also, a bill lists the services (like electricity
and car repair) you have gotten. A bill tells you how much money you owe the
store, person, or company.

Billing date: This is the date the business sent you the bill.

Branch: A branch is one of the places in a group of banks that share the same
bank name. A bank called the Bank of America may have many bank branches
with the same bank name but different places and branch names. For example:
Bank of America, Main Street Branch or Bank of America, Smithfield Mall
Branch.

Branch number: A special number assigned to a bank branch. It is part of the
check number.

Budget: A plan for daily spending. It says how much you plan to spend on such
things as rent, food, gas, and utilities.

Cash: Cash means currency (dollars, paper money) and coin. You can deposit
cash into your account. You write in the amount of the cash on the deposit slip.
Then you give the money and the deposit slip to the bank teller. The teller will
put the money into your account.

Cashing a check: A person or organization (like store and restaurant) getting
your check gives the check to your bank to get payment (money) from your
bank. We call this "cashing a check." You do not put money into your account
when you cash a check. You exchange (trade) the check for money at the bank.
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Account: An account is where your money is kept at the bank. Everyone has a
different account. This is bow the bank knows how much money you are keeping
there.

Account Balance: The account balance is how much money you have in your
account after you have added all your deposits and subtracted your withdrawals.
It will change every time you make a deposit or withdrawal.

Account number: An account number is a set of numbers that tells the bank
which account is yours. Everyone has a different account number. Each ofyour
checks has your account number on it. When you want information about your
account, you will tell the bank your account number.

Amount: An amount is how much money.

Amount in Numbers: See money amount in numbers

Amount in Words: See money amount in words

Amount of the check: The amount of the check means how much money is
written on the check.

Bad check: A check written for more money than a person has in their checking
account. Writing bad checks is against the law. Another name for a bad check is
"an overdraft" or a "bounced check".

Balance: A balance is a place on the check register for you to add or subtract the
money amount to get your new balance. Your balance tells you how much
money you have in your account at the bank. See also account balance.

Bank: A bank is a place where people keep their money. It is a very safe place
to keep your money.

Bank number: Every bank has their own bank number. It is like an ID number.
A bank number tells which bank a check comes from.

Bank statements: Bank statements are lists you get from the bank every month.
A bank statement tells you how much money you have in your account. It also
tells you every time you took money out of your account and every time you put
money in your account.



Cent Amount: this is the how much money in coins. You write the cent amount
with a decimal point.

Check: A check is a written order telling your bank to pay money to a person or
an organization out of your account. We sometimes call a check a draf t. You
write down how much you want to pay to the store and sign your name on the
check. Then you give the check to the store to pay for something you need from
the store. The store gives the check to a bank and get money from your account.

Check number: Each check has a different check number. Check numbers help
you keep a record of your checks. You can match the checks you have written
with the checks listed on your checking account statement. Check numbers are
for your records.

Check register: A check register is a place where you write down how much
money you put into your account. It is also a place where you write down how
much money you take out of your account. You also figure your account balance
in the check register. A check register is another word for bankbook.

Checkbook: A checkbook is a small book with the check register, checks, and
deposit slips.

Checking account: A checking account is a place where you keep your money
at the bank. It is for checks. When you want to write checks to pay for things,
you need to have a checking account at the bank. (See also account)

Coin: Coin means cents, like quarters, nickles, dimes, and pennies. You can
deposit coins into your account. You write in the amount of the coins on the
deposit slip. Then you give the coins and the deposit slip to the teller. The teller
will put the money into your account.

Counter deposit slip: A counter deposit slip is a blank deposit slip. It means
that it does not have your name, address and account number printed on the
counter deposit slip. You need to write in your name, address and account
number. Then you fill out other information on the counter deposit slip. You can
get counter deposit slips at the bank. Counter deposit slips are for people who do
not have any more deposit slips in the bankbook. Also, they are for people who
forget to bring the deposit slip to the bank when making a deposit.
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Credit: If you always pay your bills on time and have a job, a business or
company will set up a credit account for you. This will let you buy things without
paying now. Then next month, the person or company will send you a bill for
what you bought. You can pay for the store back every month till you pay for
what you bought.

Credit Limit: When you get credit, the business will tell you how much. You
cannot have more credit than your limit.

Credit Rating: This is like a grade. If you have a good credit rating, other stores
will also give you credit. If you have a bad credit rating, stores will not want to
give you credit. You get a bad credit rating by not paying your bills on time.

Currency: Currency means dollars, paper money. You can deposit currency into
your account. You need to write the amount of the currency on the deposit slip.
Then you give the currency and deposit slip to the bank teller. The teller will put
the money into your account.

Customer: A customer is a person who has an account at the bank. If you have
an account at America's Bank then you are a customer of America's Bank.

Date: The month, day, and year. We can write the date like this: June 18, 1996,
or like this: 6/18/96. You will write the date on checks, bankslips, and your
check register.

Decimal point: A decimal point is the dot that separates the dollar amount from
the cent amount, like $50.50 and $25.06.

Decrease: To decrease means to make smaller. When you take money out of
your account, you will have less money in your account. Your balance
decreases.

Deduct: Deduct means to subtract. If you make a withdrawal, you must deduct
or subtract that amount from your account.

Deposit: A deposit means to put money in a bank account.

Deposit/credit: A deposit/credit is a place on the check register for you to write
down how much money you put into your account.
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Deposit slip: A deposit slip is a special kind of bank form (paper). You must use
a deposit slip when you want to put the money into your bank account.- A
deposit slip has the information that will help the bank teller make the-deposit for
you. Information on the slip are your name, address and account number.

Description of transaction: A description of transaction is a place on the check
register where you write down who you write checks to or where you get money
from.

Dollar amounts: Dollar amounts are money. For example, a dollar amount will
be $5. A cent amount will be $.25. Together, the dollar and cent amounts will be
$5.25.

Dollar sign: A dollar sign shows the numbers as money ($).

Due: The amount you owe.

Due date: A due date tells you when a person or company must get your money
for the bill. A due date does not mean the date when you must mail the payment.

Due upon Receipt: When a bill says due upon receipt, it means you must send
your payment in as soon as you get the bill.

Endorse: Sign your name on the back of the check when you cash your check.

Endorse/Endorsement: Endorse means you sign your name on the back of the
check. When you want to deposit checks, you need to endorse your checks.
That is your endorsement.

Fee: A fee is an extra money that the person or company charges you. You will
be charged a fee if you do not pay the bill in full.

Figure: Figure means you add or subtract. When you make a deposit, you need
to add the money amount to your old balance to get your new balance. You
figure your new balance.

Forms: a piece of paper with blanks to fill in. A check is a type of form. A
contract is a type of form. A deposit slip is a type of form.
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Fraction: A fraction is used to show cent amount. When you are writing money
amounts on a check, there is a place where you write the money amount in
words. When you write a money amount in words on a check, you need to use a
fraction (for example: 50/100) to show 50 cents.

Goods: Goods are things you buy.

ID card: An ID card is your driver's license, school picture ID card or any other
kind of picture ID: When you make a deposit or do any other banking business,
you must bring your ID card with you. The card should have a picture of you
with your name, address, social. security number, and signature. An lD card helps
the bank know you are the person on the account.

Illegal: If the law does not permit something you do, it is against the law.

Increase: To increase means to add. When you put money into your account,
you will have more money in your account. Your balance increases.

Information counter: The information counter is a place in the bank where you
can go to to get help if you do not know what to do.

Interest: Money you are charged when you borrow money. Or, sometimes a
bank will pay you interest to keep your money in their bank. If you get a credit
card, it is smart to find one with a low interest rate! It will save you money.

Less cash: Less cash means the amount of cash you want back from your
deposit for spending. It must be less than the total amount of the deposit.

Loan: A loan means to borrow money from the bank.

Memo: The line on your check where you write what the check is for.

Minimum payment: A minimum payment means you pay part of the bill, not in
full.

Money amount: Money amount is how much money. For example, $5.00,
$20.50, and $156.34.

Money Amount in Numbers: A money amount in numbers is the normal way of
writing money amount, like $4.00, $5.50, and $30.10.
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Money Amount in Words: A money amount in words is a special way of
writing money amount, like "four dollars," "five dollars and fifty cents," and
"thirty dollars and ten cents." When you write a check, you will have to write the
money amount in words. In checks, it is written in a special way, like "four and
00/100," "five and 50/100," and "thirty and 10/100."

Mother'S Maiden Name: This is your mother's last name before she married.
Many banks ask you for your mother's maiden name to use as a code word to
help keep your account private.

Net deposit: Net deposit is the total amount of your deposit after you add and
subtract everything.

Organization: A group of people working together under a single name, like a
grocery store staff or a doctor's office staff.

Password / Code Word: This is a special word that you tell the bank so they
will give you information about your account. This helps keep other people out
of your account because no one but you will know your secret password.

Payee: Who you write the check to.

Payment: Payment means the money taken out of your account and given to a
business for your bill.

Receipt: A receipt is a piece of paper you get from the teller after you make the
deposit. A receipt is your proof that you have made the deposit. You must keep
it until you get your bank statement that shows the bank has a record of your
deposit.

Record: A way for you to write down information to help you know how much
money you have in your account. Also, it helps you remember where your money
is.

Service: A service is work or help that other people do for you. Banks do many
things to help you. You can borrow money, get traveler's checks, or find out
how much money is in your account. These are all services the bank provides.
There is a charge for some services. Some services are free.

Service fee: A service fee is a special charge from the bank. Banks charge fees
for keeping your account, bad checks, and other services.
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Signature: The way you signed your name on the signature card when you first
opened your account at the bank. You should sign your name this way when you
write checks.

Signature card: The card you sign when you open your account. Bank tellers can
compare the signature on your card to the signature on a check to make sure that the
signature is really yours. Bank officers can also use your signature card to prove
your signature for other reasons, like insurance claims.

Statement: A report to you from the bank. Your statement shows which of your
checks the bank has paid, and what your balance is. Banks usually send
statements to customers once a month. Some banks send you the actual checks
that they have paid. Other banks keep a copy of your checks and destroy the
checks. (See bank statement)

Subtotal: A subtotal is the amount when you add or subtract part of a list of
numbers. For example, you are filling out a deposit slip. You add the amounts of
all the cash, coins, and checks you want to deposit. This is your subtotal. Then
you subtract cash you want back. After you subtract, you know the total amount
of the deposit.

Teller: A person who helps bank customers, like you. Tellers help you to
deposit, withdraw, and transfer money to and from accounts. They can also help
you make loan and credit card payments. Tellers can give you account balances
and account printouts. They can help you get travelers' checks and cashier's
checks. Tellers usually serve customers from behind a teller's window.

Tellers' window: The counter where you will do your banking business with the
bank teller.

Traveler's check: A traveler's check is a special check with a dollar amount on
it. It is the same as money. It must have your signature. No one else can use it
without your signature. Some places will accept traveler's checks when they do
not accept your checks from the bank. If your traveler's checks are stolen, you
can get them replaced for free. If your money is stolen, you cannot replace that.
That is why many people who travel like to use traveler's checks.

Total: The amount after you add and subtract everything.

Transaction: See bank transaction

Withdrawal: A withdrawal means to take money out of a bank account. When
you withdraw money, your account becomes smaller.
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